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ABSTRACT
The success of hyperthermia as a therapy for cancer is greatly depen-
dent of the uniformity of temperature within the treatment field. As can-
cerous tumors can often be approximated as elliptical regions, an examination
of the power distribution requirements to achieve uniform temperature on an
ellipse in well perfused tissue was performed. The differential form of
the heat transfer equation in a well perfused medium, as expressed by Pennes,
was used to describe the heat flow. The solution of the resulting tem-
perature profiles, expressed in confocal elliptical cylindrical coordinates,
was found to be an infinite series of Mathieu and Modified Mathieu functions.
Two limiting cases, corresponding to low and to high perfusion levels, were
examined to derive simple expressions for the heat loss as a function of
position on the isothermal ellipse.
The ultrasonic heat generation was modelled as a superposition of line
sources around the ellipse. Temperature profiles resulting from power dis-
tribution patterns given by the two limiting cases were analyzed and found
to generate isothermal ellipses only in the limiting case they correspond to.
A general power modulation formula, using a superposition of the two
limiting cases, was derived and found to generate an isothermal ellipse,
reguardless of perfusion levels, both mathematically and in experiments
performed in bovine muscle.
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INTRODUCTION
Hyperthermia has come to mean temperatures in the range of 41-45*C
induced in humans with therapeutic intent. Heat has long been known to
have beneficial effects in the treatment of disease. In ancient times
Hippocrates, Homer and Herodotus each praised the role of fever or hot water
baths in treating diseases. In more recent times, it has been observed
in cultures where saunas are popular that the population has a lower inci-
dence of skin and breast cancer. I1
In 1886, W. Busch reported a spontaneous regression of tumors in a
woman who developed a fever through infection.[2] Shortly afterward, William
B. Coley began to treat cancer by injecting patients with virulent strepto-
cocci to induce fever.[ll He experienced mixed success with the method:
the treatment was potentially fatal. It was also difficult to assess the
relative effects of the fever, which rarely exceeded 40'C, and that of
the patient's immune system, which was stimulated by this treatment. Later,
in an effort to induce hyperthermia with more controllable methods, C. A.
Neyman tried using electric blankets and 12 MHz E-M induction, again with
mixed--and occasionally disasterous--results: beds were set on fire, arid
some patients developed burns two inches deep and a foot in diameter.
Despite these inauspicious beginnings, it is now generally believed
that hyperthermia is an effective therapy for cancer. Two major questions
remaining, and currently the subject of much research, are those of modality
and heat dose. The concept of heat dose involves quantifying all forms
of therapy with one value. This task is complicated by the lack of spatial
uniformity of temperature profiles within the tumor and the inability to
measure accurately such nonuniformity. Further complications arise from
the non-linear relationship between temperature elevation and time at that
temperature required to kill cells. A rule of thumb stated by Short and
Turner is that the time to achieve the same fraction cells killed is halved
for each degree Celcius above 42.5*C. Hsu and later, Gerner, [8] proposed
a dose calculated through the theory of reaction kinetics. Later, Sapareto
and Dewey [5] and Lele [61 proposed more elaborate relationships for heat
dose. Each quantifies the temporal history of a hyperthermia therapy as an
'equivalent dose" at a fixed temperature: the treatment efficacy is measured
in the time at a given temperature, say 43*C, required to kill the same
cellular fraction as the treatment. For example, 1 minute of therapy at
44*C will have an "equivalent dose" of greater than 1 minute at 43*C, while
1 minute at 42*C will give less than a 1-minute dose at 43*C.
The above discussion ignores the complicating problems of "thermo-tol-
erance", the ability of a cell exposed to heat once to become immune to a
second treatment, but applying the above relationship is a large step in
resolving the temporal problems of heat dose. Spatial non-uniformity is
another currently unresolved problem. Ideally, one would like the entire
tumor to be at precisely the same temperature. If this were the case, temp-
perature would only have to be measured at one location, and every location
would receive the same heat dose. However, the various modes of delivering
energy to the tumor, the non-uniformities in blood flow, anisotropy of tissue
thermal conductivity and absorption, all lead to variations in temperature
within the treatment volume. The nature of these variations is described
by the laws of heat transfer, as will be discussed in following chapters.
The more complex the temperature in the treatment field, the more diffi-
cult it is to assess the therapy. At how many locations should temperature
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be measured? Each additional location requires that a larger or additional
probe be inserted into the patient. Should the dose be evaluated at the
hottest or coolest point in the tumor? Even if relatively small regions of
the tumor are heated to less than therapeutic temperatures, large colonies of
cancerous cells may survive, since 1 gram of tissue may contain 1 billion
cells. [3 However, adequately treating these cool regions might require
heating others to painful temperatures. These questions obviously indicate
the need for finding a therapy modality that gives relatively constant temp-
erature.
Currently several methods of hyperthermia production are undergoing
clinical evaluation. The modalities are primarily of three types: heat
diffusion, ultrasonic energy deposition, and electromagnetic energy deposi-
tion. The treatment volume can include the entire body or it can be localized
in a particular region.
From a technical standpoint, the simplest method is whole-body hyper-
thermia. This is a diffusion process, in which the body is immersed in a
warm water blanket. 7'9  The core temperature of the patient is then brought
up quite high, typically 42*C, and maintained for an extended time. This
therapy is based on the theory, stemming from Coley's work, that tumors are
more sensitive to elevated temperatures than normal tissue. Although this
theory has been shown to be true in in vitro studies, there is some doubt
that it is valid in vivo.[9 Limited success has been achieved using this
method,[2 ,9 ] however, there are many practical limitations. Access to the
patient is limited, temperature control is slow due to the large heat
capacity of the body, a long time is required to reach therapeutic temper-
atures, and the therapy is somewhat dangerous. Vital signs must be
continually monitored, and nutrients and fluids must be added to the patient
17
throughout the therapy period (-4 hours). The patient is often hospitalized
over-night for post-therapy monitoring.
A second type of whole-body hyperthermia consists of wrapping the patient
in wax with a melting point of 43*C. The same assumptions underlie this
treatment, and there are the same drawbacks.[1 1
Another heat diffusion therapy, one which operates somewhat more
locally, uses extra-corporal heat exchangers and heated perfusions. Blood
is taken from the body, heated and returned so as to heat the surrounding
tissue. Stehlin et. al. have reported this method's success in saving
limbs from amputation and prolonging patient survival. Ahuja and Hendee 11
have completed a design for an effective heat exchanger, but provided no
clinical results. The major drawback to these therapies is their relative
invasiveness as compared to the therapies described below.
The second primary form of hyperthermic therapy is electromagnetic
energy. This is currently the most widely accepted form of hyperthermia
induction, as evidenced by the volume of literature in the field. Therapies
of this type are broken down into three coupling modalities: capacitive,
microwave, and inductive. Capacitive coupling appears to be the least favor-
able, since the resistive pathways between the capacitive plates are difficult
to predict and the current often flows outside the intended treatment area.
As such, selective heating is difficult to obtain. This type of therapy
often excessivly heats subcutaneous fat because it is highly resistive,
both to electrical and heat flow.[1]
Microwave applicators used for hyperthermia therapy are of three types:
single non-contact applicators, arrays of non-contact applicators and im-
plantable radiators. Designed to operate between 27 and 2450 MHz [13, micro-
wave applicators can be thought of as directive antennas. [14 Currently,
only a non-contact radiator is approved for hyperthermia therapy.
Tissue absorbs electromagnetic energy proportional to the electrical
conductivity of the tissue and the magnitude of the electric field
strength.[15] The significant problem encountered with this type of energy
is the difficulty of focusing, or localizing, the energy deposition.
Therefore, when using a single applicator with minimal focusing, energy is
absorbed as the field passes into the body, and the field strength falls off
with depth as an exponential decay. [16 This leads to the misleading
"depth of penetration" specification of single applicators. At the low
end of the frequency range, the depth of penetration is said to be up to 9
centimeters. [13 This actually means that, at 9 centimeters, the field
strength is only 37% (l/e) of that at the surface. 17I At the highest
operable frequencies, penetration depth is only 2-3 millimeters. This
indicates that a single applicator will generate the greatest heat at the
skin surface. This may be sufficient to treat a superficial tumor, but
it limits the ability to selectively heat at depth. The easiest solution,
and the least effective, is to circulate cold water on the skin, [16 thereby
constraining the surface temperature to be no warmer than body temperature
(37*C). This method will produce maximum temperature rise somewhere below
the skin, but is is not as effective or controllable as the methods described
below.
A more effective method is to decrease the portal the energy passes
through at depth, i.e. to focus. Although total power will be less at
depth (due to exponential decay), if the area this power passes through at
depth is sufficiently smaller than the area at the surface, the maximum
heating will occur at depth. There are two methods of focusing microwaves;
one is by using a focused linear phased array and the other
is with multiple applicators using synchronous fields. These methods have
many advantages; they are non-invasive and the operator can control the
e-field. However, modelling the electric field in the human body is a
difficult task, and as such, extraneous regions may be heated, unknown to
the operator.
The most controllable method of using microwaves for selective heating
at depth is with invasive applicators. [19] These can either be inserted
through tissue or, depending on tumor location, introduced through
natural body orifices. These invasive applicators may also be used either
singularly or in arrays for more uniform heating. The obvious drawback
to this method is its invasiveness.
The third coupling modality for electromagnetic therapy uses inductive
applicators. These generate high-frequency magnetic fields, typically
less than 30 MHz, that induce electric fields. Joule heating occurs through
resistive losses in the resulting current flow.[20] The magnetic field is
induced using either single "pancake" coils or pairs of planar parallel
coils. The patient is either placed within the coil or the coil may rest
on the skin. As with microwaves, single coils are limited to treating
superficial tumors, [20 but large diameter paired coils can heat significantly
deeper. Boddie et. al., using a horizontal pair of single loop inductors
that could be set non-parallel and a large capacitor to cancel vertical eddy
currents, were able to selectively heat up to 12 cm. deep. [21 Other methods
of selective deep heating include using lower frequency magnetic fields, 200-
500 kHz to heat previously implanted ferromagnetic needles, or thermal
seeds.[ 2 2 ,2 3] At these frequencies, power absorption in the implants is much
greater than in the surrounding tissue. These implants then act as heat
sources. There also are seeds made from materials (nickel alloys) that ab-
ruptly change from ferromagnetic to non-ferromagnetic at a given temperature.
These then act as constant temperature implants.[ 2 21
The third form of hyperthermia therapy uses ultrasound. The ability
of high frequency sound to heat various media has long been known. [24]
Heating occurs through absorption of energy as the compression wave
passes through an attenuating medium. The specifics of ultrasonic ab-
sorption will be covered in the next chapter.
The conversion in tissue of ultrasonic energy to heat was originally
examined in neurological research in order to permit researchers to
selectively destroy brain tissue. [25 The advent of its use in cancer
therapy did not occur until the mid-1960s.[2 6 ] As with electromagnetic
energy, there are three modes of ultrasonic energy deposition: a single,
unfocused transducer; transducer arrays; and focused ultrasound.
Ultrasonic energy is generated by a high frequency voltage induced
across a piezoelectric material. A vibrational wave is initiated which, at
the frequencies of clinical ultrasound, between 0.5 and 6.0 MHz, cannot
propagate through air. This is convenient since, unlike electromagnetic
energy, there is no chance of field leakage. A pathway of an ultrasonically
transparent medium, generally water, must be set up between the ultrasound
source and the patient. Water also provides good coupling into the body,
as will be shown later.
Like single microwave applicators, unfocused ultrasonic transducers are
used primarily to treat surface lesions, and for the same reasons. The
energy absorbed by tissue is proportional to the field strength at that
point. The acoustic energy of a travelling wave falls exponentially with
increasing depth. The maximum heating will occur at the surface where the
field is strongest. If chilled water is circulated on the surface of the skin,
the maximum temperature will occur at some depth,[1 6 ] but deeper heating can
occur with one of the methods mentioned below.
As with microwaves, selective heating can occur at depth using an
array of overlapping, unfocused transducers. Such a method is currently
used by Fessenden et. al. with success. The most significant problem with
this method is that it requires a large portal for the ultrasound on the
patient's skin.
Focused ultrasound, the subject of this thesis, is generated in two
forms. The more common method is to use a plastic lens mounted on the
piezoelectric material to focus the energy into a small ellipsoidal region.
The focus is then manoevered around the tumor. This is known as steered,
focused ultrasound. The advantage to this therapy is the complete
flexibility allowed the operator in determining the location and intensity
of the therapy field. [28,29] A second method is to use the lens to focus
the ultrasound into an annular region. [30,31 This method eliminates the
need for motors to steer the transducer, but each lens can produce only a
single therapy field.
This introduction is not meant to promote ultrasonic therapy as a pana-
cea. The benefits derived from the ability to focus, to tailor the therapy
field to the inhomogeneities of the treatment region, and its increased
penetration depth are great. But since ultrasound cannot pass through air,
it is not generally useful in treatment of cancers of the lung, esophagus,
intestinal tract, etc. For reasons to be outlined later, treatment of
or through bone--although possible--is difficult. Also, since ultrasound
is a vibrational wave, there is some question as to it stimulating meta-
stases of the treated tumor. A review by Lele[2 6 ] shows no increase in
metastases of tumors in hampsters even when exposed to high-intensity
ultrasound waves.
Objectives and Methods
As previously discussed, steered focused ultrasound offers the greatest
potential for selective, uniform heating at depth. [16] The difficulty lies
in determining the best combination of pattern size and ultrasonic intensity
at each location for a particular treatment region. There must exist, for each
treatment volume, a particular power deposition pattern that will result in
uniform temperature throughout that volume. Earlier work by Parker [33 in this
field utilized a 'reactive' model in analyzing hyperthermia by ultrasound. He
used a point source model to predict temperature profiles resulting from a
given ultrasonic power distribution. Although efficient in nature, his method
suffered from two limitations. First, it only considered circular patterns.
Second, its output was the temperature profile, not the required power deposition
to achieve uniform temperature.
A better, or more clinically useful, method would provide the therapist
with a therapy plan for a particular treatment volume. As tumors are rarely
circular, this plan should consider more general geometric shapes. This being
given, the plan should determine the path of the ultrasonic focus, and the
amount of energy that needs to be deposited at each location on this path in
order to achieve uniform temperature.
Experience shows that most tumor shapes can be approximated by using an
ellipse or a series of superimposed ellipses. The problem of heat flow away
from an elliptical region of constant temperature in tissue has not yet been
addressed, and it is the subject of this thesis. Accurate determination of
the heat flow using a simple energy balance will provide the ultrasonic power
deposition requirements at each location on the ellipse.
The following chapters will lead to this solution, which will culminate
in a comprehensive therapy plan. Chapter I discusses the mechanisms of ultrason-
ic energy propagation and absorption in tissue. Chapter II, Section a,
presents the differential form of heat flow in tissue. General solutions
to this equation for elliptical cylinders, called Mathieu functions, are
found in IIb. These functions are used in Chapter IIc to determine exact
solutions of temperature in tissue calling for a uniform temperature rise
on an ellipse. The limiting cases of this closed form solution will be
examined to determine the nature of heat flow.
In Chapter III these solutions will then be used to generate a more
useful formula for temperature at any point due to ultrasonic energy deposited
on an ellipse. An integral equation, using superimposed line sources of
heat, will be examined for each limiting case. Although neither one of
these will prove to be useful in therapy, a combination of the two is
shown to ensure uniform temperature on an elliptical region. This com-
bination constitutes the general therapy plan.
Experiments were performed in bovine muscle to test the validity of this
predictive plan. The method of experimentation is outlined in Chapter IV,
with results presented in Chapter V.
This work has been performed keeping in mind that the end product
should be useful and obvious to persons of medical background. The therapy
plan should be interactive, with the inputs and outputs being as obvious
as possible. For example, refer to Figure 1. An ellipse of major axis 2a
and minor axis 2b is shown. The equation for the shape of an ellipse, in rect-
ilinear coordinates, is given by
2 2
()+ y 
1
The foci of the ellipse are the two points from which the sum of the
distances from each point on the ellipse to those foci is constant. The
I i1 1I I
2 *R
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FIGURE 1: MODIFIED ECCENTRICITY
location of these points is given by
c2 = a2 -
2
where c = + distance to focus (along major axis).
The eccentricity of an ellipse is normally -defined as
c
e = -
a
where e = eccentricity.
(2)
(3)
For a circle, e = 0 while for a line segment e = 1. Other than those
cases, eccentricity is not obvious to the eye. For that reason, ellipses
will be identified by their "modified eccentricity" e' defined as
, b
e = -. (4a 4)
Hopefully, small allowances such as this will make the results of
this thesis more readily usable and understandable to the lay person.
Chapter I: Ultrasonics
Ultrasound is a term applied to sound waves above the limit of human
hearing, or greater than 20 kHz. Most ultrasound used either therapeutically
or diagnostically normally operates within the frequency range of 0.5 - 10
MHz. While there are many phenomena associated with ultrasonic propagation
(for a complete overview, see ref. [34]), this section will briefly discuss
ultrasonic generation, focusing, absorption, attenuation, cavitation and
reflection. The specifics of the Hyperthermia Center's ultrasound equip-
ment will be covered in Chapter IVa.
The shapes of certain materials will alter when in the presence of an
electric field, and when physically deformed, these materials will produce
an electric charge. This is known as the piezoelectric effect, first des-
cribed by Pierre and Jacques Curie in 1880.[34] This effect occurs
naturally in materials such as quartz, and it can be made to occur in arti-
ficially grown crystals or in materials with aligned charge domains, called
ferroelectrics. Within the last group are ceramics of lead zirconate
titaniate or PZT. Quartz and various PZTs are the most common piezoelectric
materials.
If electrodes are placed on opposite sides of a piezoelectric trans-
ducer, and a charge is induced across the plates, the transducer will expand
or contract according to its "transmitting constant." [34] If this charge
is then varied sinusoidally, the transducer will alternately expand and
contract. The velocity of propagation of these sinusoidal waves is c,
a material constant, with the wavelength given by
c
f (5)
where f = frequency.
Standing ultrasonic waves are set up in the transducer, with the center
of the transducer acting as a "node", or point of constant zero deflection.
If one side of the transducer is exposed to air, almost complete reflection
of the ultrasound wave occurs at that interface, so all the power is avail-
able at the front, or loaded, face. To obtain maximum output from the
transducer, the face in contact with the load (water or tissue) should co-
incide with an "antinode", a point of maximum deflection. An antinode will
occur when driving the transducer at an odd number of half wavelengths.
This phenomenom is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows a transducer oper-
ating at its "first harmonic" or one half-wavelength. Its maximum positive
and negative deflections are shown. Figure 2b shows a transducer operating
at a frequency producing 1 internal wavelength. The loaded face is also at
a node, and does not oscillate.
This illustrates the need to consider transducer design. Depending on
the frequency desired and material used, the transducer must be a given
thickness, or an odd multiple of half-wavelengths given by equation (5).
A second design consideration is the coefficient of thermal expansion. If
the transducer is run in continuous mode (power on for long periods of
time) some energy will be lost, in the transducer and will be converted to
heat. If the transducer expands too much, the front face will no longer be
an antinode. As such, it will expand more, etc., until it is rendered
inoperable due to low efficiency or transducer breakage. Ceramic trans-
ducers are more susceptible to this, and so quartz transducers were
chosen for this work.[25]
Other factors involved in transducer/driver design include impedance
matching, [35] receiving constant, Q-factor, etc.[34]
When operating in the plane (unfocused) wave mode, a disk transducer has
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two identifiable regions, the Fresnel or near zone, and the Fraunhofer, or
far, zone. The near zone is a complicated region and is difficult to model
because it has many regions of phase cancellation. The far zone starts at
an axial distance given by[34]
2
z = 0.75 r (6)
where r is the transducer radius (cm)
and z is the transition distance.
0
This region is characterized approximately by a cylindrical compression
wave. It actually has a small divergence angle, and is only one of many
lobes of power. However, it does contain most of the insonant energy. An
example of isointensities for a disk transducer is shown in figure 3.
There are three common methods of focusing this energy: either dome
shaped transducers, mirrors, or lenses placed on the loaded face of the
transducer. Due to cost considerations, plastic lenses have been chosen
for this particular project and will be discussed here.
Lenses are generally solid materials through which sound passes at a
speed different from that of the loading medium. 84% of the incident ultra-
sonic energy is focused into an ellipsoidal volume with approximate
dimensions given by[2 5 ]
1.2 F A
d r (7a)
where F is the focal length of the lens (cm)
and d is the diameter of the focal region (cm)
and
1 = 15(1-0.01 $)df (7b)
where $ is the half aperture angle (degrees)
and 1 is the length of the focal region (cm)
These are shown in figure 4. Equation (7b) is valid if T<50*.[34]
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FIGURE 3: ISOINTENSITIES FOR AN UNFOCUSED TRANSDUCER
FROM [34].
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The gain in intensity along the axis of insonation is the method of
achieving selective heating at depth, as will be explained below.
As with light, ultrasonic energy travelling through an interface
between two media may be transmitted, reflected or refracted. If the in-
cident ultrasonic wave is perpendicular to the interface, there will be no
refraction. For a perpendicularly incident ultrasonic wave, the ratio
of reflected intensity to incident intensity is
Ir z2 -z12
I (Z )2 + Z (8)
where Z2 is the acoustic impedance of the second media [kg/m2-sec]
and Z is the acoustic impedance of the first media
while the ratio of transmitted intensity of incident intensity is
II 4Z Z
1 Z 2) (9)
The acoustic impedance of plane waves in a non-absorbing material, Z,
is given by
Z = pc (10)
where p is density [g/cm 3
c is speed of sound [m/sec]
Obviously, for effective transmission into tissue, the propagating
medium should have approximately the same impedance as the tissue. As seen
in Table 1, the transmittance from water into most tissue, and between most
tissues, is good. The only significant problems occur at tissue/bone or
SPEED OF SOUND[ DENSITY ACOUSTIC
TISSUE IMPEDANCE
(m/sec) (g/ml) (106 Kg/m2-sec)
FAT 1450 0.92 1.35
SKELETAL MUSCLE 1585 1.07 1.65
BLOOD 1570 1.06 1.62
BONE 4080 1.50 5.00
LUNG -- 0.40 0.26
LIVER 1549 1.06 1.66
KIDNEY 1561 1.04 1.62
BRAIN (WHITE MATTER) 1540 1.03 1.60
WATER 1480 1.00 1.52
ULTRASONIC PROPERTIES OF TISSUESTABLE 1:
tissue/lung interfaces.
The intensity of the ultrasonic wave will attenuate as it passes through
most media. The attenuation is primarily due to the mechanisms of scattering
and absorption. Scattering is due to non-uniformities in the tissue. It
can lead to changes in direction, phase, amplitude, velocity and even frequen-
cy of the propagating wave. [33 The non-uniformities leading to scattering
have been attributed to variations in density and compressibility within
the tissue. The magnitude of these variations, the size and distribution
of these inhomogeneous regions relative to the ultrasonic wavelengths, all
lead to scattering. The complexity of tissue makes modelling this extremely
difficult, and as such, scattering is normally incorporated in the empirical
relationship for attenuation presented below.
Absorption is the conversion of incident ultrasonic energy to heat.
Several mechanisms are postulated to account for absorption. Classical,
or viscous, absorption accounts for heating due to frictional forces
opposing periodic motion. 3 4 ] This model works well for fluids, but not for
tissue. [39 Generally, however, data for absorption are fit to the empirical
relation
= 
f m
where i is absorption (nepers/cm)
y0 is absorption at 1 MHz
m is correlation coefficient.
Note: a neper is the natural log equivalent of a decibel, and there are
8.686 dB in 1 neper.[ 34 ]
Similarly, absorption and scattering are grouped under the empirical
attenuation correlation:
a = a0 fn (12)
where a is attenuation in nepers/cm
a is attenuation at 1 MHz
0
n is correlation coefficient.
Published values for these variables vary significantly. [40] Reasons
for this include variations in properties of similar tissues of different
subjects, 41I and variations in properties of the same tissue due to
temperature and time since death. [42] Other variations are due to the
limitations of the various methods used to measure absorption and attenuation.
An excellent synopsis of the methods and their limitations is presented in [40].
A brief summary of measured values for absorption and attenuation is given
in Table 2.
Using equations (11) and (12), the Formula for intensity at depth
for a plane wave of ultrasound is
-a z
I(z) = e (13)
where z is depth (cm)
I is ultrasonic intensity (W/cm 2
I is ultrasonic intensity at the surface.
Local heating due to absorption of ultrasound is expressed by
q(z) = pI(z) (14)
where q is local heating (W/cm ).
Equations (13) and (14) indicate that a plane wave travelling in an
absorbing medium will cause greatest heating at the surface. Combining
the two equations
TISSUE ABSORPTION ATTENUATION
(NP/cm) (NP/cm)
BRAIN 0.024f 1.1 8  0.07f1'14
HEART 0.028f'.04 0.13f 1'0 7
KIDNEY 0.028fl .02 0.1Of '0 4
LIVER 0.026f1 .17 0.08fl. 1 3
TENDON 0.140f'17 0.56f 0 7 6
TESTIS 0.015f'.11
TABLE 2: FUNCTIONAL RELATION OF ABSORPTION AND ATTENUATION. FROM [431
f: FREQUENCY IN MHz.
q(z) = yI e-az (15)
shows that the greatest internal energy generation will occur at z = 0.
Lele[16] uses this argument to motivate the need for focusing, as
illustrated in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows unfocused ultrasound propagating
through tissues. Figure 5b shows the resulting energy generation, leading
to the temperature profile in Figure 5c. In order to raise the tumor
temperature to therapeutic levels, the skin temperature would have to reach
painful and dangerous temperatures. Skin cooling could aid in alleviating
this, but not sufficiently.
If the energy in the insonant beam were focused, however, and the pattern
steered around the outer edge of the tumor, selective heating could
occur. This occurs because the total power follows the same decay curve
as intensity (equation 13), but passes through a smaller cross sectional
area at the focus.[29] A transducer steered in a circular pattern is shown
in Figure 6. The equation for ultrasonic intensity at depth is
I(z) = Peaz
A(z) (16)
where A(z) = the insonated area at depth z. (cm 2
For maximum heating at the focus, the intensity should be a maximum at the
focus. Different lens geometries, tilt angles of the transducer, and pattern
sizes make this a tedious geometrical problem, covered by Parker in some
detail. An example of temperature profiles resulting from a pattern such
as that of Figure 6 is shown in Figure 7.
A final aspect of ultrasonic theory discussed is that of cavitation.
This is the formation of vapor bubbles during the low-pressure phase of
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the ultrasound cycle. [45] As these collapse during the high pressure
phase, shock waves and extraordinarily high local temperatures, up to
104 0K, are generated. Although the purpose of hyperthermia is to cause
cellular necrosis, cavitation is a difficult phenomenon to control, and is
undesirable as a form of therapy. The power levels required for the
onset of cavitation (cavitation thresholds) are frequency dependent, and
increase with frequency. Cavitation thresholds are also higher in tissue
than in air-saturated water. For example, at 100 kHz, more than 400 W/cm 2
are required to induce cavitation in tissue, while only -lW/cm2 will lead
to cavitation in water. In any case cavitation thresholds must be taken
into account when planning the frequency and power levels for therapy. De-
gassed water should be used for coupling to the body.
Chapter II: Solutions to the Differential Equation for Heat Flow
Section A: Heat Flow in Tissue- Pennes' Equation
Energy generated in tissue can be stored, marked by a local rise in temp-
erature, it can be conducted away, heating the surrounding tissue, and cool
blood can convect this heat away. This situation is shown in figure 8. The
general equation describing these processes is
DT
pmc --- = V(k MVT)-4 b+q +4 m(17)
where p is density (g/cm )
c is specific heat (W-sec/g-*C)
k is thermal conductivity (W/cm-*C)
T is temperature (*C)
t is time (sec)
m is the medium
4b is the heat lost due to blood convestion (W/cm 3
4m is metabolic heat generation (W/cm )
and 4a is local absorbed energy (W/cm3)
This equation is complicated by the term 4b. Pennes postulated that
most heat transfer occurred in the diffuse capillary beds, where blood flow
direction is difficult to ascertain. He then modelled the blood flow term
as a heat sink proportional to the relative temperature difference between
the entering blood and the tissue, assuming full equilabration, and the vol-
umetric blood perfusion level at that point, or
pc -= V(k VT) - c (T-T ) + + 4(18)mm 9t m b b a m a
where ob is the perfusion level of blood (g/ml-sec)
cb is the specific heat of blood (W-sec/g-*C)
and Ta is the arterial temperature of blood (*C)
CONDUCTION
-k( )( Tu.
FIGURE 8: HEAT BALANCE OF A TUMOR
Equation (18), or the bioheat transfer equation, has obvious problems.
The directional nature of heat flow in blood has been replaced by a heat sink.
This obviously cannot be the case, since energy does not simply disappear.
Wulff [46 has stated that equation (18) is universally invalid and should be
replaced with (17). He does not accurately address the complexities involved
with this method, and only solves (17) for one dimensional heat flow through
a slab.
A second problem with (18) is that it assumes full equilibration of the
blood temperature with tissue temperature at every point. A method of
dealing with this problem, posed by Pennes, is to include an 'equilibration
constant' in front of the perfusion term that can vary from 0 (no heat tran-
sfer to blood) to 1 (full equilibration of temperature). Again, this adds
unnecessary complexity to what is meant to be a simplifying equation. Indeed,
the measurement of o is the subject of much current research. To add an
inseperable, nondimensional constant to this term would make each unmeasure-
able.
A more convenient way to examine (18) is to identify the limits of its
use. Bowman[48 has reviewed work analyzing these limits, and has shown
that the bioheat transfer equation is valid for tissue volumes of small
(centimeter) scale. His work also examined the effect of a 'thermally sig-
nificant (with highly directional blood flow) and found it to adversely
affect solutions to (18). This work did not quantify what combination of
blood flow vs. proximity was "significant".
However, in the absence of large vessels, many solutions of (18) have
been shown experimentally to be accurate. Parker [33 solved for cylindric-
ally symmetric temperature profiles during ultrasonic hyperthermia, with
strong experimental correlation. Valvano has accurately measured the
perfusion term in vivo, using a solution to (18). In any case, reguardless
of the controversy, the bioheat transfer equation, as expressed in (18), is
the most commonly used description of biological heat flow. As such, it is
the starting point for this thesis.
Bowman et. al. [50 have compiled an extensive review of the literature
on the material properties k (thermal conductivity) and a (thermal diffu-
sivity), where
k (19)
pc
for various species and tissues. Parker [33 has tabulated the perfusion term
w in units of milliliters of blood flow per 100 grams of tissue per minute.
A small compilation of these values is shown in Table (3).
The normal method of solving equation (18) is to start with the following
assumptions:
1) temperature is measured as the temperature above body
temperature
*
T =T-T ; (20)
2) tissue thermal conductivity is isotropic;
3) examine only the change in temperature above that caused
by metabolic heat generation, i.e
= 0. (21)
m
Using these assumptions, and dividing through both sides of (18) by k,
the following equation is derived:
1 3T = 2T - W 2T +(-)q (22)
a 3t k a
m m
where
2 b b (23)k
m
TISSUE THERMAL[50 ] THERMAL[ 5 0 ] PERFUSION[ 3 3]
CONDUCTIVITY DIFFUSIVITY
1k (W/cm-*C x10) ot (cm 2/sec x 103) (ml/1Og-min)
KIDNEY 5.45 1.32 300-500
BRAIN 5.03 1.34 40-70
(WHITE MATTER)
HEART 5.87 1.48 65-85
MUSCLE 3.85 -- 5-10
SKIN 3.76 0.60 5-100
LIVER 5.66 1.50 20-80
BOVINE 1.97 -- --
MUSCLE
TABLE 3: THERMAL PROPERTIES OF TISSUES
It should be noted that "'b can vary with tissue type, exercise level,
and temperature. Therefore, W2 (dimensions cm-2) can vary from 0 to 10 cm-2
while in normal resting tissue, it has an upper limit of around 4 [33]
Many methods have been used to derive solutions for this equation, given
various boundaty conditions. Modal analysis [51, including perturbations to
account for nonuniform thermal properties, Laplace Transform methods [9I,
and a superposition of point sources all have been used successfully.
The method followed here will be similar to that of Parker[52] in solving
for the temperature profiles produced by ultrasonic hyperthermia in cir-
cular patterns. In the next section, general steady state solutions to (22)
will be sought in elliptical cylindrical coordinates using the method of
separation of variables. This will be followed by the development of exact
solutions calling for constant temperature on a particular ellipse. The
elliptical coordinate system has been chosen for this work because, as pre-
viously stated, most tumors can be sufficiently treated using elliptical
patterns.
Chapter II, Section B
General Solutions in Elliptical Cylindrical Coordinates: The Mathieu Funtions
An ultrasonic transducer being steered in an elliptical pattern is
shown in Figure 9. The resulting temperature profile along the line of
insonation is shown. Parker [33 has shown that this temperature profile can
be approximated as
T T cos -
(z) max 3h (24)
where h is a length parameter to be determined experimentally.
Note that z = 0 is at the point of maximum heating. This is a first order
approximation, but a Fourier analysis of a vertical temperature profile
such as in Figure 7 shows this to be accurate. His model used circular
symmetry, so constant power deposited around the circle will result in
constant temperature. In the more general case of an ellipse, this is not
so.
This work constrains the temperature on the ellipse traversed by the
focus to be constant, and examines the resulting steady state temperature
profiles. The flow of heat due to the temperature gradient away from the
ellipse will be examined to determine the power requirements at each location
on the ellipse for achieving this constant temperature profile.
Therefore, we will add these additional assumptions to equation (22):
1) Steady state
= 0; (25)
at
2) no absorbed heat generation (valid everywhere except
on the ellipse)
qa = 0. (26)
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Equation (22) is then reduced to
V2T - W2T = 0. (27)
This equation is the modified Helmholtz equation [53 and has the form
of the wave equation with time dependance separated out.[ 54 1
The operator V2 is expressible in many coordinate systems; in general
an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system is used. That is, a coordinate
system that uniquely describes any point in a 3-dimensional space, with lines
of constant coordinates mutually perpendicular. A unique functional corres-
pondence between such a coordinate system and the familiar rectilinear
coordinate system will exist and may be found.
Such a correspondence, useful for the present geometry, is described by[53]
x = c cosh(u) cos(v) (28)
y = c sinh(u) sin(v) (29)
z = z (30)
Where the set (u,v,z) is a coordinate system consisting of confocal ellipses,
confocal hyperbolas and a straight z axis. Confocal ellipses are two ellipses
with the same foci, as described in equation (2). Two confocal ellipses
and four confocal hyperbolas are shown in Figure 10.
It is important to note that while each ellipse corresponds to only one
value of u, each half branch of each hyperbola corresponds to one value of v.
Also, confocal ellipses do not have the same eccentricity, but become more
circular as they get larger. A convenient way to visualize this is to note
that the ellipse u = 0 corresponds to the straight line between the foci ±c.
u = o corresponds to a circle of infinite radius. v = 0 extends from (c, 0)
to (Co, 0) in rectilinear coordinates, while v = 7 extends from (-c,0) to (co, 0).
T
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FIGURE 10: TWO CONFOCAL ELLIPSES AND
FOUR CONFOCAL HYPERBOLAS
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Similarly, v= n/2 and v = 37/2 correspond to the positive and negative
portions of the y-axis, respectively.
In this system, the operators V and V2 are expressed as
- ~1 
-+ ' - *V = h ~ T (uy- + u-)+ k-- (31)
c /cosh'(u)-cos'(v ) (u +u + kg(1
and
cL(coshV(u -cosL(v) 2+ 2 + 2 (32)
4 +z
where the unit vectors u and u are expressed in rectilinear coordinates as
1 2
+ i(sinh(u)cos(v)) + j(cosh(u)sin(v))
1 VcoshZ(u) - cosL(v)
and
+ _ -i(cosh(u)sin(v)) + j(sinh(u)cos(v)) 34)
2 Y/cosh'(u) 
- cos'(v)
and k is the familiar unit vector parallel to the z axis. Substituting
equation (32) into (27) gives the bioheat transfer equation in elliptical
cylindrical coordinates
1 34t 3t9) 3t1 -2 -2+-2- W2T = 0. (35)
c (coshz(u) - cos (v)) Du 2 v _ z
An accepted method of solving (35) is to assume that the temperature is
the product of three functions, one dependant only on u, the second only on
v, the third only on z.
T = U(u)V(v)Z(z). (36)
Equation (36) is substituted into (35), and three differential equations,
each of only one variable, are separated out. The method here is that of
[56]
Blauch and Clemm. Performing this substitution, dividing both sides of
(35) by (36), and using the identity
cosh 2 (u) - cos 2 (v) = cosh(2u)-cos(2v) (37)2
gives
2 12 +2 1 2V] -2= 1 92Z 38
cL(cosh(2u) - cos(2v)) I + J -W 1 - (38)
The above equation is a differential equation of two variables set eq-
ual to a differential equation of a third variable. This can only be true
if they are both equal to a constant, say f. The left side of equation
(38) can then be rearranged to give
-U (W2+f ) cosh(2u) = - + (W2+ f)c cos(2v. (39)
Again, this can only be true if both sides are equal to a constant, say f .
2
Therefore, the three separated differential equations are:
+ f Z=0 (40)
3v+ +f  W
2 f 2 + f )cos(2v)} V =0 ; (41)
and
-{f + (W + f )cosh(2u)} U = 0 (42)
As previously stated, Parker has shown that the solution to (40) is
Z(z) = Z cos{ } ' (43)
max 3h
Substituting (43) into (42) gives
2
Using the substitution
2Q = - (W2+ ( ) (45)
equations (41) and (42) become the Mathieu and Modified Mathieu equations
+ (f -2Qcos(2v)}V = 0 (46)
3v2
and
- ff -2Qcosh(2u)}U = 0- (47)
7u 2
These equations were first solved by E. Mathieu in 1868 when trying
to determine the vibrational modes of an elliptic membrane. His solutions
were for the case Q>0, while in this case, Q<0. This descrepancy does not
[54]
effect the solution of (46), presented here and condensed from McLachlan.
It greatly effects the solution of (47). The case of Q<0 in (47) was first
solved by Bickley, [57 and is summarized below.
The solution of (46) is of two types, one being periodic in v, the sec-
ond not. As the second form is not physically useful, its solution will not
be considered here.
It was noticed that if Q=0, equation (46) reduces to a trigonometric
differential equation. As such, solutions of two types were considered,
with each corresponding characteristic number f2 represented by an infinite
series. The proposed solutions and corresponding characteristic numbers are
V(v) = cos(mv) + Q c1 (v) + Q
2c 2 (v) + Q
3c 3 (v) + ... (48)
f = m2 + a Q + ct Q2 + a Q3+ '''' (48a)
c 1 2 3
and
V(v) = sin(mv) + Q s 1 (v) + Q2s 2 (v) + Q 3s3 (v) +''''' (49)
f = m2 + B Q + 2Q2 + 3 Q3 + '''' (49a)
S1 2 3
where c(v) and s(v) are functions to be determined
a and 3 are constants to be determined
and m is a constant.
Note that for the case Q = 0, these do reduce to trigonometric functions.
It is found that the equations c(v) and s(v) are of two different types,
depending on whether m is odd or even. The method of determining these
functions V(v) is to substitute either (48) or (49) into (46) and to
recursively solve for the functions and their corresponding characteristic
numbers. Each of the functions c(v) and s(v) is, found to be a series of
higher order trigonometric functions of the same type as the first term in
V(v). The total solutions V are then expressed as 4 infinite series of
sines and cosines. These 'Mathieu functions', for Q<0, along with their
corresponding characteristic numbers are:
Function Series Char. Number
ce 2n(v,Q) = ( 1)n ()r A cos(2rv) f (50)
r=0 2rc a2n
ce (vQ) = (-1)n r B2n+1 cos{(2r+l)v } fb (51)
r=0 2r+1J 2n+
se 2n(vQ) = (-1)n r (1 2n+1 sinf(2r+l)v } fa (52)n r=O 2r+11 2n+
n I_,r B2n+2
se (vQ) = (-1) r B 2+2 sin{(2r+2)v fb (53)
2n2r=0 2r+2 2+
Unfortunately, the notation is rather intimidating here. The char-
acteristic numbers each correspond to one particular solution, and will
be used in solving (47). Each of the 4 equations are solutions to the
Mathieu equation (46). There are an infinite number of each type of
these four solutions, shown as n varies from 0 to oo. The subscript in the
equation name corresponds to m in (48) and (49). A and B are simply
constants that must be determined recursively. The subscripts and super-
scripts on A and B are for bookkeeping purposes only.
It is regrettable that these equations are almost nonusable due to the
fact that recursive formulas, dependant on both v and Q, and subject to a
constraint given below, must be used to determine the A's, B's and f's.
The coefficients A and B are also not well behaved, and they keep the
series representations of the Mathieu functions very slowly convergent. For
amore complete derivation of these functions and characteristic numbers,
refer to [54]. Some functions of ce2n are shown in figure 11.
An important characteristic of these functions is that they are orthogonal.
That is:
f2Te (vQ) ce (v,Q) dv = 0 (m # p) (54)
0 m p
f2 1rse (v,Q) se (v,Q) dv = 0 (m # p) (55)
0 m p
f27Tse (v,Q) ce (v,Q) dv = 0 (all m,p) (56)
o m p
To aid in convergence of the coefficients of these functions, and to have
them behave like trigonometric functions, the coefficients A and B are cal-
culated to ensure the following normalization:
f2f ce2(v,Q) dv = f27r se2 (v,Q) dv = ' (57)o m o m
which leads to the relations
- -2 -2 1 200A2n12 
_ 2n+l _ =c 2n+l1 2 B2n+2  = 7 57a)I IAf2r+1  1 - r 0 (57a)
r=O 2r r=0 r=0 2r+1 r r+2
This ensures a mean square value of 1/2 for these functions over the in-
terval 0 to 27T, the same as for circular functions. Also, as the Mathieu fun-
ctions are composed of an infinite series of trigonometric functions of a
particular period and type, it is important to mention the period and type
of these functions: ce2n is odd, with period Tr; ce2n+1 is odd, with period
2'r; se2n+1 is even, with period 27; and se2n+2 is even, with period 'T.
The solution of the Modified Mathieu equation (47), also called the Radial
Mathieu equation, is obtained by various methods, with varying expressions
of the same function. The simplest method is to notice that (46) and (47)
Pre actually the same equation if
ce2 (u, 2)
-ce4 (u, 2)
(u, 2)
-- u
FIGURE 11: GRAPHS OF VARIOUS ODD MATHIEU FUNCTIONS
WITH PERIOD Tr
v =iu (58)
where i = /-1
is substituted into (46). Making this substitution into the Mathieu fun-
ctions, equations (50)-(53), will give the desired solutions to (47). These
Modified Mathieu functions will then be expressed as an infinite series of hyper-
bolic functions. Bickley [57 noticed that the Modified Mathieu equation is
solved using Bessel functions in the case as c+O (the elliptic cylinder becomes
circular). As such, he expressed the Modified Mathieu function as an infinite
series of Bessel fucntions.
For each characteristic number given in (50)-(53), there corresponds 2
solutions of (47):
Char. Number Modified Mathieu function
fa 1) Ceic2n(u,Q) = (-)r A2n I2r (4Q cosh(u)) (59)
2n r=0 2r)a 2 O
2) Cekc2n(u,Q) = (-l)r A2n K2r (4Q cosh(u)) (60)
r=0 2r
f 1) eicn(u,Q) = I (-1 )r B2n+l 2r+(4Q cosh(u)) (61)
b2n+2 2nlr=0 2r+lj2~
2) Cekc (uQ) = (1 (4Q cosh(u)) (62)
r=0 2r+l 2r+l
f 1) Seis (u,Q) = I (-1) r A2n+ Ir(4Q sinh(u)) (63)
2n+1 r=0 2r+l 2r+l
001
2) Sekc2n+l(u,Q)=tanh(u) (-1) r (2r+l) 2n+l1 2r+1(4Q cosh(u)) (64)
r=0 2r+l
f 1) Seis2n+2(u,Q)=tanh(u) (-1) r (2r+2) B2n+2  2r+2(4Q sinh(u)) (65)
2n+2 r=0 2r+2
00r 1
2) Sekc2n+2 (u,Q)=tanh(u) (-1) r (2r+2) 2n+2 K2r+2(4Q cosh(u)) (66)
r=0 2r+2 r
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In the above eight equations, the A's and B's are the same as in equations
(50) - (53). I and K are Modified Bessel functions of the order indicated in
the subscript. The notation naming each Modified Mathieu function is: the
first two letters are the same as the regular Mathieu equation it corresponds
to, with the first letter capitalized; the third letter corresponds to the type
of Modified Bessel function used; and the fourth letter indicates the hyperbolic
function used as the arguement, s for sinh, c for cosh.
Chapter II, Section C: Solution for Constant Temperature on an Ellipse
This section will utilize the general solutions presented in IIb to
generate exact solutions to the situation shown in Figure 9. The boundary
conditions imposed on the general solutions, in addition to the cosine tempera-
ture profile in z, are:
= 0 at u = 0 (67)3u
T =0 at u = O (68)
T =0 at u = u (69)
0
Note that, although we have two differential equations, we have only 3 boundary
conditions. This is because one solution of equation (46) has already been
eliminated as it is non-periodic in v.
The third boundary condition (69) shows that the temperature is sym-
metric about both the major and minor axis of the ellipse. Therefore, the
solution in v must be odd, with period 7r. This immediately eliminates
the solutions (51) to (53), and along with them, the corresponding solutions
in u, (61) - (66). This reduces the solution in three dimensions to
T(u,v,z) = cos 01 ce2 (v,Q) {C1 Ceic2 (uQ) + C2 Cekc2n(u,Q)} (70)
" r=0 2n n
where C and C2 are constants to be determined
Examining only the midplane solution (cos (7z/3h) = 1), it is seen that
there are two regions to consider, u < u and u > u . In examining the region
u < u0 , upon imposing the first boundary condition, we see that C2 must
equal 0, as the derivative of Cekc is not identically 0 when u = 0.
In the region u > u0, C must be 0 because Ceic blows up as u approaches
o. The two complete solutions are:
Region I: u<u0
T (u, v, z) = cos( ) {C2n ce2 (v,Q)
n=0
Region II: u>u0
T (u,v,z) = cos(') {C ce (v,Q)
II n=0 2n 2n
Ceic(u,Q)}
Cekc(u,Q)}
where C and C' are constants to be determined.2n 2n
The constants C and C'n are determined using the third boundary
condition (69), multiplying each solution by ce2p and integrating from
0 to 2n. By orthogonality, all terms of (71) and (72) will be 0 except
when n = p. Therefore:
Region I
T ce (v,Q) dv = C2n Ceic (u9,Q) f ce2n(v,Q) dv
0 0 2n 2n 2n o0 0 2n
Region II
T f 7 ce (v,Q) dv C' Cekc (uQ) f ce 2 (v,Q) dv.0 0 2n 2n 2no0 0 2n
Using the normalization formula (57) and the following relation derived
from (50)
f ce2 (v,Q) dv = (-1)n 27 A 2n0 2n 0
the constants are shown to be
n 2A 2
2 =(-) eic 2n(uo,Q)
2A2n
C1n = (l) n Ck 0 (u,Q) T0.2n t ekc2n (Uo'Q
(71)
(72)
(73)
(74)
and
(75)
(76)
(77)
which gives the total solutions:
Region I: u < u
00
i'Iz\ n 2n Geic (u,Q)
T (u,vz) = 2T0 cos I (-l) A 2n ce (v,) 78
I 0 n=00 Ceic2n (u ,Q) ce2n(vQ) (78)
Region II: u > u
00
/1z1 ~ n A2n Cekc (u,Q)
T (u,v,z) = 2T Cos0 Cekc 2(u Q ce (v,Q)TI 0 (3hn=0 Ceke 2 (U ,'Q) ce2nvQ)(9
n- 2n 0'
These last two equations give a closed form solution to the problem.
The question that must now be asked is: How useful are these? Each is an
infinite series of two infinite series, multiplied. The coefficients
of each internal series are determined by rather complicated recursive
formulas dependant on Q, which is known qualitatively at best.
Actual temperature profiles are best determined using a superposition
of individual heat sources, as will be covered in the next chapter. What
this solution can provide is an indication of the nature of heat flow in
extreme cases. These solutions for simplified heat flow will be used in
Chapter III to develop the heat source model.
Referring back to the Mathieu and Modified Mathieu equations, (46) and
(47), it is seen that the solutions to these equations are governed by Q,
which is in turn dependant on three factors: The length of the elliptical
focus, the perfusion level, and the heat flow in the vertical direction.
This term can approach zero in two ways, either as c approaches zero (the
ellipse becomes a circle), or as perfusion approaches zero and the ellipse
becomes an infinite cylinder (h approaches infinity.) Consideration of these
two cases, along with the case as perfusion gets large, follows.
Case 1: Constant temperature ellipse approaches a circle.
In this case, c + 0 and u + 0. As such,
1 u
lim c-cosh(u) +lim ce + r (80)
c-*0 c-*0
where r is a constant, actually radius.
Making the substitutions c=0 and r=( )ceu into the separated dif-
ferential equations (41) and (42) leads to the familiar equations
+ f2V = 0 (122 (81)
and
2U 19U 2W IT12 fi+ 1 + -02 +(2)) = 0 (82)
r r 9r (3h -r
The solution of (81) is
V = A cos (Vv) + B sin (/ Fv) (83)2 2
which shows that
lim r2n 
-
c-) ce2n(v) =[A 2n cos (Vf2 v) (84)
These equations describe heat flow in a circular cylinder in a
perfused medium. v actually corresponds to e, and the boundary condition
prescribed by Parker[3 3 1 is
S= 0 (85)
The only f2 satisfying this is f2 = 0. Using this characteristic
value in (81) leads to the solution of Parker
AI ([W 2 + ( r2 1 2 1T = A I) ({  +A{ r) + B K ([W2- + ( ) ] 2 r) (86)
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Temperature, and therefore heat flow, is independent of position on
a given circle. Thus, there is no need to modulate energy deposition as
the circle is traversed.
Case 2: Infinite elliptic cylinder in an unperfused medium.
In this case:
2
W2 + (- ) = 0 (87)3h
The Bioheat Equation in elliptical coordinates becomes:
32 2T
-- + - 0
3u 2 9v2 (88)
The solution to this, symmetric in v, is:
T = C u+ C2 (89)
where C and C2 are constants to be determined.
Imposing the boundary conditions (67) through (69), with the
slight modification of (68) to
T = 0 at u = u (90)
the solution will be
T = T if u < u (91)
0 0
T = u-ul . T if u > u (92)
1u O-u 1
The magnitude of heat flow at each location is given by[55]
q = k V T (93)
Substituting in equations (92) and (31) gives
o cv/cosh2(u ) - cosL (v) fu 
_ uJ (94)
0
This equation indicates that, when depositing energy on the ellipse
u = u , it would be necessary to increase the power on the ends of the major
axis.
It appears that these past two cases have given different solutions
for the same limit on Q. Case 1 says that, if Q = 0, there is no need
to modulate. Case 2 implies that heat flow varies according to (94).
A more careful analysis shtows that case 1 actually is a special case of 2
in that it says
I ___ = Constant. (95)
0
As stated in (80), as an ellipse becomes circular, the coordinates u
approach concentric radii. Therefore, (95) is more accurately written
as
lim 3 u = Constant. (96)
c+0O Du u=u
0
It is therefore shown, in the case of Q approaching zero, the heat
flow away from a constant temperature ellipse is of the form given in
(94). In the special case of the ellipse becoming circular, the scaling
formula approaches a constant.
Case 3: Large Q.
Referring again to the bioheat equation (27), written in two dimensional
form with Q expressedly given
+T - c2{cos2(U) - cos2(v)}{W2+( }T=
uccosu 
3h (97)
An order of magnitude approximation of the terms in (97) shows
that both temperature rise and the second derivative of temperature,
D2T/e 2  will be of order 1. The coefficient of temperature can vary from
zero (case previously considered) to very large. As stated previously,
W2 varies from 0 to 5 cm-, (7/3h)2 can vary from about 0 to 1 cm-2
cos 2v obviously varies from 0 -+ 1, cosh 2u varies from 1 to 0, and clinically
2
c varies from 0 to about 5 cm.
Intuitively, there will exist a perfusion level and pattern size at which
perfusion will dominate conduction. At that level, deposited energy will
be lost more to the perfusion "heat sink" than to conduction. Logically,
at this level, each location on the ellipse will require the same deposited
energy.
In summation, at low perfusion levels, deposited energy would have to be
modulated according to (94). As perfusion increases, less and less modu-
lation will be necessary until, at some perfusion level, no modulation will
be necessary. At what level does this occur? There are three possible
ways to determine this. Exact solutions of Mathieu equations can be found,
substituted into (78) and (79), and the slope of temperature can be examined.
Alternately, one could perform sets of experiments to determine the necessary
modulation to achieve uniform temperature. Finally, a simulation
program could be written on a computer. Since actual experiments in animals
or muscle phantoms have many uncontrollable variables, such as non-uniform
thermal conductivities, the computer model will be attempted first, with
phanton studies used later to confirm results.
Chapter III: Superposition of Line Sources
In the previous chapter, a closed form solution of temperature profiles
generated in perfused tissue by a constant temperature ellipse was found.
Limiting cases of this solution led to two different equations for heat loss
from the ellipse. This chapter examines the validity of those solutions, and
will derive a more general equation for heat loss, which gives the required
energy deposition to maintain the isothermal ellipse. Before this can be
accomplished, the steady state solution for a line source must be found.
Because the steady state bioheat transfer equation is a linear homo-
geneous differential equation, any solution can be represented by a summation
of individual solutions, as long as the boundary conditions are properly
matched. In examining the effect of power modulation, the mid-plane (z=0)
isotherms and heat flow are the significant concern. As such, solutions of
(27) were sought with no heat flow along the z axis, and with the temperature
elevation at infinity equal to zero. Since the effect of power modulation is
sought, solutions corresponding to heat sources will be examined.
Writing (27) in circular cylindrical coordinates,
- r -J +2- + - W2T = 0 (98)r 3r r =6 z
where r is radius (cm),
and e is the angle (radians).
A circularly symmetric solution with no axial heat flow is
T = A-I 0(Wr) + B-K O(Wr) (99)
where A and B are constants.
Imposing boundary condition (67) on this solution, it is found that
T = B-K (Wr).0 (100)
Looking at the total heat flux as the radius approaches zero
q = lim -k - (2ir)} , (101)
and differentiating T with respect to r, utilizing an approximation for a Mod-
ified Bessel function of the second kind, order 1, it is found that
q = 2wkB. (102)
The total solution is then
T = - K (Wr) (103)27Tk o
where q is heat generation (W/cm).
This solution corresponds to a line source, liberating q Watts of energy
per centimeter. Placing these line sources discretely around an ellipse, per-
pendicular to the plane of the ellipse, will accurately model the case of an
infinite cylinder in perfused media. The effect of a cosine like temperature
profile in the z direction can be modelled by augmenting the perfusion term by
utilizing equation (45). That is, let
2
W,2 = W2 + (7-) (104)3h
A substitution such as this into the programs described below will give
midplane solutions for the case of perfusion W2 and an axial temperature profile
described by h.
Let us examine the method of placement of these individual line sources.
An ellipse u = u , around which an ultrasonic beam of radius r and time averaged
intensity I traverses, is shown in Figure 12. If the ellipse is sufficiently
larger than the radius of the ultrasonic focus, and the time to traverse the
pattern is sufficiently faster than the time constant for thermal decay[16]
the time averaged ultrasonic intensity is given by
68
ds TINOR
AV
ds TCENTER 
TMAJOR
AV +
2r ow.0 PATH OF
VVAR
FIGURE 12: GEOMETRY OF PATH OF ULTRASONIC FOCUS.
2 SECTIONS OF CONSTANT Av ARE SHOWN.
INTENSITY IS A FUNCTION OF POSITION.
POSITIONS OF INTEREST IN THE PROGRAMS ARE SHOWN.
P e-Ad
02(a+b)r (105)
where P is incident power (W),
r is the radius of the ultrasonic focus,
d is the depth (cm),
a is the half major axis (cm),
b is the half minor axis (cm),
and A is the ultrasonic attenuation (Np/cm).
If the ellipse is broken up into sections of constant v (two such sections
are shown in figure 12), the absorbed power in that section is
q(v) = pI(v)2rf ds (106)
where y1 is the ultrasonic absorption (Np/cm),
I( ) is the ultrasonic intensity at v (W/cm2)
and ds is the differential arc length (cm).
Substituting the scaling factor for arc length with respect to an incre-
mental change in v [53, equation (106) becomes
q(v) = [2ir f I(v) c vcoshz(u) - cosz(v) ] dv (107)
Notice that the units of q are in Watts per centimeter, as in (103). The constant
Av sections of the ellipses shown in Figure 12 can then be replaced with line
sources of heat whose strengths are given by (107).
Two computer programs were written to examine the ratio of temperatures at
the major and minor axes of the ellipse, as shown in Figure 12, in order to examine
the temperature profiles for the case of constant q(v) and the case of q(v)
modulated according to (94). It was felt that the maximum variation in temperature
should occur between these two points, and as such, their ratio would be a good
indication of temperature uniformity with respect to power modulation.
Case 1: Modulated Ultrasonic Intensity
The first program, called VLINEELP, examines the case of ultrasonic
intensity modulated according to (94). It is important to notice that the
power modulating factor in (94) and the scaling factor given in (107) will can-
cel. The total power in each constant dv section is therefore constant,
and as such, the curves for this program are labelled q(v) = constant.
The ratio of the temperatures at the ends of the major and minor axes is
given by the integral relation
f2T [o0-K (W-r (v)) -dv
Ratio = = minor, modulated (108)
f27T ro v)d Tmajor, modulated
-2TkK 0(W-r n(v))-dvJ2rkj o n
where r (v) is the distance from point v
n
to the end of the minor axis (cm),
r.(v) is the distance from point v
J
to the end of the major axis (cm),
W is the square root of the perfusion term (cm ),
and q is the magnitude of absorbed power.
This integral was evaluated using a summation. Each ellipse was
broken up into 500 sections of equal Av, and the integral relation in (108)
was reduced to a summation. The Modified Bessel function was approximated
to within 2 x 10- using a 12th order polynomial.[5 9 1  Note that r.(v) and
r (v) cannot equal 0 due to the singular nature of a line source. As such,
n
the temperatures at the ends of the major and minor axes are determined
one focal radius outside the axis in question, as shown in figure 12.
Parker [33 has shown this to be a valid technique for the case of point
sources as long as r> 0.5 mm. Since a line source is simply a superpos-
ition of point sources, this will be considered a valid approximation.
-1 ..... W%_
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Figure 13 shows the ratio of temperatures when the power is modulated
for the case of modified eccentricity equal to 0.5. Figure 14 is for mod-
ulated power for a modified eccentricity of 0.8. These curves will be dis-
cussed below.
Case 2: Constant Ultrasonic Intensity
The second program, called CLINEELP, examines the effect on temper-
ature when the ultrasonic power is kept constant. The curves for this pro-
gram are labelled q(s) = constant as the power is unmodulated. This ratio
is similar to that of the last program's, given by
2rq
f2K{av/1-(1-e,2)cos'(v) T-K (W-r (v))-dv T.
Ratio = o 2Trk o n min,unmod (109)
f27 _gfaV1-(l-e')cos'(v) }-K (W-r.(v))-dv T .0 2Trk o j maj,unmod
where a is half the length of the major axis (cm).
e' is the modified eccentricity.
The distance scaling factor, given in (107), is rewritten here in sim-
pler form.
Figures (15) and (16) show the ratio of temperatures when power is
kept constant for the same modified eccentricities as figures (13)
and (14) respectively.
Each of the 4 graphs mentioned above shows the effect on the ratio of
temperatures for the modified eccentricity shown as the major axis (2-a)
increases, and as perfusion varies as shown in the upper right corner.
These figures validate the limiting cases examined in the last
chapter. As perfusion and pattern size increase, constant power generates
a more uniform temperature profile. In the other limit. as perfusion and
pattern size decrease, it is best to modulate power. Although the constant
power curves do tend to converge to 1 as the pattern size converges to zero,
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this is felt to be a numerical error, the result of the pattern size conver-
ging to a point when looked at from one focal radius away.
The curves for other modified eccentricities are similar, with the
maximum deviations from 1 decreasing as the patterns become more circular
(modified eccentricity approaches 1).
It is obvious from these curves that in most clinically useful pattern
sizes and perfusion levels, neither of the simple approximations for
modulation is sufficient. It might be said that if the variation in temper-
ature were below 10%, then the treatment would be sufficient. However,
if the desired treatment temperature were 7*C, then the variation would
be 0.7*C. As stated in the introduction, this variation would cut the
treatment efficacy on the end of the major axis to approximately half that
at the end of the minor axis. A more general form of the required
power modulation was then sought to ensure uniform temperature in all
cases, regardless of perfusion, size or modified eccentricity.
As in the discussion of the solution for exact solutions to the differ-
ential equation, it was felt that the power modulation formula should be an
odd function, with period Tr. That is, it should be, symmetric about both the
major and minor axes of the ellipse. This should lead to temperature
profiles that are also symmetric about both the major and minor axes.
The power modulation formula given in equation (94) is sufficient if
perfusion and pattern size are small, and will lead to warmer temperatures
on the edge of the major axis in other cases. If the power remains con-
stant, it will lead to warmer temperatures on the minor axis in most cases,
but will give constant temperature in the limiting case of larger perfusion
and/or pattern size. As such, it was felt that, using a superposition of
these two formulas might lead to consistently uniform temperatures. That
is, the power modulation formula should be of the form
q(v) = q o(1 + , -(l-e'2) cos4 (v) (110)
where q is the magnitude of absorbed power (W/cm2)
and S is the power modulation ratio.
S is a non-dimensional constant to be determined for each pattern
size, eccentricity and perfusion. The modulation formula in (94) is re-
written here, and its units of length have been removed to keep S non-
dimensional. (110) has dimensions of Watts per square centimeter since
it has yet to be integrated along the ellipse. Doing this will give it the
units of Watts per centimeter, as in (107), and consistent with the units for
a line source.
S is calculated to constrain the temperature at the ends of the major
and minor axes of the ellipse to be equal. This is mathematically-expressed
as
f2IJ1-0r-+ )-K (W-r.(v))- V1-(1-e')cos(v)] dv
o 2xk ,2")-cos (v)
27r q0  S
= H (1+ )-K (W-r (v)) -(-e')cos(v dv
2lk ,v 2(l-e")-cosz(v) 0 n
where r.(v) is distance from any point v on the ellipse to the end
J
end of the major axis, and
r (v) is the distance from any point v on the ellipse to the
end of the minor axis,
which can be rearranged to give
J2T{K (Wr.(v))/1-(l-e'1)cosL(v)}dv - f2T{K (Wr (v))/l-(l-e'z)cos (v)}dv
20 0 T 0 0 n (112)
{K (W-r (v))}dv - f2n{K (W-r.(v))}dv
0 0 n 0 o J
(112) can be interpreted as saying that S is equal to the difference
in temperatures at the ends of the major and minor axes of an ellipse when
the power is unmodulated divided by the difference between the
temperatures at the minor and major axes when power is modulated by
equation (94). Since the resulting temperature profile on the ellipse
due to this power deposition should be symmetric about both the major and
minor axes, it is hoped that all along the ellipse modulation according to
(110) will result in uniform temperature.
A program called BETACALC was written to perform the calculation
given in (112). Since the pattern size appears only when multiplied by the
square root of perfusion W, equation (112) indicates that S is a function
of the two non-dimensional parameters, W-a (a is half the major axis) and
the modified eccentricity e'. Equation (97) suggests that the groups W-c
and eccentricity e be chosen. Either set would be sufficient, but the
former is more obvious.
Typical results are given in Figure 17. As the pattern size becomes
more circular, and as perfusion and/or pattern size increase, S approaches
zero, and so there is no need to modulate power. Otherwise, depending on the
particular case, the magnitude of modulation required may become significant.
At this point, all that has been assured is that the temperatures at
four points on the ellipse are equal. However, is the power modulation
formula given by equation (110) and Figure 17 sufficient to ensure uniform
temperature all along the ellipse? A program called VVAR was written to
examine the magnitude of variance along one quarter of the ellipse. Typical
-Mod. Eccent.= 0. 10
2.0- Mod. Eccent. 30
-j *- Mod. Eccent.= 0.50
---- --- Mod. Eccent.= 0.70
\=- -\- Mod. Eccent.= 0.90
CI
1.5-
- -1
J.3
CI
CE.
RNNIENN1.R0 2.0 3.0 T 6.0 S0 8.0W
____ __ NONDIMENS"IONIL PAITTERN SIZE N*a _
__~ ~ H_ _ T E BETH CON3N S_ _ R N
results are shown in Figure 18. Five values of the non-dimensional para-
meters W-a are examined for a modified eccentricity of 0.5. The curves for
other modified eccentricities are similar. First a S is calculated for
each W-a, then the temperature is calculated at each location on the quarter
ellipse (given in degrees on the output) and normalized to the temperature
at the end of the major axis (v=0). Again, to avoid singularities, temper-
ature was measured slightly outside the ellipse, as shown in Figure 12.
It is seen that, regardless of the perfusion, pattern size or eccen-
tricity, the power modulation formula given in equation (110), subject
to the constraint given in equation (111), ensures uniform temperature
around the ellipse. As such, equation (110) represents the heat flow away
from a constant temperature ellipse in a perfused media.
Although the modulation formula given above will ensure constant
temperature, hence uniform treatment, on the ellipse, it is now necessary
to discuss the temperature within the ellipse, or treatment volume.
Obviously, the maximum drop in temperature should occur at the center of
the ellipse, shown in Figure 12. This center dip was examined for various
modified eccentricities and non-dimensional pattern sizes in the program
CEN DIP.
For each point of the output, shown in Figure 19, a 5 was calculated
according to equation (112), and the ratio of temperatures at the center
and at the end of the major axis, due to power modulation according to
equation (110), was plotted. As the patterns become more circular, or as
perfusion and/or pattern size increase, the drop in temperature at the
center of the ellipse becomes significant. Indeed, for some values of
e', W and a, there will be no increase in temperature at the center.
This shows the need to incorporate some method of depositing energy
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in the center of the tumor volume. Parker [33 has shown that uniform
power deposition over the interior of the treatment volume gives non-
uniform temperature. However, he considered only the non-perfused case.
From the steady state bioheat transfer equation,
q = WbcbT - V 2T , (113)
for uniform temperature within the treatment volume,
= b (llTa)
which is a simple heat balance. Note that the power deposition here is in
units of Watts per cubic centimeter. It is a superposition of this
solution and the surface power distribution given in (110) (units: Watts
per square centimeter) that will give uniform temperature over the entire
treatment volume. A method of performing this could be to use the poor
focusing microwaves to achieve the volumetric power deposition in (114),
and focused ultrasound to add the extra surface energy to offset the
conductive losses at the outside of the pattern using equation (110). A
system such as this has been proposed to be examined in the near future.
A more immediately useful method would be to incorporate a second,
smaller, concentric ellipse in the therapy pattern. This method has been
used by Parker [33 in the case of circular patterns. The addition of a
second pattern in the elliptical coordinate system is a more complicated
problem. Obviously, we do not want the second ellipse to disturb the uniform
temperature of the existing ellipse. Inspection of the differential form of
the bioheat transfer equation shows that, unless perfusion is zero, isotherms
resulting from an isothermal ellipse are not necessarily confocal ellipses.
Symmetry indicates that the second ellipse should be concentric with
the outer ellipse. This was the starting point for choosing the second
ellipse. A therapy planning program, called THERAPY, was written to incor-
porate all the work up to this point. As inputs, it accepts the lengths
of the major and minor axes of a tumor and the level of blood flow. It
then calculates a power deposition formula as in equation (110) for an
elliptical pattern of the dimensions given. It also will give the temperature
in the center as a ratio of the temperature on the edge of the ellipse.
If the therapist feels that the temperature dip is too significant,
(s)he can ask for a second ellipse to be calculated. The program then
will ask for the minimum distance the ultrasonic focus can be brought together.
This parameter is chosen by the therapist to ensure that the converging ultra-
sonic beam does not overlap on the surface of the skin, causing an undesirable
hot spot. N'ext, the program asks for the maximum allowed center temperature
dip.
The minor axis of the inner ellipse is set equal to the minimum allowed
distance the focus is allowed to be brought together. The rationale
behind this is that in order to bring up the temperature of the center
without affecting the temperature on the outer ellipse, it is prudent to
make the inner ellipse as small as possible. Next the major axis of the
inner ellipse is iteratively adjusted to ensure that the inner ellipse does
not disturb the outer ellipse at all. This is done by setting the major
axis of the inner ellipse to be half that of the outer ellipse. A S is
calculated for this ellipse as in equation (112). The temperature profile
resulting from this ellipse on the outer ellipse is then examined. If
the outer ellipse is not an isotherm, the major axis of the inner ellipse
will be incremented or decremented, depending on where the hot spot appears
on the outer ellipse.
The reason that this is a sufficient procedure is that it has
been learned by inspection that the isotherms generated by a constant temper-
ature ellipse in perfused media are concentric ellipse, but not confocal
ones. THERAPY will simply pick an ellipse, with the minor axis given,
that generates an isotherm on the outer ellipse.
Next, the relative power of the outer ellipse must be set. The dip in
temperature in the center is given by
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where h = /l-(l-e'l)cosz(v ) is the scaling factor for the (114a)
vo 0 0 outer ellipse
h . = Vl-(1-e!)cosz(v) is the scaling factor for the (114b)
vi 1 inner ellipse
0 is the beta for the outer ellipse
B. is the beta for the inner ellipse
Dip is the center temperature as a ratio of the temperature on
the outer ellipse
e' is the modified eccentricity of the outer ellipse
0
e' is the modified eccentricity of the inner ellipse
rc (v) is the distance to center from point v
rao (v) is the distance from point v to the major axis of the outer
ellipse
v is the point on the outer ellipse given by v
v. is the point on the inner ellipse given by v
q is power
a is the relative power constant of inner ellipse.
This equation is merely the ratio of the temperature in the center
due to the two ellipses vs. the temperature at the end of the major axis
of the outer ellipse due to the two ellipses. a is the relative power
constant of the inner ellipse as compared to the outer ellipse.
Since the maximum allowed dip in the center of the tumor has been
accepted as input, it is simple algebraic manipulation to solve for a.
The final output of this program will be the dimensions of the two patterns,
and the power modulation formula for the outer ellipse
0
q(v)= q0.(l + ,z)cos (v ) (115)
0 0
and the inner ellipse
q.1v. qdc(1 +1112)os(v.)) (116)
i i
Normalized isotherms will be drawn for this pattern if desired. A typ-
ical output of this program is shown in Figure 20. Remember that these
are isotherms in the plane of the ellipse. Also, depending on the copy of
this thesis you are reading, you may not see that the isotherms alternate in
color. Because of this, text was typed onto the plots to identify the
isotherms. That text is not normally present.
It is important to note here that the therapy program does not
incorporate any depth of heating parameters. It is possible to include this
by using what I will call the augmented perfusion term, given by the govern-
ing parameter of the differential equation (45) reproduced in equation (104).
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Chapter IV, Section A: Experimental Methods: Ultrasonics
The ultrasonic generating system, along with a block diagram of the driv-
ing electronics, is shown in Figure 21. The heart of the system is the
ultrasonic transducer, a quartz crystal with an active area of diameter 6 cm.
It is encased in a brass housing, with the front of the transducer and the
brass housing grounded for patient protection. Lenses of various focal lengths
can be coupled to the grounded face of the transducer, using a small layer of
castor oil.
The ultrasonic signal is generated by a Wavetek 12 MHz Programmable
Function Generator, Model 278. This low-voltage, high-frequency signal is
passed through an in-house designed voltage controlled amplifier. This amp-
lifier is driven by a Digital Equipment Corporation LSI 11/23 computer which,
through a D/A hookup, controls the signal passing through to an ENI A-300
RF Power Amplifier. This will amplify the signal to high power (on the order of
(50 Watts) and high voltage.
This high power, high frequency signal is passe.d through in-house
designed tuning coils to aid in efficient power transmission. [35] The
signal is then passed on to a heavy brass electrode which is coupled to the
back of the quartz transducer by a weak spring. This face acts as if it
were unloaded. The ultrasonic wave must pass through degassed water to
its target. Degassed water is held against the lens/transducer in a plastic
cone which is screwed into the front of the brass housing. A rubber condom
is placed over the opening in this cone to ensure the assembly is air-tight.
The tip of the cone is placed in an open water bag, made of thin
plastic, which lies on the target over a thin layer of ultrasonic coupling
gel, which ensures that no air will be in the ultrasound path. The rubber
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condom and plastic bag do not interfere significantly with the ultrasonic
transmission.-
Motion is provided in 3 axes plus rotation using Superior Electric
Slo-Syn Model M063 Stepper motors attached to Design Components Inc. Model
CG-90 translation tables. Each motor is driven by a Superior Electric
Slo-Syn translator operating in half-step mode. This combination of half-
step motor operation on highly geared translation tables given spatial
reaolution of 0.025mm.
The ultrasonic head can then be moved under manual control through the
translators, or computer control through D/A hookups between the PDP 11/23
and the Slo-Syn translators. The computer can run the motors in straight
line fashion for initial placement of the ultrasonic head, or can continuously
send pulses simultaneously to each motor to run a variety of patterns.
While controlling the motion of the transducer within a prescribed
pattern (circle, ellipse within an ellipse, square, etc.) the LSI 11/23
can simultaneously vary the power the transducer is receiving by limiting
the voltage passing through the voltage controlled amplifier (VCA). It is
this control that allows modulation of the power as the transducer traverses
an ellipse. It is also possible, using a thermocouple placed within the
treatment volume, to monitor tumor temperature and use this as a feedback
loop to the LSI 11/23 to control ultrasonic power.[ 6 1]
Before each experiment, the maximum ultrasonic power is calibrated
by setting the VCA to its maximum setting and adjusting the output of the
Wavetek.
The transducer/cone assembly is placed in a cup of degassed water. On
the bottom of the cup is a polyethylene block with 11* slots cut in it so as
to absorb all incident ultrasonic power. The cup is placed on a Mettler
Instrument Corporation Model PL440 Balance.
Power will be calibrated at 3 points determined prior to the experiment.
The calibration is performed using the relation that 1 Watt of absorbed
acoustic power generates a force of 0.069g. 34 ] The maximum acoustic
power is then related to the voltage output of the Wavetek.
The Wavetek simply sets the maximum allowed power of the transducer.
The VCA will limit and modulate the actual power levels under computer control.
All these calibrations and calculations are done keeping in mind, that the
ENI is a constant resistance amplifier, so the acoustic power will be pro-
portional to the square of the input voltage.
Chapter IV, Section B: Experimental Methods: Thermometry
In 1821, Thomas Seebeck discovered that when two dissimilar metals
are joined in two places to form a closed loop, and the two junctions
are exposed to different temperatures, a current is induced in the metals. [32]
He attributed this to a conversion of thermal energy to electrical energy when
a circuit is set up. The Seebeck Voltage is the E.M.F. induced at the
junction of two dissimilar metals.
This voltage, also called the thermoelectric effect, is a function of
the two metals used (although there has been work done recently examining
the thermoelectric effect in plastics [63]), and the temperature of the
junction. There exist many standard thermocouple materials, with the
combination of two nickel alloys, chromal and constantan, being the most sen-
sitive in the clinical range of interest.
A standard thermocouple connection using these metals is shown in
Figure (22a). The voltage of the measuring junction must be determined
with respect to a reference junction, which is kept at a fixed temperature,
normally the ice point. Since the voltage will be measured with standard
voltmeters, the chromal leads must be connected to copper wires. This
introduces two more thermocouple junctions on the line. However, if these
two junctions are kept at the same temperature, they act as equal E.M.F.'s
in opposite directions, and so they negate each other.
Invoking the law of intermediate materials for thermocouples [63, which
says that the algebraic sum of the thermoelectromotive forces in a circuit
composed of any number of dissimilar materials is zero if all of the circuit
is at a uniform temperature, the copper-chromal-constantan junctions on
the upper line can be replaced by the copper-constantan junction shown in
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FIGURE 22(c): THERMOCOUPLE CIRCUIT USING COLD JUNCTION COMPENSATOR
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Figure 22b without effecting the reading.
This circuit shown is known as a type E thermocouple with an ice bath.
The copper connections do not necessarily have to be at 0*C, but most
standard calibration curves use 0* as a reference. If the copper junctions
are at a temperature other than zero degrees (but both must be at the
same temperature), it is possible to add a circuit to the thermocouple that
will emit an offset voltage corresponding to the change in the reading,
which, when added to the signal of the thermocouple, returns the reading
to what it would have been had the reference junction been 0*. This circuit,
known as a cold junction compensator, is widely available in industry. [64]
These are convenient because they are normally more portable than an ice bath,
and are certainly more stable. A diagram of such a cold junction compen-
sator is shown in Figure 22c. The function of the cold junction compensator
can be performed by software, as will be seen below.
For use in patient therapy, thermocouples are usually manufactured in-
side stainless steel hypodermic needles for easy insertion into patients.
The signal from these thermocouples are read on Grass polygraph recorders,
and the readings are stored in the LSI 11/23. A straight line interpol-
ation over a 9*C range is used for calibration. The temperature bath used
for calibration is a programmable Neslab Endocal Refrigerated Bath,
Model RTE-900, which is periodically calibrated against a National Bureau of
Standards secondary standard mercury in glass thermometer.
Most experiments are performed in unperfused tissue, normally bovine
(beef) muscle. An experimental system was designed for these studies.
A plexiglass container with three movable walls was designed to contain meat
of various depths, widths and lengths. Beneath the meat lies a polyethylene
absorber of the type described in the previous section. Beneath this absorber,
within the bottom of the plexiglass housing, an aluminum rod of rectangular
cross section runs parallel to the center axis of the meat. The slide is
driven by a Superior Electric Slo-Syn motor and translator. Rising vertically
from the ends of this aluminum bar, which extends out from the both sides
of the plexiglass container, are plexiglass bars with small holes drilled
every 5 mm in a vertical line. Each of these bars has connections on the side
for 20 wires of one particular type of thermocouple material, one bar
chromal, the other constantan. Between these two plexiglass bars up to
20 type E thermocouples can be strung in 5 mm vertical increments. Away
from these bars extend about 5 feet of heavy, type E extension wires, each
terminated by a male plug.
This assembly constitutes the 'meat rack,' and is shown in a
cut-away view in Figure 23. Meat is cut vertically down the center, and one
piece is placed on each side of the string of thermocouples, then clamped
into place with the plexiglass walls, taking care not to leave air gaps
inside the meat.
One problem with this design is due to the effect of the plexiglass
walls. The boundary condition we are trying to match is that the temperature
rise is zero at infinity. The plexiglass walls, however, act as thermal
insulators, making the above boundary condition impossible to match.
Therefore, 4 inch square copper plates were made, with 3/16" O.D. copper
tubing, snaked into s-shapes, cemented to one face using Omegabond 101
thermally conductive cement. These plates were then inserted between the
meat and the plexiglass walls. Cold water (16*C) was circulated in the
tubes behind these plates. In this way, the somewhat more artificial
boundary condition of zero temperature rise on a particular ellipse was
matched (Equation 91). These plates are included in Figure 23.
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These experiments were controlled by the system shown in Figure 24.
A Hewlett Packard 9816 Computer coordinated the experiments through a
Hewlett Packard 3497A Data Aquisition/Control unit, a Hp 3456A Digital
Voltmeter, a Hp 7470A Pen Plotter and an in-house designed motor controller.
Each of these units was connected via an IEEE-48 Interface Bus. Simply
put, the system is controlled by the computer. It will tell one of the 4
units under its control to pay attention. The unit will respond by saying
that it is ready to listen. The computer then sends a command to that unit.
Although the other units are connected in parallel on the bus, none of them
is listening. The unit executing the command will, when done, send back
a value to the computer, if expected, and a signal saying it is done. This
then frees the computer to talk to any other unit.
The data aquisition unit is the most crucial unit in these experiments.
It currently has 60 input ports, 40 of which are wired to accept thermo-
couple inputs. These may receive the temperature signals from the meat rack.
The 60 input ports are divided into 3 cards, each having 20 possible
imputs. On the cards wired for thermometry, the 20th port is reserved for
an internal thermistor. There are then only 19 ports per card available
for a thermocouple connection. These ports, plus the thermistor are
built into an 'isothermal' block, which is specified to vary by no more than
± 0.20C. It is at these ports that the chromal-constantan wires are
connected to copper-copper leads. The purpose of the thermistor is to
measure the temperature at which this transition takes place.
The function of the data acquisition unit is to simply 'change the
channel' when the computer tells it to choose one particular channel to
connect the output of the device, which in turn is connected to the input
of the digital voltmeter. The voltage of the thermocouple connected to this
TO MEAT RACK
FIGURE 24: DRIVING ELECTRONICS FOR EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
channel is read by the voltmeter and stored in the computer. The computer
then accesses the channel of the thermistor, measure the voltage of it via
the voltmeter, converts that reading to temperature [65 and uses this
temperature as the temperature of the reference junction when converting
the voltage reading of thermocouple to temperature. This is the technique
of software conpensation, mentioned earlier.
The driving electronics of the motor controller, given in the
appendix, has the capability of interfacing with two motor translators. It
can send up to 15 steps at a time in either direction to each translator.
The 3456A Digital Voltmeter is a fully programmable voltmeter capable
of many mathematic functions as well as its electronic measuring functions.
It is normally programmed to run in D.C. voltage mode using only 1 line
cycle (1/60 sec) of integration to remove line noise. The voltmeter
also has an internal 60 Hz filter and will automatically zero itself before
each reading. In this mode, the readings are accurate to within 0.002%,
having 140 dB of normal mode rejection, and 1 PV internal noise.[66]
The 1 pV noise is the most significant error here, but translates to
only about t 0.01*C.
Therefore, in all of the measurement errors, the only term of any
significance is the temperature variation of the 'isothermal' block,
±0.2 0C.
The experiments were run under computer control using the following pro-
grams: DATAQU, TMNOW, FSTEXP, and EXPT. For completeness, brief explan-
ations follow on the use of these programs. Program listings are given in
the appendix.
DATAQU: This program contains 4 separate routines for control of the
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interface bus: STEP, INITVM, VOLTS and TEMP. STEP takes a
number of millimeters as an input, converts it to a number of
steps, and sends those to the motor controller. INITVM is an
interactive procedure that will initialize a given voltmeter and
set it to its desired functional state. VOLTS will close a
particular channel of the data acquisition unit and trigger the
voltmeter to read the voltage. TEMP will close a particular
channel of the data acquisition unit, trigger the voltmeter to
read the voltage, then will close the channel for and read the
voltage of the thermistor. It will then return the software
compensated temperature of the thermocouple. DATAQU must be
loaded into core in order to operate the three programs below.
TMNOW: This program will initialize the plotter, label a graph of
temperature vs. time, then initialize a voltmeter and will plot
the current temperature of up to 4 thermocouples.
FSTEXP: This program initializes the voltmeter, records the number
of and depth of each thermocouple in the meat. It then gets sizing
information for the experiment, such as maximum excursion for the
thermocouples and the desired step size between each reading. Next
it moves the array of thermocouples 1 step size, recording the temper-
ature of the isothermal block once per position, and the voltage re-
cordings of all the thermocouples at that position. It then moves
to the next location, and repeats until it reaches the maximum
excursion. A check is put in to make sure the temperature of the
isothermal block is constant over time. If not, the experiment will
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be terminated and the operator will be prompted to use EXPT.
Upon successful completion of FSTEXP, the thermocouple readings will
be converted to temperature, sizing information and general exper-
imental information will be stored in the same matrix, TMP. TMP
will then be written on a disk for permanent storage.
EXPT: Performs the same function as FSTEXP, but will read the
temperature of the isothermal block for each thermocouple
reading. This experiment takes twice as long.
Two programs exist for plotting the results of these experiments: FUDGE
and ISOPLOT. ISOPLOT will read in the matrix TMP, and will scale a drawing
to the size of the experiment. It will then ask the operator for a desired
isotherm to draw. The algorithm used to draw these isotherms is really quite
simple: ISOPLOT will sort through TMP, checking all points, and the adjacent
three points making a box. It then looks to see on which sides of the box,
if any, the temperature on each corner changed from above the desired isotherm,
to below it. If a cross occurred, a strAight line interpolation using the
temperature difference between each point is used to determine the exact
location of the isothermal points.
Figure 25 shows the 4 possible crossing patterns: (A) If no
crosses occur, no lines are drawn, and ISOPLOT will proceed to the next box;
(B) If 1 point is high, and the other 3 are low (or vice versa), a line will
be drawn; (C) If 2 points are high, and 2 points are low, appearing in con-
secutive order, a line will be drawn; (d). If 2 points are high, and two are
low appearing in alternating order, it is impossible to know a priori how
to draw the 2 line segments, so none is drawn, and a prompt is given to the
(a): ALL POINTS HIGH
(OR LOW).
NO LINE.
(c): 2 POINTS DIFFERENT,
CONSECUTIVELY.
LINE DRAWN.
(b): 1 POINT DIFFERENT.
LINE DRAWN.
(d): 2 POINTS DIFFERENT,
ALTERNATING.
NO LINE.
FIGURE 25: 4 CHOICES OF ISOPLOT
L: BELOW DESIRED TEMPERATURE
H: ABOVE DESIRED TEMPERATURE
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operator. The program then proceeds to the next box. This case rarely
occurs if the step size in the experiment is small (-2mm) enough.
At times, using ISOPLOT, it is obvious that a thermocouple malfunctioned
during the experiment. FUDGE is used to remove this data from TMP. A
map of TMP is provided in the appendix.
The general method of experimentation is to calibrate the ultra-
sound transducer as described in the last chapter. A piece of meat is then
sliced down the middle and placed in the meat rack, sandwiching the thermo-
couple array. Cool (16*C) water is circulated in the metal plates on the
side of the meat. Ultrasonic coupling jelly is placed on the top
surface of the meat, and a coupling water bag is placed on top of this.
Cool (16*C) degassed water is circulated through this bag. The meat is kept
this way until fairly isothermal conditions exist.
The ultrasound transducer is then run in an elliptical pattern, with
or without power modulation. The thermocouple array is aligned with either the
major or minor axis of the pattern, with the thermocouple junctions placed
directly in the ultrasonic path. TMNOW is run until the temperature of the
thermocouples reaches steady state, usually 15 minutes. At that point
EXTP of FSTEXP is run, making sure that scan exceeds the edges of the pattern
in both directions.
More experiments could be done with the meat in this position. Then
the meat would be removed, a second cut put in it at 90* to the first. It
would be replaced in the meat rack with this cut sandwiching the thermo-
couples. The same elliptical patterns, with the same power levels, are
then run, but with the patterns also shifted 90*. The temperature profile
is then examined for the same patterns along the complimentary axis. It
is this method of shifting the meat that ensures the two temperature profiles
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are measured under the same conditions.
The inherent errors in this method are primarily in position. Vertically,
the thermocouple junctions were in line to t 1 mm in the horizontal direction.
Actual vertical positions of the thermocouples, as they are stretched out over
2 feet are very difficult to determine, especially once sandwiched
in the meat. Careful measurement and placement could determine the
vertical position to t 2 mm at best.
The measurement errors in thermometry resulted in t 0.2*C errors,
as described earlier. Thermocouple conduction errors in the experiment were
small, as the thermocouples used were t 0.005' wire with a 0.003' teflon wall,
and the temperature gradients were small.
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Chapter V: Results
A series of experiments were performed to examine the validity of
the modulation formula given by equation (110). All of these experiments
were performed in bovine muscle, perfusion being simulated using the augmen-
ted perfusion term incorporating z axis temperature profiles, equation (104).
It is obvious upon examination of Figure 17 that the case requiring
the most modulation is one of small pattern size and low perfusion. Thus
a 2 x 3 cm pattern was run using low frequency (1.2 MHz) and a lens with a
long focal region (175mm focal length). It was hoped that this would lead
to a long column of constant temperature, which in turn would give a small
augmented perfusion.
The major and minor axis temperature profiles of this experiment are
shown in Figures 26 and 27 respectively. The isotherms shown were drawn
using ISOPLOT after generating the temperature data using FSTEXP. In these
plots, and the succeeding plots, the isotherms are drawn as follows: the
plot shown is the vertical cross section of the meat in the experiment. The
horizontal line on top represents the surface of the meat. The ultrasonic
pattern is centered on each diagram at a depth given in the key on the left.
The scale of the diagram is also shown on the left. Curve fitting the z
axis temperature profiles of these experiments and substitution into (104)
gives
W' = 0.25. (117)
As the major axis was only 1.5 cm, the non-dimensional term W-a was equal to
0,.75. Power in this experiment was modulated according to (110). (The proper
modulation ratio was determined after a series of failed experiments, on
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which augmented perfusions were determined). Consistency of the two experi-
ments is checked by an examination of the center temperature profiles in
the vertical direction.
It is evident from these two figures that modulation according to
(110) was sufficient to ensure uniform temperature around the ellipse.
The case of large pattern size and high perfusion was examined by
doubling the pattern size to 4 x 6 cm, increasing the frequency, and using
a more sharply focused lens. The major and minor axis temperature profiles
for this experiment are shown in Figures 28 and 29.
Once again, curve fitting the vertical axis temperature profile, the
non-dimensional parameter W-a for this case is equal to -3.0. From
Figure 17, it is seen that no modulation was required. This was expected,
and as such, the ultrasonic power was kept constant. Again, the similarity
between the two runs was checked by the central axis temperature profiles.
It is seen from these figures that constant ultrasonic intensity
will result in uniform temperature around the ellipse. The slight drop
in temperature on the outside edge of the minor axis is probably due to
lower ultrasonic absorption in that area.
It is also seen that the temperature rise in the center of the
treatment volume was 2*C, while on the outer edge it was 4*C. This indicates
a dip of 50%, which is close to the 40% predicted by THERAPY.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
This thesis examined, and was able to predict, heat flow away from
an ellipse of constant temperature in perfused media. The method followed
examined the solution to the differential form of the bioheat transfer
equation calling for constant temperature on an ellipse. The elliptical cy-
lindrical coordinate system was found to describe this problem best. Sol-
utions in this coordinate system were found, and included an infinite
series of Mathieu and Modified Mathieu equations. Limiting cases of this
expression were examined to describe the heat flow away from, and hence
the required power deposition on, the constant temperature ellispe. A super-
position of line sources of heat were then used to check the validity of
these limiting cases. A superposition of these two limiting cases of:power
deposition has been shown to ensure uniform temperature on the ellipse.
The mathematical derivations and checks indicate that this solution is close
to exact. This is significant in that it is the first known attempt at a
general solution of Pennes' Equation used for therapy planning.
The problems in this method are primarily twofold. The first is
due to assumptions made. The tissue is modelled as being homogeneous
in its blood flow, thermal conductivity, ultrasonic absorption, attenuation,
etc. These approximations, good for small tissue volumes, are rarely the
case over the volumes examined here. At times, the inhomogeneities may be
small, but often they can ruin an experiment, as evidenced by Figure 30.
The array of thermocouples was positioned on the left side of the meat in
this experiment, and during the warming phase, everything was thought to be
running smoothly. After the isotherms were measured and plotted, it
was obvious that this particular specimen was a poor one. A large mass of
EXPT. #1205
FREQ.= 1.2 Mhz
IPOWER= 8.0 Ac.WRTTS
LENS #56
FOCUS 35.0 mm DEEP
DEPTH= 75.0 mm.
LENGTH= 140.0 mm.
1 CM= -1
ISOTHERMS <m. ,
17.0
18.0-
19.0
20.0-
21.0
- 22.0--
24.0-
17
0l
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fat ran down the center, and small pockets of air had been trapped on the
right edge of this pattern.
If the same muscle specimen is used over a two or three day period,
its properties will also tend to change. Thus, similar pairs of experiments
(minor and major axis profiles of a particular ellipse) must be done in
the same day, preferably within a few hours of each other.
The second problem in this thesis is that of verification of the
predictive model. Although the results presented here are encouraging,
factors other than geometry, listed above, can also lead to non-uniform
temperature. These factors, impossible to remove from the test specimens,
make it difficult to achieve uniform temperature when the modulation formula
is used.
Nevertheless, this thesis does present a way to ensure that treatment
geometry does not affect the desired uniform temperature profile. This work
could be improved by making this model even more general. Common clinical
ultrasonic tests can be used to both map a treatment field (CAT scans or
N.M.R.. can also do this) and measure the ultrasonic attenuation at
locationswithin the treatment field. The measurement of local perfusion is
the subject of much current research, however, no clinical measurement tech-
niques are available to provide accurate perfusion measurements, but estimates
of perfusion can be made both in and around a tumor.
Knowing the exact geometry, local ultrasonic properties and blood flow,
mesh-generation or finite difference methods could be used to determine the
energy required at each locatior within the tumor to achieve uniform temperature.
Programs could then be written to track the ultrasonic transducer to the tumor,
modulating the ultrasonic power accordingly. This would constitute a general
ultrasonic therapy planning routine.
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A second recommendation is that work be done on developing an ultra-
sonic phantom that would mimic the absorption and attenuation of
biological tissues. Phantoms do exist that mimic ultrasonic attenuation,
but not absorption. If one were to be developed, more uniform and consistent
experimentation could be performed.
Lastly, it is obvious from Figure 30 that one can never truly be
able to predict temperature in vivo with unerring accuracy. For this reason,
more work needs to be done on minimizing the invasiveness of therapy thermo-
couples, so more can be employed during treatment.
In summation, although many factors can lead to non-uniform temperature
during hyperthermia therapy, this thesis will provide the therapist with
the ability to remove geometry as a limiting factor.
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APPENDIX I
The Program
VLINE ELP
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HEPDISPOSE ON$
PROR~MVLIEEL(NT ,OUTPUT);
TYPE MATRIX:ARRAYE.. 101I..503 OF REAL;
IMPOT IDECARAiONS,SYSGLOBALS ,GENERALJ ,HPIBJ 1,ENERAL ltmKLIB.;
VHR x I i ;s error,XPOINT YPOINT ,LINE TYPE,AAMIN AMAXASTEPINTESER;
ST6NRI1,NUMNUMER ,DE NhM,,SIZE,e,W,FERF,WMtN,WMAXWSTEP,-JISTESMRAL;
RED: OOLEAN;'
RESSTRINGEl21;
MESSSTRING1302;
RAIO: MATR IX;
ICONST P1:3.1415929;
{'*TuHITS FUNCTION ILL CALCULATE A MODIFIED BESSEL FUlNCTION OF THE FIRST K Q.*'
FUNTilIO i GR:REAL) :REAL;
'VAR U,V:REAL;
BE I N
IF ARVZ.75 THEN
1O~:+(3515229V*V+( .2BS99414*V*ljV*Vl +(."O604914014*I0000)
+i ,i 2~l7072*VVV*V**YV +(.OC76B*Y"0*V*IV*IV*VV4
+ (. 00o452 13A" *v*v*v*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V)
- (C. 020577!064*U*U*U*U) +(0. 02-6'55347*U*U*U*U*U*U)
~(0O16763U**U*4U**U+(0.V0093I77*U*U*U*U*U*U*UIU) 1:Z
END; {*FUNCTlnN TA*l
(*TIS NCTON ILLPERFORM A MOD. BESSEL FCN. OF THE SECOND KIND*
V.OWr:EAL !DREAL;L
r I
2THEN
**.0*~ izii DDD*D*D*DuOi:%
* ~*Tk n (i) L-00 %O~*I***OODOOO + jz (3 $0O7*D*IO *I **OO*DU
"1/SORT(Nr' *EXP f Wr)(U.2""'1414- 0. 0781173EB*T)+(C, 02iS95B**W
-O4M1O6 440*TIT 4Tl+(0,0 3 l7l*T*T*Tl
-(0. 032554*T*T*TfT*T + . 30 1308*T*T*T*T*T*"-
EfDal{FUM CTT ON 1.1'!*J
.**************4*****FUNTIONk TEMP ******+***+***}
?*iHSkNCT T! rfLL CLTEl THE TEMPERTR *KAT THE E"K OF TrHE! MAitJOR AiS*
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FlUNCT 1 ION T_i(VAER,R:REAL) :REAL;
VAR R:REAL:
BESIN
R: =A*SQRT(SQR(COS(V)-i-(RI'Ai +SQR(e*S!N(VI :
TEMP : =K0(R*PERF);
END:
{*******************************FUNCTICN TEMP 2******************************}
(*THIS FUNCTION WILL CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURE AT THE EDGE OF THE MINOR AXIS *1
{*OF AN ELLIPSE DUE TO A LINE SOURCE AT A LOCATION V ON THE ELLIPSE
FUNCTION TEMP 2(VA,E,PERF,Rl:REAL):REAL;
VAR R:REAL;
BESIN
R:=A*SQRT(SQR(COS(V))+SQR(e*(SIN(V)-)-(RI/A)));
TEMP 2:=KO(PERF*R):
END;
*************************PROCEDURE DRAW B0X************************f***
PR'CE1URE DRAW_ BX(MIN,XMAX,YIN,YMAX:REAL);
mi UV E(XMINYMIN);
L INE(XNINYMAX);
LINEXUAX, Y mAX);
LINE XAXYM INlli
LINE(tXMINYMIN);
ND; ~ PROCEDURE DRAW BOX)
(***************************PROCEDURE MAKE GR1I******************************)
PROCEDlURE MAKE MRID:
VAR !:INTEGER:
BEGIN
ET WINo W(-1 A,1. ,-&. , . )
.ET n it -- i - , 1 ,ETj ASFECTibc i?)
SET LINE STYLE(i);
SET~VIEWFORT 0.0l0 0.0
SET~CHAR SIZE(0.6,0.S);
SRITETMESS,1.,ps,'MOIFIED ECCENTRICITY CF ',::2:
SETSTRLEN(MESS,Pos-I);
STEXT(MIESS);
LINE{10.0,i.0);
SET TET VI EWPORT( .000.506969);
SET WINDOW(, iAMAX+5,-.25,2.2);
SET INE TYLE(
E*LABEL X AXIS*l
U 1Iih -  .U
TRUNC( NU% M=UM THEN
SEGI.N
LINE V;-.030v
ZTR aRITE(MESSIN 1, ,NU:4:1
SETSTRLEN(MES~;os-i);
MOVE (1-3,-0.070);
GTEXT(MESS);
END
ELSE
BEGIN
MOVE(I,0);
L1NE(I-.010);
END;
END;
SET CHAR SIZE(2.0,0.16);
MOVE(30,-0.20);
GTEXT('LENGTH OF MAJOR AXIS (cA)');
SETCHARSIZE(1.3,0.08;VAI
FOR I:=0 TO 20 DO
BEGIN
Y:=I/10;
NUM:=~2*Yi
IF TRUNCNUM)NUMHEN
BEGIN
MOVE(0 1Y1;
LINE(-a.0,Y11;
STRWRITRE(MES,1 ,posY:4:1),
SETSTRLEN(iESS,pos-t);
MOVE (-5.5,Y-0.02);
GTEXT (MESS):
END
MOVE(0 ,Y);
i TMhC (-0 q V I
END'
C'E ,i '-*LABEL TYPE
GTEXT ('(v)=%ONST ANT ';
SET LINE BTYLE(6); I*DRAW LINE F
LIE(ABAXJ;l
CET LINE "TYLE(l);
SET~CHAR~SIE(2.Q 0. 16)
V 6 , . Vi I
CET TEXT ROT(0,1)
ST E VT('TMP. 41 'N. AXlITECMP. r MA. IIAXKIS'
SET TEXT ROT (1,0)
- -PROCEDURE MAKE SR"DI
)F GRAPH*I
OR RATIO l*)
BEGIN T
WRETELN('HI. THIS PROGRAM WILL CALCULATE THE RATIO OF TEMPERATURES AT
RITELN('THE UT EE 1F THE MAJOR AND MINOR AXIS OF AN ELLIPSE,
WRITELN'USING THE POWER DEPOSITION FORMULA FOR LINE EJURCES';
WRITELN
MRITELN q(v)=CONSTANT';
~RTL(TH PLOT WILL VARY PERFUSION AND ZI:E OF ELLIPSEJXEEPING THE';
RTEN(' 'MDIFIED ECCENTRICITY'' (MINOR AXIS/MAJOR AXIS'' CONSTANT.')
M FIED ECCENTRIT WANT ( ': HHI TU CIT T-O.
READLN (e);
WRiTE('WHAT IS THE smallest MAJOR AXIS YOU WANT TO PLOT? (ms): ';
REALN (AMIN);
WRlIE('WHAT IS THE LARGEST MAJOR AXIS YOU'WANT TO PLOT? (ia): '2;
READLN (AMAX);
WRITE'WHAT N EEN 00 YOU WANT BETWEEN S (): '2;
E('HAT IS THE RADIUS OF THE OOAL LOBE? (): ;'
WIE('W~HAT IS THE minium PERFUSION RATE? (c-2): '2;
rADLMIN
NRTE( 'WHAT tE THE MAXIMUM PERFUSION RATE? (c-2i: '.;
I N I THE ER IN E?
"IT'( ACEETFO I
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(*****************************START GRAPHICS********f***********************}
1RAPHICS INIT;
DISPLAY TNIT(3,0,error);
IF errir=0 THEN
BEGIN
SET DISPLAY LIM(0,165,0,115,error);
WRITELN(312T;
MAKE GRID;
W:=WRIN; - {*D0 A PLOT FOR EACH PERFUSION LEVEL*1
I:=:1; {*USED LATER FOR LINE TYPE *
REPEAT
LINE TYPE:=I-TRUNC(I/T7);
SETlINESTYLE(LINETYPE);
':=1;
PERF:=SQRT(W);
A:=AMIN; ~
REP EAT
SIE:=A/20;
[*CALCULATION ASSUMES S QRT OF PERFUSION TERM*)
{*CALCULATE TEMPERATURE RATIO AT EACH*)
*SIZE OF ELLIPSE *
{*TiEMP I & TEMP 2 ASSUME CENTIMETERS *1
L***ACTUAL CALCULATION OF TEMP. RATIO***)
NUMER:=0;
DENOM:=:0;
FOR X:=0 TO 499 00
BEGIN
(*BREAK ELLIPSE INTO 500 SOURCES*}
(*MINR AXIS*}
NUMER:=NUMER+TEMP_2((2*PI*(X+0.5)i500) ,IZE,e,PERFRI);
{*MAJOR AXIS (TEMP IS MEASURED AT CONSTANT u) *1
DENOM:=DENGM+TEMPJ (2*PI*(X+0.5)/500),SIZE,e,PERF,e*R);
JEN;
RATIO[I,J3:NUMER/DENOM;
IF J=1 THEN MOE(A,RATIO[I,Ji)
ELSE LINE(A;RATIO[I,J3);
A:=:A+ASTEP:A .+ S 11
UNTIL A)AMAX;
\**********LABEL GRAPH FOR THIS PERFUSION LEVEL**** *******1
MOVE(AMAX -5,2 10*1);
LINE(AMAX-159 2.2-0.0*i
GTRWRTE(MESS,,os,'W
SETSTRLEN(mES, os- 1);
GET LINE STYLE)
SET~CHAR~ IUE(1.0,0. 12);
MOVE(AMA I1,2.IS 0.10*I);
GTEXT(MESS);
SET CHAR SIZE(0.5 0.06);
nOVE(AMAT-l,2.23 0. 10*I
3TEXT('21;
W: =4+WSTEP:
UNTIL W*WMAX;
END;
*INCREMENT LINE TYPE*
(***********************RAWTO PLOTTER*****************************
ITE LvKE TO PLOT THIS? (Y/N): ';
crnr
DISLAYINT(T5,18,rror): {INiTIALiZE THE T4T0A W'ITHOUT PAGE ADVANCE}-. 6.z I16 .il
rAK N LRD:E7470
=:~WMITi (*-O A PLT FOR EACH PERFUSION LEVEL*
= *USED LATER FOR LINE TYPE*}
,W:5:.2,' c -2 )
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t***HHH*fI*PLOT RESULT FOR THIS PERFUSION LEVEL*** H** l
LINE TYPE:=I-TRUNC(I/7);
SET CINE STYLE(LINE TYPE);
MOVE(AMIRATIO[ IT);
A:=AMIN;
REPEAT
LINE(ARATIO[I,J2);
A:=A+ASTEP;
J:=J+1;
UNTIL A1AMAX;
MOVE(AMAX-35,2.2-0.10*I);
LINE(AMAX-15;2.-0.1*I)
STRWRITE(MES,1,pos,'W =,:5:2,
SETSTRLEN(MESSpos-l);
SET LINE STYLEl);
SET~CHAR~SIZE(1.0,0.12);
GTEXT(MESS);
SET CHAR SIZE(0.5,0.06);
MOVE!ANAT-11,2.23-0.10
3TEXT '2';
!-=!+1; IINCREMENT LINE TYPE*
W: =W+WtTEP;
UNTIL W>WMAX;i
END: ~' uOF PRINTING TO THE PLOTTER)
~iH*i*** HHHHHHHHi***1* H1*END SRAPHiCSHHH***********1*************)
WRITELN(#12);
4RITE('ARE YOU THROUGH? (YIN): ';
READLN(RES);
IF RES='Y THEN REQ:=TRUE;
DISPLAY INITZ (,0,error);
GRAPHICS TERM;
END.
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APPENDIX II
The Program
CLINE ELP
$HEAP DISPOSE ON$
PROGRAM CLINEELP(INPUTOUTPUT);
TYPE MATRIX=ARRAY[1..10,1..50] OF REAL;
IMPORT 1ODECLARATIONSSYSGLOBALSIENERALI,HPIBI,6ENERAL_2,D8LLIB;
VAR X,IJ,pos errrXPOINTYPOINT,LINE TYPE,A,AMINAMAX,ASTEP:INTEGER;
St,N,RiNUM,NUMERDENOm,SIZE,e,WFERF, MIN,WMAXWSTEP,STEPS,Y:REAL;
REQ:BOOLEN;
RES:STRIN611-
MESS:STRING[303;
RATIO:MATRIX;
CONST P1=3. 1415929;
m H H H H H H NI 10mSHHHHHHH*ummCH}
%*THIS FUNCTION WILL CALCULATE A MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KIND*)
FUNCTION 10(ARG:REAL):REAL;
VAR UV:REAL;
BEGIN
V:A RG/3.75:
U:=1/V;
F ARGf3.75 THEN
I0:=t+(3.5156229*V*V)+(3.0899424*V*V*V*V)+(1.2067492*V*V*V*V*V*V
+(0. 26972*V*V*V*V'V*V*V*Y)+(0.0360768*V*V*V*VV*V*V'V*V)
+(0. 0045813*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V)
ELSE.
0= U/QTARGS)*EXP (ARG)*(O.39894228+(0.01328592*)+(0.00225319*U*U)
-(0. 01756*U**j)+(0. 00916 28 ****)
-(0.02057706fU*U***U) +(0. 02635537*U*U*U*U**U)
-(0.0164763*'U*U*U*U*U*U*U)+(0.00392377*U*U*UU*U**U*U));
END; *NCTON 10*}
**H*H ***m**Hf********H***FUNCTION KO*m**H**H**HH**mm***H**m*}
(*THIS FUNCTION WILL PERFORM A MOD. BESSEL FCN. OF THE SECOND KIND'
:UNCrTIN "0("Wr:REAL)REAL,;
VAR DT:REAL:
oEGIN
T:=2/Wri
IF Wr(2~ THEN
KO:=-i*(LN(D) *10 (Wr) +0. 57721566) +(0, 4227842*0*0)+(0.23069756*D**0*Di)
+(0.O348S59*D*D*D*D*D*D) +(0.00262698*D*D*D*D*D*D*D*D)
+(0.00010)750*D*D*DD*D*D*D*D*D*D)+(0.0000074*D*D*D**D*D*D**D*D*D*)
ELSE
K:(!(SQRT(Wr)*EXP(Wr)))*(1.2531414- (0. 0783238*T) + (0. 218968*T*T)
-(0.01062446*T*i*i)+ 0.00587872*T*T*T*T)
-(0.0025154*T*T*T*TT*T)+(0.00053208*TT*T*T*T*T));
(mmmHHH*****HH*+****H***FUNCTION TEMP mmHHmHmn
UHALULATE T MPERATURE AT THE EDGE OF THE MATCR .XIS *}
(*CF AN ELIPSE DUE TO ALINE SOURCE AT ALOCAT ION V ON THE ELLIPSE *1
FUNCTION TEMP (V.AEPERFR1:R.EAL:REAL;
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BEGIN
R:=A*SQRT(SIR(CS(V) -1-(RiA))+SQR(e*SIN(V) i:
TEMP 1:=SQRT(1-(1-SQR(E))*SQR(COS(V,))*KO(R*PERF1;
END;
*I*H* * HHHH****** HH**FUNCTION TEMP 2**HHHHHHH* HHH*** HH * )*
C*THIS FUNCTION WILL CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURE AT THE EDGE OF THE MINOR AXIS *1
,*CF AN ELLIPSE DUE TO A LINE SOURCE AT A LOCATION V ON THE ELLIPSE
FUNCTION TEMP_2(V,A,E,PERF,Rl:REAL):REAL;
VAR R:REAL;
BEEIN
R: =A*SRT (SIR (COS (V))+SQR(e*(SI(VI -1)-(R/A) 
TEMP 2:=SQRT (- (-SQR -E *SQR(C0S (V) *KO (PERF*R) ;
END;
{H*** HH*** HH*****H*H***PROCEOURE DRAW BOXHHHHH*******4**********
PROCEDURE DRAW BOX(XMIN,XMAX,YNIN,YMAX:REAL);
BEGIN
MOVE(XMINYNIN);
LINE(XMINYMAX);
LINE (XMAX YMAX)
LINE (XyiAX%,YMIN) ;
LINE (XMIN YMIN)
END; PROCEDURE DRAWBOX)
I***HHHHH**i*HH***HH**PROCEDURE MAKEBRIDI**** HHHf* ******H*f*HH)
PRCCEDURE MAKESRID;
VAR :NTEGER;
BEGIN
SET WINDOW(-1.0 10-.,.)
smINE STYLES:
SET~L-INE STYLE(4);BRA CXT-i.0o,1.0,-I. 0,1.)
S ET~-VlElwFO RT (0 ..0, I. 0,.0, ,0. 05
cET~w I ND0W (- 10 , 1.0, 0. 0, .. ,) ;
SI HAR 21ZE (01.65 , "0 );
STRRITETMESS,1,S,'MfDIFIED ECCENTRICITY OF 'e:4:2);
SETSTRLEN(MESS, os-ll
STEXT(MEES);
LINEA10.0,i.0);
SET 'VIENIPORT ( 0. 0,11. 0.05,0. 69.69);
SET WINDOW(-10,AMAX+5,-0.2S,2.2);
SET~LINE STYLE-'!);
LINE (00.'o):
LINE(AMAX.0);
SET CXAR SI:E.Z.31 2~:); XI
FOR l:=0 TO AMAX DO
SELEE X XI*
i ... i...u
* VE(0);
SETSTRLEN(MES, S-
GiTXTMESS)
ENuELaS-
BEGIN
NOVE(l ,0);
LINE(I,-0.010):
END;
SET CHAR SIZE(2.0,0.16);
MOVE(30,~0.20)-
OTEXT('LENGTH NF MAJOR AXIS (cm)');
SET CHAR SIZE(1.3,0.08);
FOR I:=0 TO 20 DO
BEGIN
Y:=I/10;
NUM:=2*Y:
IF TRUNC(NUM)NUM THEN
{*LABEL Y AXIS*)
BEGIN
MOVE(0Y);
LINEt-1.0,Y);
STRWRITE(RESS,1.,pos,Yf:4:1);,
SETSTRLEN(MESSq os-!);
MV -5,Y-0.2)
GTEXT(MESS)
END
ELSE
BEGIN
MOVE(0,Y);
LINE (-0. 5,Y)
END;
OVE(10,2. 1); I*LABEL TYPE OF GRAPH*}
GTE~('4( =IN ST ANT' l
SET LINE TYLE(6); ;*DRAW LINE FOR RATIO 1*l
INE LI IYELEEX 1);
HAR SIZE(2. 00. 16)
3ET TEXT ROT(0,1);
oiE-XT RO ,1,0)
40ED IPRnrEIURE MAKE GRIN)
RTELN'Hi. THIS PROGRAM Wi LL CALCULATE THE RAT:O OF TEMPERATURES "T ');
WRITELN('THE OUTSIDE EDGES OF THE NAJOR AND MINOR AXIS OF AN ELLIPSE, ');
WRITEN(' USING THE POWER DEPOSITION FORMULA FOR LINE SOURCES');L It w tX;
db WRTELN' ~ (s)=CONSTANT'2;
WRITELN('');
RITEN('THE PLOT WILL VARY PERFUSION AND SIZE OF ELLIPSEI
WRITELN('' 'MODIFIED ECCENTRICITY'' (MINOR AXIS/MAJOR AXIS) FNSTANT')E
'RTEL Ni'');
fq' i ItCsNSTANT.');N
WRITE('WHAT'MODIFIED ECCENTRICITY DO YOU WANT? (0-1: ';
READLN (e);
WRITE('W4HAT :s THE smallest MAJOR AXIS YOU WANT TO PLOT? (ia): ');
bEALIAMIN);
WRITE('WAT LTHE LARGEST MAJOR AXIS YOU WANT TO PLOT? (mm): ';
READLN (AM AXl
WRITE('WHAT iNRELENT DO YOU WANT BETWEEN SIZES? (m):
-ITEf HAT IS THE RADIUS OF THE FCAL LOBE? (N): ');
READLN (RI;
RI:=R/10; *CALCULATION ASSUMES CEN T MT ERS*}
0A
.RITE 'WHAT IS T MLAMUM ERFUSON RATE? (cm-2T: 'L;
: : ' N"M.8 ESRDrYO WACRE BTWFERE F~u~ nf7C-!
} .+*.i*+ ****~+4.********START 3RAPHIO**************f******************)
., er.ae
FRTC4A Lri= TH i-n l U, l iL"(m!
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BEGIN
SET DISPLAY LI(0,15,0,Li,errcr);
WRITELN(3127;
MAKE GRID;
W:=WRIN;
REPEAT
LINE TYPE:=I-TRUNC(I/7);
SETINESTYLE( LINETYPE);
IJ:=I-,
PERF:=SQRT(W);
A:=AMIN
REPEAt
SIZE:=A/20;
{*DO A PLOT FOR EACH PERFUSION LEVEL*}
(*USED LATER FOR LINE TYPE*)
{*CALCULATION ASSUMES SQRT OF PERFUSION TERM*)
(*CALCULATE TEMPERATURE RATIO AT EACH*'
{*SIZE OF ELLIPSE *1
(*TEMP I & TEMP 2 ASSUME CENTIMETERS *1
(*ACTUAL CALCULATION OF TEMP. RATI***}
NUMER: =0;
DENOM: =0
FOR X:=0 TO 499 IO
{*MINOR
NUMER:=NUMER+TEMP_2((2*P
-*MAJOR
DENOM:=DEN0M+TEMP_1((12*P
END;
(*BREAK ELLIPSE INTO 500 SOURCES*i
AXIS*)
S(x+0.5)/500),SIZE,e,PERF,RI)
AXIS*}
RATIOII,3]:=NUMER!DENM;
IF J=1 THEN MOVE(A,RATIO[I, 3)
ELSE LINE(A;RATIT[iJl);
s A:=A+ASTEP;
UNTIL AAMAX;
'**********LABEL GRAPH FOR THIS PERFUSION LEVEL********}
MOVE(AMAX-3,2.2-0.10*I);
LINE(AMAX-i5q2.2-0. 10*1;
*$ STRWRITE(MESS,1,pos,'W W:5:2 ,ct-2');
SET-STRLEN (MESS, os- )
SLINE S EY L  R
SET~CHAR~3IZE(1.0.0.12);
movE-AMAX-13,2.180 010*
STEXT (MESS);
SET CHAR SIZE(0.5 ,0.06);
MOVE(AMAT-11,2.23 0.10*1);
*} GTEXT('21;
I:=+1; (F*INCREMENT LINE TYPE*}
R:= W+WSTEP;
UNTIL W)WMAXi
END;
g* (******************************RAW TO PL0TTER*************************
WRkitE(#I2I
WRITE('WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT THIS? (YIN): ');
READLN(RES);
IF RES='Y THEN
BE EINCl
PAY INIT(5,12,error): INITIALIZE THE 7470A WITHOUT PAGE ADVANCE)
gp SET DISPLAY LI 1(5245,0,190,error);
Irrr=0 ii.N.
WA
AKE T RI.D
:*DO A PLOT FOR EACH PERFUSION LEVEL*}
:*USED LATER FOR LINE TYPE*}
T
* * * *~~**PLOT RESULT FOR THIS PERFUSION LEVEL*********
LI NE TYP E T01C(IrfT/ 7);
LIN T YE LN YE
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NOVE(ANIN,RATIO[I,11);
A: =AmIN;
REPEAT
LINE(A RATIOCI,J1);
A:=A+AaTEP;
J:=J+1:
UNTIL A'AMAX;
NOVE(AMAX-35,2.2-0.10*I);
LINE(AMAX-15;2.2-0. 10*1)
STRWRITE(NESS,,i,posW ', W:5:2,' cc-2');
SETSTRLEN(MESS,pos-i);
SET LINE STYLE 11);
SET~CHAR~SIZE(1.0,0.12);
MaVE(AMAI13,2. 18-0. 10*1);
GTEXT (MESS);
SET CHAR SIZE(0.5,0.06);
BTEXTU2');
1:=I+1; (*INCREMENT LINE TYPE*)
W: =W+WSTEP;
UNTIL W)WMAX;
END;
END; ICF PRINTING TO THE PLOTTER)
km***H***H HH*****H**H*HH*H*HH*END 6RAPHICS*** **** ***************)
WRITELN(12);
WRITE('ARE YOU THROUGH? (YIN): ');
READLN(RES);
IF RES='Y' THEN REQ:=TRUE;
DISPLAY INIT(3,0, error);
3RAPH IC"_TERM;
E ND.
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PROGRAM BEA2AL(INPUT,0UTPUT);
LABEL 1,2;
TYPE MATRIX=ARRAYEI,..10,1. .Z0l OF REAL;
lMPCRT !DfECLARATIONS ISYS6LOBALS,6ENERALI ,HPIB_ tGENERAL_24DSLLiB;
VAR ;os,arror,i,j,K,XDUNNY:INTE6ER;
ABS,Wa,NUMEP DE.NO M e NUNY:REAL;,
RES:.STRING t21;
M.ESS: STRING[251;
BETA:MATRIX
CONST P1=3.1415929:
tITHIS FUNCT ION WILL CALCULATE A MO DIFIED BESSEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KIND*!
FUNCTION IO(ARG:REAL):REAL;
VAR U,.,V:REAL;
B E I
V AR6/3.75;
IF ARS<3.75 THEN
I =+(.156229*V*V)+ (:.C899424*V*V*V*VI+ (I.2067492*V*VfV*V*V*V)
f(.21659732*V* V* V**V*V* *V) + 0. 03076GfY*V*V*VI*'i*4V*V*YV)
ELSE
-{0.C0.157565*U*U*U) +(C.0C9162B!*U*U*U*U)
- ). 02057706*UfU*UIU*U) +(0. 026355Z7*U*U*UIU*U*U)
-(0.1646ZZUIUU*UU*U)+(0 .'09Z7*U*U*U*U*U*U*UfU));
END; {*IFUNCTION 10*1
WTHIS FUCTION -LL PERFOM A MOD BESE FC. OF THE SECODKN
VAR :17:REAL;
KO .0Z4529*D)*DfD*D*D*0 256+ (0.22984***D*D*D*D*DID) *fD*
.O=!(SQRT'Wr)*EXPWr))*(1.253314i4-(0.073235S*T)+ (0.321S9568*T*T)
-(0.010624464T*T*Ti+(0.0057872*T*T*T*T)
- (0.0025154*T*T*T*T*T)+(0.0005320:*T*T*T*T*T*T));
END; !,*FUNCTION K041
7H3S FUNCTIC"N -.,LL CALCULATE ThE 7EMPERATURE A7TE E~DGE.. C' rl .iRA.i
*C A ELLIPSE DUE T A CON37ANT INE SOURCE AT A LOA NV3 H LIPSE *1
-!'7] :Z7~ * :(,EEIREL :EL
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r RE( + * ) *NONDIMENSIONAL LENGTH*l
.,r; =a*SRT (SQ("COS M lRiNS I(*SiNVfl
ONTEMP : R a 1-(1 -5R EI)*SCR (OVS Y)) *K1 (Wr);
(HHHuunumuunFNCTONMOOTEMP 1**HHHH**********H***+****
*THIS FUNCTI0N &ILL CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURE AT THE EftE OF THE MACOR AXIS *t
~*OF AN ELLIPSE DUE TO A MODIFIED LINE SOURCE AiT A LOCATION V ON THE ELLIPSE *
-UNCTiON MOTEMP I(V,Wa,e,RI:REAU:REAL;
VAR Wr:REAL:
BESN
r :=Wa*SRT (SQR (CS (V)+RIi+SRe*SIN(V) ) ; f*NONDIMENSIONAL LENSTH*
MODTEM P I:='"(W'
END;
(mammummmmHHH**********FUNCTION CONTEMP_2**H*****f********f***H*Y
(*T HIS FUNCTION WILL CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURE AT THE EDE OF THE MINOR AXIS *1
*0F AN ELLIPSE DUE TO A CONSTANT LINE SOURCE AT A LOCATION V ON THE ELLIPSt *}
FUNCTION CNTEMP_2(1VWae,RI:REAUR EAL;
,AK Wr:NtaH;
Wr:2WaSQRT (SDR (COS (1+S(e*(SN(V)Ri) ;(*NONDIMENSICNAL LENGTH*
m ******m$*m**Iumm***f*FUNCTIDN MODTEMP 2H o mm*********I}*4*~**4**
(*THIS FUNCTION WILL CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURE AT THE EDGE OF THE MINOR AXIS *1
4-= U ~ k~r~ ~A u
.*OF AN ELLIPSE DUE TO A MODIFED LN SuURCE~r AT A LOAION V ON THE ELIPE*
FUNCTION MONTEMHP 2(V ,Oa,e,R.: REAU: REAL;
L; a r ( M ( +I I V -r1) - ! ; (*NNDENSIONAL LENSTH*1
OCEOURE 3RA~ _X (XNINXMAX ,'YIN, YMAX: REAU;
up XMiNi VMINi
J AAid R.a ,4r A
vf . s A 1:=. A I M
* . {PROCEDURE DRAWBOX)
mHHHH**s**HH**H**H**PROCEDURE MAKE SRID*m*****H*****************)
9E E CR1t;
ij 1 il i N V V , i w
rl " '! &I
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SET WIDVWt-10,10,.
SET~HAR SIZE(A.65,0.$);
STRERITET ESS,1,4pos,' ~THE BETA CUNSTANT');
SETSTRLEN(MESpos-i;
uOVE(-9.0,. 1)
STEXT(MESS)
MOVE( 10. . 01)
LINE (10. 0,1.0)
SET VIEWPORT(0.0,1.0,0.05,0.696 9);
SET WINDOW(-10 105,-0.25,2.2);
SET~LINE STYLE I);
LINE(0,0.0);
I NEf100,-0. )
SET CHAR SIIE(1.3,0.
FOR I:=0 TO 100 D
3 ESI
it. ? / i ,
IF TRUN C(NUN) =NUM
Jd 'j
I*LAUEL X AXIS*)
T111
THEBEOINMOVE(I,0);
LINE(I1-0. 0T3);
STRWRITEiMESS,1,pesNUMi:4:1);
SETSTRLEN(MESA o-1>er - ee ,i"E
STEXTnE)ESSENDlI LN(ESjO
ELSE
LINE(I.,-0.010);
END;
END;
SET T R SILEIN2 A R S1)
3TEtiNONDTMENSIONAL PATTERN SIZE
SET CHAR SILE(1.7,0.
FOR I:=0 TO 20 DO
BEGIN
Til '
T:NE 10; )
08);
.*LABEL Y AliS6)
ThRE'~
TEN
ST RWRITE (MESS,1,lposY: 4:1);
SETSTRLEN(MESS.os-);
STEXT(1ESS);
END
BESIN
hil EM ( E VY
END;
*DRAW LINE FOR RATIO 1*
SET L 1"NE S TYL"c f;I ' -4?
'HAR_: Tt . I-.
±t~±±t
Th 24R E-ESiT ION'4
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WiiLN(' FORmULA FOR LINE SOURCES ");
WRITELN(' q(s)=q(1+ETA/SQRT(1-(-SQR(eI*SOR(COS(vfl'';
WRITELN('');
WRITELN('THE PLOT WILL VARY PERFUSIIN TIMES THE SIZE OF ELLIPSE, THEN THE');
WRITELN('''DI ECCENTRICITY'' (MINOR AXIS/MAJOR AXISU.');
WRITE('AN ''ENTER'' BEGINS...');
READLN(RES);
S* ******1********************TART 3RAPHICS*********************************}
GRAPHICS INIT;
DISPLAY TNIT(., 0,error);
IF errir=0 THEN
c~ I~ C~ rji'
4iE1 DISPLAY LIM(0,165,0,Ii5,err-or);
VRITELN (i2t;
MAKE GRID;
FOR T:= 'I 5 DO .*WILL BE NODIFIED ECCENTRICITY*1
B EG IN
SET LINE STYLE(I+TRUNC(I2If ;
DU Y: =0
e:=I/5-0.1;
FOR J:=1 TO 50 DO
BEGIN
K:5 1-.; *DRAW LINE BACKNARDS*}
:,a V 1q.*E ;*INENSIONLESS PA-1ERN *
(***ACTUAL CALCULATION OF BETA***
NOE:=:0;
f*BREAK ELLIPSE INTO 500 URCES*}
FOR X:=0 TO 499 00
NM=U! ER+CLONTEMP 2(* IX+0.5)/500),Wae,.001)
~~ I4
-CONTEMIF ((2*PI*(X+0.5 5C01,Wa,e,0. 0I;
IENOM:=:DENDM+NDDTEMP I ((2*Pl*(X(+0.5)!500:1waqa,0.01)40 ~~=n~m -4U~P2(*I(+.150,a; 0.01)
DU)MY:=OLUMNY+i;
0 ELSE EEGE
Znn H, =M 1br
Liuv t ,w I I i i J;4
ELEF 2ETA[!,J](2 THEN LINME2*KEIA[rLI ,J4?7 EL!E BEPIN
ABS:=2*(K+1-((2-BETACIJ-I1)
LINE(AB,
GOTO 1; .*ND MORE POINiS ON SCALE*I
END;
N END; !;OF THIS SET OF a's*
SI*********LABEL GRAPH FOR THIS PERFUSION LEVEL***********
-- C 'V-4
H R'I*) EqMOVY50.2-0.10*I);
db Ut a[* l" DRAWNa U0 HE ECREEN*)
**+* * * ** ***RA- TO PL0TER****************************
RITE(U'ULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT THIS? (YIN): ');
READLN(RES);
IF RES='Y' THEN
BEG INi
DiSPLAY INIT(705,128,error) fNITIALIIZE THE 7470A WITHOUT
SET DISFLAY LIN(15,245,30,i90,error);
I error=O THEN
BEGIN
KV GRID'
FOR I:= i TO 0 DO (*WILL BE MODIFIED ECCENTRICITY*i
BEGIN
SET LINE STYLE(t+TRUNCII!2);
DUtRYi =,17
3:=I/5-0.1I;
FOR J:=1 TO 50 DO
BEG iN
K:=1-j;DuMMY:=DUmMY+i;
IF DUMMY=1 THEN
ELSE
'*DRAW LINE EACKWARDS*1
MOVE(2*K, BETA[If-L
IF BETAr1,JI(2 IHEN LINE(2*K,EETA[i,lJ)
ELSE BEGIN
ABS: =2*.(K+-( -(2-BETA[I.J-IIA)
LiNE(ABS,2)
SOTO 2:
END;
END; {*DF THIS SET OF Wa s*)
I*********LABEL GRAPH FOR THIS
2: *H*
Z*NO MORE POINTS ON SCALE*C
PERFUSION LEVEL************
L INEC2-0. i
STWItE(MESS,1,os;'Mod.Ecnt=,::;
SETSTRLEN(MES,'os-
ET LINE STYLEt
I * lk&
WRITE( 'ARE YOU TRUGH? (Y!N):';
READ LN( RE
IF rEE= 'Y' THEN RE :=TRUE;
DISPLAY INIT(,
END
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$NEAP DISPOSE ON$
PROGRAM VVAR(INPUTGUTPUT);
TYPE MATRIX=ARRAY[1..5,0..151 OF REAL;
IMPORT IODECLARATIONS,SYSSLOBALS,GENERAL_1,HPIB_1,SENERAL_2,DLLIB;
VAR pos,error 4 JK,X,DUMY:INTEGER;
ABS,WaNUibE,DEN0M ,,NUM,y,V,XPO.,YPnS:REAL;
REQ:S0LEAN;
RES:STRING[23-
Iftli ll ESS3: STR I NG[3 ;
TEMP:MATRIX;
BETA:ARRAY[.O.51 OF REAL:
CONST PI=3.1415929;
fx* * HHHH* HHHHH* H*FUNCTION I0****H**HHHHHHT*k}1
I*THIS FUT WILL CALCULATE A MODIFIED BES.EL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KIND*}
FUNCTION 1i0i(ARG:REAL):REAL;
VAR U,V:REAL;
BIN
V:ARG/3. 75;
U:=1./V;
IF ARG(3. 75 THEN
IT: (3.5156229*V*V) + (.0899424*V*V*V*V) + (1. 2067492*V*V*V*V*V*)
+(0.2659732*V*V*V*V*V**V*)+ (0.036076 *V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V)
+(0. 0045813*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*VV*V*ViV)
ELSE
0= ( SQRT (ARG) )*EXP (ARS) * (0.37894228+ (0.01328592*U) + (0.00225319*U*U)
- (0.015765*U**U+(.00916281*U* 0*U*U)
- (0. 2057706*U*U*U**)+(0.0635537*U*U*U*U*U*U)
-(0.01647633*U*U*U*U*U*U*U)+ (0.00392377*U*U*U*U*U*U*U*U)l ;
END: {*FUNCTION 10*1
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH**********FUNCTION KO***H*****HHHHHHHHHH***1**}
.'*-TuIS FUCI WILL PERFURM A MOD. PESSEL FCN. OF THE SECOND KIND*1
NT K0(4r:REAL):REAL:
MfI ,'" r:
w:=lr 2; I
+(G.03~48S59*D*0I***D*) +(0. 00262698*D*D*O*D*D*D*D*D)
ELS
K0: ( / 80i(r) EX (W))*(.25331414-? (007325*TI+(0. 02189568*T*T)
-(0.01062446*T*T*T)+(0.00587872*T*T*T*T)
(0.0025154*T*T*T*T*+ (0.005208*T*T*T*T*T*Tf):
END; I*FUNCTIONKt}
jj~I~ IV! -j U id W I - .* vi-iI
4THISFUNCTION WILL CALCULATE THE DIFFERENCE IN TEPRT)RES AT THE EDGES* }
*FThE M1allR AND MINC. AXIS CF AN ELLIPSE ')UE TO A CONSTANT LINE SOURCE *
* mLCATON V ON THE ELLIPSE *1
UNCIa rl1 N NMDv wn RIREL ZEL
ARWiW2REAL
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r1tWA*SRTYR( (V-k!)+Q e NV))) {*NONDIMENSIONAL LENS"ICTH
FROM MAJOR AXISil
Wr2:=Wa*SQRT(SUR (S (V))+SQR(e*(SINV)-)-RI) {*NONDIMENSIONAL LENSTHROIM MINOR XISt1
NNO:=KQRT I-(-SUR(!E))1*SQRCSV)*K(Wt-0W2
*7****************FNTO MDU*****************
*THIS FUNCTI ON WLL CALCLA~TE THE DIFFERENCE IN TEMPERATURES AT THE EDGES *1
*OF THE uAJOR AND MINOR AXIS OF AN ELLIPSE DUE TO A MODULATED LINE SOURCE *)
*AT A LOCATION Y ON THE ELLIPSE
FUNCTION MODU(V,4a,e,RI:REAL):REAL;
VA R r Wr2REAL;
W~a*SRT(SER(OS(V)-t-i)+SR(*SIN(V),); t*NONDIMENSIGNAL LENGTHFROM MAJGR AXIS*}
Wr2 a*SRT(SQR(COS(V))+QR(*(SIN(V-l L)-i)); [INONDIMENSIONAL LENGTHFROM INOR AXIS*1
:***************************FUNCTIDN TEMPLDC****f*********f~*******
THIC FUNCTIO ILL CALULATE TEMPERATURE AT A POINT XPOS,YPOS DUE TO *
~*A LNE SCURCE MODULATED BY a~ao(1+ET/2RT(I - I-StRe)iSQR(COS(V))
i A LUCHTICN V HOINLL ELLiE
UNCTN TEPCVaeTA ,YPR :REAL
CrRT(ER(Wai*COS(V) -XPDS?+3QR(Wa*~EIN (V)-YPOSl:S "*NOND"iENSAL LENSTH*}
PROEflURE DRW_ XXIN MXYMNMX:REALl ;
n 'A... Yi A2 ETA O 1
MOE(XMI,YMINxy
L E( InYn V); YhvM%,MX
XIN, YEIN)
5 (********** ***************PRCEDURE MAKE_£RID******************************
SE~HA UIE0630
Ab ~ r fi EIEMESi o 'Li1 ED EC A' IG
.~ >:NT..EV
r"* Jq q
EIR
4 ~ ~~~~~ T k!~*~Z~:~. q.
u U
Un.*3
SETVIEN'PQRT(0. 0,i.0,0 .05,0. 6969;
SET NINDON(-10 9.,-0.25,2.2);
LINE (0,0.0)
LINE(90,0.0);
SETHRARSIZE(.3,0.08);
FOR 1:=0 TO 90 DO
SEGIN
NU:I/10;
IF TRUNC(NUM)=NUM
'r*LABEL X AXIS*
THEN
BEGIN
MOVE(I,0)
L 1INE ( ';-0.030);
STRRITE(MESS,1,pos 1I:3);
SETSTRLEN(MESSpos- )
MOVE(I-3,-0.070 ;
GTEXT(NMESS);
EN
ELSE
BEGIN
MOVE(i,0);
LINE(I-0.0I0);
END:
E.ND
.4 i r, nn 1 am.a v V i ,
IMiv v C I0"U
3TEXT(HYPERBOLA DIMENSION v);
SET CHAR SIZE(1.3,0.0)
FOR i:=0 TO 20 DO
BEGIN
Y :=I/I0:
IF TRUNC(NU)=NUMN
*LABEL Y AXIS*}
THEN
BEGIN
MOVE0,Y);
LNE6- 1 .
SNRITE S,1psY : IL
GTXrMiESS);
END
LMIVE( 0, M Y)
END:
~*D~WLIE FR A~O
I61
ME T -,.2' );S  i Z.101
TfT "T 0
E {PROCEDURE AKE TR D
i T M(H THIS PROSRAM W'iLL CALOULATE THE ~ i~.
2iTLTHAT THE TErMPERATURES ON THE OUTSIDE ElE FTE;u'1~
"OF N ELLIPSE NILL BE CONSA NT. t%
ro AEGE FTE AJR O
QrOCI~TON FORMULA FOR LINE 20EE
iRT'LT C ATIO OF T TURE T NY LOT' THE
- I.. T- 1 :1 U I E 'rU T .
I A T UR AT Tt CD u r
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!FTEL N'PATTERN SIZE AND THE ''LODIFIED E6.ENTRI TY. ;
WRiTE('WHAT MODIFIED ECENTRIClTY DO YOU WANT?');
READLN(e);
{*****************************START GRPHICS************************frAPHICS INIT;
DISLAY TII(3,0,error);
'F errr0 THEN
- ET DISPLAY L1M(0,165,0,1I5,errorl;
:RITELN (12T;
MAKE GRID;
FOR T:= 1TO 5 D *N0N DIDENSIONAL PATTERN SIZE*%
BEGIN
Wa:=I;
SET LINE STYLE(I+TRUNC(!2fl;
DUMEY:=0i)
!***ACTUAL CALCULATION OF BETA***I
NUMER:=0;
{*BREAK ELLIPSE INTO 500 SOURCES*
FOR !:=0 TO 499 Do
NUMER:=NUMER+NON MO((2*P*(X+0.5)/500),Wa,e,0.01);
DENIM: =ENoM+MODU((2*PI*(X+0.5/500) ,Wa,a,0.01);
OKIETCI =NUMER/DNOm;
DENOM:0; *CALCULATE TEMPERATURE AT END OF MAJOR AXIS*)
FOR y:=0 TO 499 DO
DENOM:DENM+TE P_ of (2*PT*(X+0.5)/500) ,Wa,eE TAI ,Wa+0.01,0);
FR :0 T7u :1 O
*0 V:=6*J: I*V VARIES FROM 0 TO 90 DEGREES*}
XPOS=(Wa0.01*COSV*PI180A (* I QPQITI3.ON OF POIT*
VP3:=Wa+0.1)e*SI(*P/8)
"UMED.-A
L*CALCULATE TEMPERATURE AT THAT POINT*!
FOR X:=0 TO 499 DO
p NUMER:="UMER+TEMP LOC((2*PI*(X+0 .,)/500),Wa,e,BETAL11,XPOS, Pus);
TEMPCI,J):=NUMER/DENOM;
DUMMY: =DUvMMY+1I;
I U 'MY=1 THEN IOVE(V,TEMPtIJ3)
ELSE LINE(VTEMPtI,3);
*********LABEL GRAPH FOR THIS PERFUSION LEVEL**** *
-nOE C^ , 2-00*i).GUV do~sL~V.V !I,
-! 'Ia -,2 i j.SUp? a',C5I pos,'Wa= ',a:4:2,' BETA= ',3ETAII3::2);
* SETNTRL EMSS-fYs-i. ;
;,:L ZZ 4 M
} ED ?F :WING TO THE ZCREEN*)
4***********DA TO PLOTTER******************************
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WRITE(#12);
WRITE('WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT THIS? (Y/N): ');
REAULN (RES);
IF RES='Y' tHEN
BEGIN
DISPLAY INIT(705,128,error); {INITIALIZE THE 7470A ITHOUT PAGE ADVANCEI
SET DISPLAY LIM(15,245,30 ,190 error);
IF error=O THEN
BEGIN
MAKE 'RID;
FOR I:= 'iO 5 '0 (*NON DIMENSIONAL PATTERN SIZE*)
BEGIN
14a: =I
SET LINE STYLE(I+TRUNC(I/2fl;
DUMY: =0
FOR J:=0 TO 15 00
BEGIN
V:=*J; (*V VARIES FROM 0 TO 90 :EgREES*1
DUMMY:=:OUMMY+ ;
IF DUMMY=' THEN MOVE(1V,TEMP[ 1,J')
ELSE LINE(V TEMP[IJI);
END;
* ******LABEL GRAPH FOR THIS PERFUSION LEVEL************!
MOVE5, A2-. ",10*I.
L iNE T :. 2-0.1*Ili
STRWRTTE(MESS,1,pos,'a= ',!1a:4:2,' BETA= ',BETA[1i:52);
SETSTRLEN(MESS,pos-i);
SET LINE STYLE1);
SEl HAR~SIZE(i.0,0.12);
GTEXT(MESS);
END; (*0F THIS SET OF Wa's*)
END: (*F PRINTING TO THE PLOTTER*)
*5 {************************"**END 3RAPHICS******************************
WRITELN(#12);
WRITE('ARE YU RO
S SA.a' r' r -TUE;
D.1P I TERM;
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APPENDIX V
The Program
CEN DIP
145
nRmsRgm ENN-1 DI( 7,NPUT .OUTP I i
TYPE MATRIX:ARRAY11,.5,0.50 . n]F REAL;
I MPORT IODECULmRaTIONS ,SYSGLOBALS ,GErNERAL I UMPT IS r- C HSEE L Ad 6L.i
VAR %sarrIJKX DMY:INESER;
~ETA8S IaUMEDENM~eNUMY;YXPO-S,YPOS-.RE'L;
uV'. 4 Q '
RESS:STRINSU5).1
TEMPIMATRIX;
CONST~~ PI.4597
'*THI UNCIO WILL 1 rLCUL ATE A MODIFIED BSESSEL FUNCTIONI OF TE FIRTKN*
I'dCTIN I( U: fL. W"EmiL
VR U, V;REAL;
1:iV;
1~~ 4,;0 f03607lBfl*Y*Y*V*V*Y*V*V*V*Y
-. )01-0706*U*U*U*U*U1 +(O. 0Th3?c53*U*U*U*U*U*U)
-(0.0 ol. 4767*U*U*U*IDUMU + (A. 0039l377*U*U*U'*U*U*U'*U*U)
1- iS UNCTION WILVL PERFORM A IMOD. BESSEIL ?Frm. OF THE SErOND KIND')
j V1 -. U-i
-(0.00~I54*TT*T*T*)+~.$052~3*' U, *T
P.. i C-71': C!FREC IN V~1E~UE jTTEEDE
E.U*- %-. i K U iiiin o mi a.'L
*kT FllT A MCV -1 I.FLr !I!'r!AEAA L !
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WrI:=Wa*SQRT(SQR(Cl(Vi-i-Ri)+S9R(e*SIN(V))); (*NONDIMENSIONAL LENGTH
FROM MAJOR AXIS*l
Wr2:=Wa*SQRT(SQR(COS(V))+SQR(e*(SIN(V)-1)-RI)); (*NONDIMENSIONAL LENGTH
FROM MINOR AXIS*1
NONMOD:=SQRT(1-(1-SR(E)B*SQR(COS(V)))*(KO(Wr1)-K0(Wr2));
END:
*********************************FUNCTION DU*****************
{*THIS FUNCTION WILL CALCULATE THE DIFFERENCE IN TEMPERATURES AT THE EDGES *1
f*OF THE MAJOR AND MINOR AXIS OF AN ELLIPSE DUE TO A MODULATED LINE SOURCE *)
{*AT A LOCATION V ON THE ELLIPSE *1
FUNCTION MODUVW Va,e ,RI:REAL):REAL;
VAR WrI,Wr2:REAL;
BEGIN
Wri:=Wa*SQRT(SQR(COSV)-I-R1)+S2R a*SIN(V))); *NONDIMENSIONAL LENGTH
FROM MAJOR AXIS*
Wr2:=Wa*SQRT(EQRCCOS(V) )+SQR(e*(SIN(V)-I)-RI)); {*NONDIMENSICNAL LENGTH
FROM MINGR AXIS*!
30DU:=K0(Wr23-K0(Wr1);
END;
*************************I*****FUNCTION TEMPLOC*****************4***********
*THIE FLNCTION
*tAT Ap LO-iOA IN Sf UCE
t.uj I gni Uil
WILL CALCULATE TEMPERATURE AT
mODULATED BY a=,o(1+BETA /SQRT
V UN THE ELLIPE
A PINT XPOS, YPOS DUE TO
_-(U-SQR(efl*SQR(COSv)))
FUNCTION TEMPLOC(V,Waa,ETA, X REAL:REAL;
VAR r:REAL;
Wr:SQRT(SDR(Wa*COS(V)-XPOS)+SQR(Wa*e*SiN(V)-YPO3));
{*NONDIMENSIONAL LENGTH*l
TEMP L C:=(SQRT I-( E )*QR(COS(V))+BETA)*K(Wr);
-111!.
**s*4*s***~******************PROCEDURE DRAW BOX****************************
R WOCEDRE DRAW BOX(XMNi m MAX, YMIN, YMAX:REAL;
LVEX1rMINYMIN);
LINE(XM2X;YMAX);
LINE(XMAX,~YMIN);
Nte 1y.u41 1
END{ PROCEDURE RW 10X
r******************** **,*CDRE 4K28I******************
P RCEURE OAKE  EAID:
OW. ) t41*.O ,,J*j))
H~  WIUAi
:.JiZ W 
- :. , .0
1 11N)4E
WC V a g a
L ~ I *NE k 1
SETT VIEWORT (O01. 0, 1. 09,0. 669);
SET WINDnW(-o0z i0~01~1i I
'4a.LNE STYLEll);
L INE(0, 0. 0)
SET CHAR SIZE(1.310.04);
FOR iL::0 TO 11.0 DO
BEGIN
Njjlj: :1/10;,
F MU NC UM4U"1NM
I.LABEL X AXIS*)
MOVE , 0)
L I NE ".I 001%5
S.ETTRLEN (MES opos-l,
GTEXT'MESS);
El
4 i 06 L-0.00511;
END;
IiET :H :E.0, 0.B1
SXT! ION-DIllEwSI2N~LSZ
S1.T CH.IIRS1ZE(1.3j,0.04);
FGr :=0 To 10 DO
Y =T 1i0
IF TRUNC(NNNU411I THEN
BES I
-.0
;No
ENEDD
*LL L a." S*
N
VE10 Y I
NE It- i.Ij Y)
TIST RLEN (IESS , os -1I;
V. E ,5.1
EX T ("'.E SS
NE v)~;i
.fl- "'U 'i T- l
m! U l ,,,
U '[~PROCEDURE HMPKE Or'.1
''I T2.8 Tk! I ~ 4 I 1  'r c THEr^I !.E71 1~i '1C
tiiii h I fift : i~ F i Uci L Ur,. :M I -.. 
1
uU :x 4 A
PH CNL E '~ E£n"TANT, TT TN6 USE3 1H ,TE
;tI' -*,rE
r'7 F 411 D iJ E :t .U L U.,.Z
t E it T PERA IURE TTHE C EI j7 !
P_! Dc~I~ . TTEN TE XSZFNISZ ErLN i-1- H iFt i :M r~ 'ru' " c nc z"' - -i', F
UNE. U I rt S..
-- I1' ,
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(munmanmmmmm3********T ART GRAPHICS**mmmum**** HH**************
.RAPHICS INIT;
DISPLAY 7NIT(l3,0,error);
*F errir=0 THEN
*BEIN
SET DISPLAY LIM(, 65 , , ,rrr);
WRITELN(# 127;
MAKE RlD
FOR 'I:= I 1 DO (*WILL BE MODIFIED EC1ENTRITY*1
BEGIN
SET LINE STYLE(I+TRUNCtI/2));
DUMY:=0
FOR D:= TO 5O 0O
BEGIN
*mACTLUL CALCULATION OF PETA**
IF e=1 THEN BETA:=O f*AVGiD EINULAR N KET CALOULATiON*1
ELSE BEGIN
HNER:=:0;
dENOM=0; ELLIPE INTO 500 SOUrOES'
FOR v:=0 TO 499 00
BEGIN
nm.: =Enm+MnDU( (2*Pi*+.5)/0),i Wa,00) ;
END;
SETA:=NUMER/DENO N;
ENOM:=0; .*CALULATE TEMPERATURE AT END OF MAJOR AXIS*4
FOR X:=0 TO 499 DO
ENOI:DENO0+TEMP. P I*(+0. 00, WaeBE A, Wa+0.005,0)
iUNER:-=3- (*CALCULATE TEMPERATURE AT THE CENTER*
FOR :=0 T r 499 DO
NUMiER:=uNMER+TEMP 1 .. (2'£(I0. z/00),Wa,e,ETA ,
TEMP LI , :=NmERiDENCN;
DU.MY:=DUMNY+1;
IF DUn!Y= THEN NOVE{2*J~iENP[I,J)
ELSE LINE(2*J1TEMPCLI I);
muum*******LABEL 3RAPH FOR THIS IODIFIED ECETRIOVY4
,.ET I.iTRLEN(MEts Ipols- I);
SET LNE T"LE11;
-A i a uE"* '
*f T -j-SE OF e'SCl
OF F.AWNGTO THE SCREEN*}
. a* annon*********** m**RAW4 TO PL0TTER**** **n*****************4*i
nvr rn £T *,'rn ,Ii'
E
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DISPLAY 1NIT005,hq23arrar); tINITIALIZE THE 7470A WITHOUT PAGE ADVA~NCE!
SET ISIFLAY LI~!ZZZ, ,ro)
IF grror=0 THEN
BEGIN
MA~KE GRID;
FOR 'ITO 5. DO r,*WILL BE NODIFIED ECENRIrTY*i
DUNtiY: 6O;
,ETLIMiESTYLE(Il+TRUNCtI!2));
FOR J:=! TO 50 DO
BEGIN
DUMmY:-DUmmY+l;
IF DUMMY=I THEN MOVE(2*JTEMF'EI,J)
ELSE LINE(2*j;TEMPtI4j3);
1*********LABEL 3RAPH FOR THIS MODIFIED ECCENTRICITY******!
MOVE!70,1.1 0.04
L iNE(0;L.-15 ).1) ;
STRWRITE(tEES 11pos'e= e l::)
SET LINE STYLEM
STEXT(NESS);
END; -'*OF THIS SET OF esi
END; END *OF PRINTINGS TO THE PLOTTER*)
4RITELN(4I2';
REAIDLN (RES)
513E='Y' THEN RE9:=TRUE;
:IEFLAY INIT(Z,0,rrr;;
ORA3HICSTERN;
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APPENDIX VI
The Program
THERAPY
151
$REF Z0$
-EAP DIS -5- usN
.RtSREM THERAPY(iNPUT,OUTPUT);
LABEL 1,2;
TYPE MATRIX=RRAYC0..30,0..30) OF REAL;
IMPORT IODECLARATIONS ,SYSLODALS ,ENERAL _,HPIB_ ,GENERAL2,DSLLIB;
VAR Vst2e I,J,K,error,LINE TPI O :ITESER;
r~ * A n n I P I PI Ali.DUA. EA
,d ,4 i aieo~e1Ai T,MfAX DIIPLPAREAL; -
MER,tROE,NMERI,EN,DEgROMODENaOA AI,BOBI,STEP:REAL;
M OC0T,MAJ IN NIN tUT,NIN IN,BETAO,BETAI:REAL;
XP?,YPOSL.fH LEFTOTTO ISCALE TI
X.Y:ARRAYt. .4) uF REAL;AJ, pnnTIM I N',A ' M ,
R E.:TINSA'E LEFTFLLATSZEX;
CONECT 21?.1 4aC'99;
m A r_ t. 1 I.
{**m*m*m******m*m*****H**FUNCTION I0m****HH**i**H* HH******H}
* IuCTIN ILL LCULAE A M IED BEEL R 4 TH
IF ARC'>.72 THEN
rC:=+(3. 129*V*V)+(3.09 942 4*V*V*ViV+(1. 2067492*V*V*V*V*V*V)
+.26597:2*V*V*VV*V*V*V*V)+(£0.0360766*V**V**V*V*V*V*V)
+()5 ::*v*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V*V)
-(0.015756 *U*)+(s.0091622I*U*U*U*U)
-. 02C5TT06*U*U*U*U*U) +(0. 0263553T*U*U *U *U*U *U)
-v. Iiu'tIU e XUU I~~Ut '2 u dtv *u jy, au ~ u au
±*m*********4***m********UNCTICN V~m*mH***+**********Hm********
S..- - ta .... PoifaoD su...i... sasn T..nu
-
y- r
i j:ZT14. i 4
+(.0485*L0*0 0*)(.0229** *C*.;*0*0)
+(1.cf170Z***0D*44**r*0*0i+(5 0.I0074*s*T*9*D*n4** *0*0*0D)
-
4**
C!44*Htm* * * UNC IN "WN * **
~; -' ;CA.N.U LULA!T E 'rnrr ?41FED BS E4FCTNEO A? FI!RS K"1r
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L*OF THE MAJOR AND MINOR AXIS OFAN ELLIPSE DUE TO A CONSTANT LINE SOURCE *)
I*AT A LOCATiON V GN THE ELLIPSE *1
w FUNCTI2N NONMnOD V,Wa,e,RI:REAL :REAL;
VAR Wrl,Wr2:REAL;
Wrt:=Na*SQRT(SQR(COS(V) -i-RI)+SQR (e*SIN(V); iNONDIMENSIONAL LENGTH
FROM MAJOR AXIS~i
*, Wr2:=Wa*CQRTSQR(CS(V))+SQR(e*(SiN(V)-1)-Ri)); *NONDIMENSICNAL' LENGTHFROM MINOR AXIS*1
NON MCD:=SQRT(1-(-SQR(E))*SQR(COS(V)))*(K(WrI)-K0(Wr2);
END;
****************************FUNCTION M0DU******************************}
fjrr~ il u&1 TU Z~lI~ TN THE~~~JA r-t EGS
*THIS FUNCTION WILL CALUL1AE FERENCE IN EMPERATRE T TH EE*
*OF THE MAJOR AND MINOR AXIS OF AN ELLIPSE DUE TO A MODULATED LINE SOURCE *1
{*AT A LOCATION V ON THE ELLIPSE *1
FUNCTION MODUV :RAL:REAL
VAR WriWr2:REAL;
W.a*SR(SQR(COS(V)-iRi)+QR(*SiN(V)i; {*NONDiNENSIONAL LENGTH
FROM MAJOR AXIS*
Wr^:=a*QR(SR(CCS(V))+SQR(e4(SIN(V)-1-RI); {*NONDIMENSIONAL LENGTH
FROM MINOR AXIS*}
MODU:=K0(Wr2)-KO(Wri);
ND:ND;
L****************************UNC T.UN BETACALC*****'*************
tt--i -UU-ruc : WiL em aIL ui unmrtrini edeANT tu INSURE JNIF ORM ****)
CWC^UCnu p * ^ -. CTQ****
FCTO B ETACALC~eWa:REAL):REAL;
? :=1 THEN BETA CALC:=0 I*AVOID SINGULARITY IN BETA CALOULATION*)I
NUMER:=0O;
!14rsfl%414.11i24it 'dqTf 3
SA{*BREAYK ELLIPSE INTO 500 SOURCES
FUR Vsten:=0 TO 499 00
BEGIN
UME:=NUMER+NONMOD((2*PI*(Vstep+0.5)/200),WAaa,u,.0)
'cENOM:=DE~NOM+MODU ((2*PI*(Vstep 83 2 0 ,W ,' 0 )
END;
~iiiCALC:=NUMEhR/ifEN!OM;
.. !, T Ara-REA ~.M nL, I
~***************************FUNCTIoN' TEMPLOC****************************l
-OREi A DULATED ]Y a3o1+EA/ YIN1-(1-ARl * 111 ETAC"( AT) N
.tun una ral1.auin
SET
i.~Lfll!
*.4RA .A.'LZr H Ut4  RC ZLL"S
£t C 1' r%% T.D C I
WCAUM:IL =1LINO iL+MIll V)c
PROCCE'"URE DRAW BOX M111NOMXlill,11ft;ILL
LNE til, M.4X i
'.' LN( v iIN YM IN)
w
*****4******4************FR P!UR .r
'_J Li If, k
CONET~~T=%Pc 
-
T MT.
END, "[PROCEDURE inRAWL BOXU
DUESYREFRTENLIEDNRE
'4?4'T Arn (i '
n.~~l4 c, v T- 4 ' A a4
Cr?~76 4'"1, 14
ocI L.LiI1 (4II .t
nnNE mj;3T~;
VE 3EF unIr3)i
I~l E L EFT+LE3,HC'I~ .:i c I I TO -0TU" EST/)
TM tv 'mTI nI
~iL E !
*T I - 11 ..- ~ -
E Ct2 0 ~15I
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CRCBS:=0;
IF fIiNtITP I,jfDEG)*SIGN(T1P1i+:,jl,3ES)(NuPNi
THEN BEGIN
CROSS : =C0S-+ 1;
X[CRDSSI:=LEFT+(i+((ES-TPi,j/(TIPi+,ji-TIPti,jI)fl*STPSE:
Yrr SSK, ,=OTTQNj!TSE.
IF SiSN(T Pi? qI j,DEG)*SISN(ThP i+1,j+t1, DEG)(NiOPNT
THEN BEGIN'
- RDSS:=CROSS+1;
X[CRGSS) :=LEFT+ (i+f)*STPSZE:
YEfCOSi:B0TTN+STSE*j+((DE-TPi+I,j)/(TPi+1,j1-TMPti+t,jP));
END;
iF SIGN(TNPUI+i,j+t3,DE G*Si TNF(TPi,j+i,DES)<NPNT
THEN BG IN
CRSS: =CROSt;. Tl
X[C ROSS I:=EFT+ ( i+ (DEG-iPij1/(M~+1jz-TPij+D!STSE
VIDCc1TT. M±( 4)xrTltr
.. U, N
AC TM'Mf il' J111 itO- QLJW CMIi N C R.0 N'T
Tu rN rrnnu
CRZSS:=CRCBS+i;,j~i rcn e- , - -,- 1AC
Y[CRCSS :=ET0i+STPSZE*(+(E-;~ ~ t TPitaT',larrU,' ..4.:=tuTTI+*1't .r' Z: L6b -'+/ -~r ,%!
L intill f:L.15:
nu s* i-nt nRi di M WiuJ - uwiu-N a.
-uI, 4 THNWTE'A 4 CROS OC 2RE.2
Th"' 'F"OEE" FL!nT1
j3 - Pijp r );
*t* **********s*********PROEDURE MAKE KE**********************
EINTEE . . AE
E T VW!, T0.,.0 ,300i6
ii aUm- i . " n-d's a.Au@las.iUu,
" T ~ TCa
^ Vi 
V
Ir 1. 
4
. 9~ I 4
!W I CAAl-
n r-. i u,
6.:~~i "n-M I LA uszilo
*i,..' u a.w.;u t
ItA fl
: i - - 4-A
. ' i' M . .
4..44. C iV Mt, CLk
TZ t E E 'Z s-
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SET MHAR ScLiZE('L.9);
ZE (-124 20): 'EFUID
S :T-2. R ); .ES"
SETST RLEN (M'ESS I~s-)
6TEXT I, ES)
MI.ii VIC - 4 111
SETZRR IESS4pS1 I~ '
Q i6.X T kf MESS)
unfc I I3 IF )
TkIC!E- +ECALE4 101;L IE AIM SCA%1.)
4444'4''! - 14.
JiEi ' iRLEN MESS '-jI
C~pr..y j c'.%I
I. ITE MESS I 44'U
0 1 4 4 '
''414
Wei! j r l r4 f* 
-
i '%4A
I -,.I v C 1 ' 4A
S)TRWR ~ ~ ,mtq -- .1
1 . 3It p 3 )
ii'.-"-
(v)z 4ALHA:4:24' *I~+':;
M4E (- 11 .-6 )
J6.I I
0. 5 4 -1. C' . q' .~ 7-'
VI-.^! 1C q
L 4
.,. 1E: 1 .
ij~ I.
"XIS='
14TM MET
X S = I I %1,OAl T1HJi
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SETSTRLEN(MESS, pos-);
STEXT(lESS);
SET CHAR SIZE(1.3,1.8);
FR i:31 TO 7 DO
BESIN
3ET LINE STYLE ):
IF 70WNzr THEN WRITESTRINGLN(705, 'P'
SETSTRLEN(MESS~os1);
BTEXT(MESS),
110VE (-61-9.0-(1. 86*i))
IF (i2) OR (i=4) R' (i=6) THEN LINE TYPE:=7
ELSE LiNETYPE:i,
IF (i=3) OR (i= 4 ) OR (i=Ti THEN COLO:2 ~
ELSE COLOR:l;
SET LINE STYLE!LINE TYPE);
IF o0WN r THEN STRWRITE(MESS ,,s ,'SP',COLOR);
IF DOWN=1 THEN WRITESTRINGLN1705,MESS);
LINE(i0, -9.0-(1.96*i));
F DOWN=I THEN WRITESTRINGLN(70,'Pi');
*************************PROCEDURE GETINFO1****************************)
FEDRE GET -'4 il
ennrnonu Clri lt rn,
RITELN'M!I. T!!S PRGRAM WILL ALCULATE THE POWER MODULATION FRMULA'
W L" N nE CnhNSTANT TE-PERATU~r,%E PlN- THE -GE OF A eIVEN TEAE'
WRITELN('VOLUME, THEN WILL CALZULATE THE MAXiMU. DIP IN TEMPERATURE IN'
0ITECL(TH C ETER OF THE V . THAT IS T0 LOW, Y0U CAN ADD AN');
*RITELN('AN NNER ELLIPSE, WHOSE POWER DULATION FORMULA WILL 3E CAL-')
WR:ELN'CULAT2. THE MIfl-PLANE ISTHERMS WILL BE CALCULATED AN DRAWN';
nT" 'V 11!'TI '%r,-n 's
.ii MtU-AT' TC TUI I CNI-TU OFT0!rM
*:iT u i;THTo k 1 . . au1u
VHN: TIER
T 3 LOD WIELN('') ,I . Jr -*1r u FLrW. 2~ESrT,
Pite M'THE PATTERN FER 0 E' 'C C En
RTELN(' MINiGR AXI.= ' MIN~_:UT: 4.:2 ' cm')
=1nt " n"'!!" E anOitLA^ED ADDORDnS" TO's
-'- , !,'TV-
pc-cnl 1TU -krI e nuFa Ea0uMssM-a.in
L/. ' U-.tIN$1M3f1n + +..+* aA4 4 wid- ,fs:i. s si
:vr TE un - A M ' ItA - lU-:4: s''e I
an ~ ~ C AX.ISuuno- , I T 4r: vs.9s
* t ********S7 fIN2**************+*****
D I.Tl-- ki I U. cnm - ...- 1, DE1: On l -T D -r - -. c ti,= ~...
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TA INTE3EO
iu t uu as1ti
BESIN
F rR ,:I TO 0 n'ru 3 ''i,Ta is i f u T v P11CJ% ni M- TlU P qC.M M TI
WRITELN('THE PATTERN FOR THE INNER ELLIPSE WILL HAVE THESE PAAM
C! M IIIAJWOR AXIS= ',MAJ IN:4:2,' cm.');
041%IELN 4A"NOR AXIS= 'mlIN~IN:4:2 ' cm.');
RiT ELN THE POWER SHOULD BE MODULATED ACCORDINS TO');
WRITELN( I:=!*ALPHA*(I+SETA/'SORT(I-GAMMA*SQR(COSiv)) i)2;
WRTELN'%I
!!" Ti I It !s' T .'
Yn TT f U OR"C0 ECT.q- TCT.-I E?Vnli sit! W11t BE IM- ,wld as M :4
Fu : T 77 1/ ' AMMA- ' !-C.CQ -'e; .4 %N I si Lnnin %i a= ,fill jRt 1 .
iat ; rsi M h AL I- PM an - A ." .2
'ODTT I k! 'i
0% T I'T jC TCMDOCP^TilgC nO T X i - UC !"rN'- Wil I C 'MAv IT"- 95
up~gM LC TU a{CL T D RADTID 'REE"'Un2 wil, yaInt u a g i n an a
CMIN fanTCIM irog
r*****************************************************************
. C-i Tn !!C
VL.i T - CF TERMC-
IS:= OR,3 UT ; w* NOTE TE mERT 0R T E CUTER ELLPE
i mo: =8^ / r;
i~*N ai N-de T.i
N MENSIONAL
ET :=ET A AU W C LO TE lonDULATIN FARAME T)*;
iH-Iiii ." '' it~'' v'! Wtl 11 C h u aI I t
* L LA C TE-MPERATURE iP' irMI 4IAL Q LLIPi ***. j
- r Ac TEPRATURE AT END OF M^JOR A?7C*'
A. U t ung UL IC Ii a Undlunks Hl it- ;.-1; C
(Uik, w. e n os _16 ., i t!u 2 or v -e w cu - " :-s-
Au W , -% , 6ys s; ; , qitL0uUVisuZ 61
TC? O T 9079 I 1 AT C % 1!.T07 (9 e
n .i .I-I U un di wt U r; Lo - -- 6J 4, A
C 2=="3' IMEN
C. - 1 l" MAvY"up! "k I ".!' "TDOW
""'' mi it,''! r,,
&J s- i AX --D TIC MIO v 2 T U C O O!'a
n s a-s!lin. -AIninui :s u "T i "1 uun " -
- - ?
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REQ: =FALSE;
REPEAT
45 ai: =PERF*AIT; !M*N1N-DIMENSGA LENSTI*V
ZETAI:=BETA CALCeiWai);
DENMi:=0; {*OALCULATE TMPERATURE AT ED OF THE MAJOR AXIS*1
(*OF OUTER ELLIPSE DUE TO INNER ELLIPSE*)
FOR Vste':=0T 499 DG
rENC:=ENMI+TEMPOC 2PI*(Vstep+0 O.5 0)PERF,AIei,BETal,AO,0;
NUMERI:=0; f*CALCULATE TEMPERATURE AT END OF THE MINOR AXIS*I
(*OF OUTER ELLIPSE DUE T INNER ELLIPSE*
FR V =Tr! 499 Do
NUMERI:=NUMERI+TEMP LOC((2*PI*(Vstsp+0.I!/00),PER,AI,eiSET
~Cf'"~r~rI~rh ... 3v '
i- ~O A((UiERI/EN .IL -1?0.00 THE'N RED: - ( f*IF OUTER TEMPI
PETURBED*j
ELlE B EG
iF 1NUERI)DENOMI THEN AI:=AI+EP !*ADJUST MAJOR AXIS*%
ELSE AI:=AI-STEP; {*APPROPRiATELY*)
CTEl ccTP/2
UNIED;
!!1,1TTI 1
DMENiN F I TEN ER L L IP. FUN, wN O DUz PNERLil RBATI O 
*IP/:=0 (*ALCUTL E r AT IE CENTER DUE T0*1
.'"n A tED C4
E : .t-.,.,N TO -10 DO
niji:*+**-i* 7 na .*PgITys + ) 31 INSIi A NFR .TI sC T** 1 0)0
A 1.- 1 TA l i A u it - UL ivse -Ul:I s i-- as ,
*(/ITE( Y EO ARECAUSE TEO LOe, iNSIARE
iRTLNT TNE PONERINL ELIPE E #TETRE E 13
:RIELM^VC ISELC TUT- - " E I L T*E
...su~as 3 ,.- inse - , .j a - u .
RiiE("AQULD ~ ; YOU LI'KE l AE MI-LNE ISOTMERMS? ?N) 7
HE'
?' iC- V T U CC 
A TN V fr , '
C cm
bf m! l A''.?TT" T" C-y!9 i D E C . CT- " inasi--aI ni i.7. i Latm -- i - - m a s . . . .
uprA1 'mpAT-TO TUpCn.A T U nMC T YM
. - UL-:_1. ' i
i ~ ~ ~ ~ . VC,-- ;TQO
enT'nut~m -- 4,'jT.S
n Lu. 
.vyl 
= i -i. e G i t s
C cI . - CMTn /
mass - Uto v
-=AtM ! !! ! ! ! a !!AT u E D Q ' n
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(*CALCULATE'NmRMALI'ED TENPERATURE*}
XPOS: =LEFT+( I*STSIE):
YPOS:=~BUTT0N+ (j*STPSZE);
TNP[I,J1:=0;
A--r T ' TCMD AT r1"" COT- !!S1'T!Ge I4 T1-E*'
t.nsu 
kLI .s . M u 
lMM suir"  u i , 
;..I L.
0*SOURCES FOR EACH ELLIPSE*}
FUR Vstep:=0 TO 249 DO
TMlr? LiJT -TyrT
+tEMP LOC((2*P*(Vteo+ 0.5)/250 PERF AaiETBETA0, ,XPPCYFO
(ALPHA* (A /A)*TEMPLOCt2*Pl*(VsteP+0.i/256),rF, 1iET. ,POYOS)
TMP[IJ:=TuPE , J -DENUM; r*N2RMALIIE*i
END; (*NIEXT J*}E D *NEXT I*j
.********AKE ADVANTAGE OF SYMMETRY TO GENERATE TEMPERATURE**}
FOR 1:=.16 i 3o Do
BE' IN
FR:=0 TO 15 DO iMP[Ir =TMP[r 0- I,11;
FOR T:=TO 30 00
BECTN
CoR. 1:=1L 0 30A n0 TMPCI,J3=TP1 ,0-3
3CAPHiCS INIT;
DISPLAY 7NIT(3, 0,error
IF errir= THEN
BEGIN
SET DISPLAY LIT(0,165,0,i15,error);
MAKEGRID(LEFTBT ILNT)
(******************DRAW 207. ISOTHERNS*****************}
0V 1 in Alln
ru. v..= %J 6t u
BEGIN
(K=2) OR(K4) OR (K=6) THEN LINE TYPE:=7
ELSE LINE TYPE:=1;
i/'VIC q !E TYPE I )-
I*********************0P&J TO PLOTTErf***************
REQ:=FALSE: u*YUU CAN D ,..RE THAN ONE PLOT*}
5 L .. iun m~r?' n i n ! i. V 1 Tn p T Tv 1TC fi I -') '11
rEIN rIN ITIALIE THE 7470A WITHOLT PAGE ADVANCE}
DISPAY INIT(70,28,error);
&rT nI ? fJ AV 4L4 W C I -
rcrfsA T:E
SrA ESE IN
FOR F:=l TO 7 0
D 1 IN
IF K ) R (K=4) OR (K=6I THEN LINE TPER:=7
LO CELS E COlr: =1
-~n 
-7 %V'I-
IF(K3 G (=) R Ki)TEN COLnR:=2
ciui ~ ~ r ti-.dCi an.! :1 u n,=1
* LI L IL r.
r1. 1% 1 L. -U
"Mr.
-Au,
.L W i-m i .u . . ... . I1
a-.v--w ~ ~ ~ ~ M L ni f a '' n n T T A TIEIS ! t
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DIUrLAY INIT13,$ , rror);
4 IG~R API A TERM(
END; ','*OF GRAPHICS411
TOT % W
1 RiNVTECE PR 'METERS BL P 11POSSBTO 1EET');
2: {*HI I
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APPENDIX VII
The Program
DATAQU
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$SYSPROG ON$
MODULE DATAQU;
IMPORT SYSiLOBALS,IODECLARATIONSHPIB ,HPIB 1,HPIB 2,HPIB 3,
GENERAL 0,GENERAL 1,SENERAL 2,GENERAL~;
EXPORT
FUNCTION TEMP(CHNDBA:INTEGER; VAR TRIG:STR!NG): REAL;
*iHTHIS FUNCTION WILL RETURN A SOFTWARE COMPENSATED**
(HHTEMPERATURE GIVEN THE 3497A CHANNEL OF A TYPE E HH)
"HWTHERMCOU0LE, THE HPIB BUS ADDRESS OF A VOLTMETERH*1
I*AND ITS TRIGGER. ASSUMES INITIALIZED VOLTMETER HH*
FUNCION VOLTS(CHN,DBA:INTEGER, VAR TRIG:STRINBI:REAL;(H*44THIS FUNCTION WLL RETURN THE DC VOLTAGE OF A H*)
({*4*CHANNEL OF THE 3497A.
PROCEDURE INITVM(TBA:INTEGER);
{****THIS WILL INITIALIZE A VOLTETERTHE HPIB & THE 3497A
PROCEDURE STEP(MLMTR:REALI;
* iTHIS 1ILL MOVE THE MOTOR A SPECIFIED 4 OF NILLIMETERSI
IMPLEMENT
FUNCTION TEMP(CHNDBA: INTEGER; VAR TRIS:STRING): REAL;
VAR C LOSE: STRIN22553;
REF: INTEGER;
VCHN VREF:REAL;
PO~NTESER:
IESIN
STRRITE(CLCSE,1PrS 'AC',REF :2);
SETSTRLEN(CLDSE,208-1);
WRITESTRINGLN(709 CLOSE);
WRITESTRINGLN(DBA TRIG);
READNUMBER (DBA,VREF);
STRWRITE(CLOSE,1,POS 'AC 'CHN:2;
S ETS TRLEN (CLOS EPO- I
WRITESTRINGLN(7(9,CLOSE);
WRITESTRINGLN (DBA,TRIG);
READNUMBER (DBA, VCHN);
Ureferance channel{voltages of channel and referance
fread voltage of referance I
(channel on same 'lockl
,read voltage of desired
"channel
TEMP:(10*VEF)+VCHN/0.000069);
END; {FUNCTICN TENP)
FUNCTION VOLTS 0CN, DA:INTESER; VAR TRIS:STRiNS):REAL;
VAR CLOSE:STRING255;
P:INTEGER;
VCHANREAL;
WRFITESTRINELN(709,CLOSE);
W'RITESTP.INGLN(DBA,TRIG);
REAONUMBER(IDBACA)
V7LTC: =VC AN;
END;
ROCE E NITVMDA:NTEGER
VAR E :0 LEAN:
3TE5:ETRiNG63;
I7 INITIALi
IRP.S i I EE IF TH I- V U1 L: - i Li.5E!
WRITESTRINGLN(DB~1 'TI'?; ICHECK I
REtDNUNBER (DB~ ,DU~NY1;
RECOVER :ERRO~
BEGIN
IF ESCAPECDDE~IOESCAPEC2E
THEN ~ ~MD
:1-
THEN ~ESIN
:ORESET(7);
SOTO 1;
END
ELSE BEGIN
WRITELN ( IDERROR MESSAGE IDE
END
:ND
ELSE BEGIN
EEC~FE(ESC~PECODE);
-it:
IOUN~ITI~.LIZE
*I***;*THIS SECTION REINiTIALIZES THE HPIB**
163F VOLT~ETER IS ON LiNE~
H~NDLER1
(IDE ISC:7?
'. RESPOND?
.RESET INTERF
~DID ANOTHER I ERROR OCCURI
~END PROGRANI
RESULT),' ON ECI '40E ISC);
(I OON'T EXPECT THIS ERROR;
cr7.
LCCAL LCKOUT(7);
WRITESTUNSLN(7094300' {TURN 34~7A DISPLA'f OFF~
Tfl ~4EECT2N WILL C~ THE VCLTNETER ~ ~ PRCGRA IED STATE
~AM3SER COMMAND THAT WILL EXECUTE THE PROGRAM.
AND RETURN
IF DEA=722
~ ~;~i (I
~4RITELN('
4J'T1f' ~i'' ?~ T'~P~" OF VOLTAGE MEASUREME?
~r4i i~L~i
WRITELN( £ DCV'?;
WRITELN'' r'4~.ACV".
WRITELN(' F:) AC+DC 2';
WRITEL~V' 2;
~:F~T~( 'N~ FUNCTION (Fi) DESIRED: ');
READLN(S Rb4
REPr9T
1') AND (STRI2'FV
THEN CECIX
'NVALI FUNCT~H
4V~'4M 4- 4. 4
~ TRUE;
'ROSPAN THE 34~bA
~TS AVAILABLE ARE:');
~ V~.~i'U
RANGES AVAILABLE ~ ''
44'?~ "PL~
'~' ( AUTO RANGE ~VOLTMETER WILL ?~D,4 4ff -
'~ 
TT~' ~ ~ (3DDD FOR DCV ONL
~ULi n
~) 10.0 VOLTS ~AX;'1;
* ~AN3E (RE DESIRED:
I"
RED ~
RI') AND ~5TR2K) 'R2' AND ?STR(
''-~' -~ N
'~ADLN ?STR2~
-r
*ri4i ~iAkI4I ~F rMf!'I ~ '~r I L ~
~A ~ 4
-, 
.4I4.J~ **L ~
I!C! '~'''
In.'''
'.4 '4
AND ~STR2K'R~+~
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RE2:=~FALSE:
REPEAT~
IF 'STR5()'STI' AND (STR5('10STi'I AMD ISTR7 ;- '
THEN BEGIN
WRITE('INVALID ENTRY. TRY AGAI: 2
READLN(STR 5;
ELSE REQ:=TRUE;
UNTIL RE=TRJUE;
ifr..K. N~ 4 ILn f
WRITE('AUTO' ERO (3LOWER, IORE ACCURATE READINGS) ON? (Y/N): ';
READL(TR 31
i F STR3 )'Y A~NS'N~ 0AUTO ZERO OFFTHEN STR4:='0' AUTO ZEROC' C *T24 ='n -- AUTO EGNKe :1 1;t N
I*****ACTUAL PROGRAM SENT TO THE
DATA:='D0FLO'+STR1+STR2+STRn+STRc+ 'MOSW'
WRITESTRINGLN (722,DATA);
Wh T R gRQ uLai , (722 'T ,
E"D
rP34-6A FOLL'S .*****
*****PROGRAM THE 437A*****
ELS2 E B E P-I N
reS2eRY NOT 6EEDgD AS YET)
uw no !n mcc
.;?I6 L('"LTETED AT ADDRESS 3'DBA,' NOT RES1NING. ';
SOF FUNCTION INITVM)
EUR itEPIMLUTR:REA"'L);
VAR STEPSSGSTPSRE,1,A ,BiNTEER;
DIR: REAL:
ETEPS:=TRUNC(400*NLMTR+0.5);
3TEPS:=ABS(STEPS);
SGSTPS:=TRUNC(STEP'S/10);
T A O i ZTi 
35" Tis . 4 TM111C 9
.. r.. V.-:- Z. i y i u
"rP,.kt
HEN tZA
31 R A:=. 1 T23 -0 w :=Ain +A;
4-u-u,
RE=7
CMiai a
THEN
intN
THEN
THEN
STOR.E DECTTO.
I WANT TO WORK IN POSITIVE
WITH LONE LEFT OVER
DLA? CUT :U I T" mnTaR
!. 7rciTESTRIN(74-, I ,;'
RT EST R I N(in.. '..r1 -' ' 'WRITESTRING(7 16 'HR 39';
fRITESTRING (716 6
RITESTRING(716,'1')1AniSTIn.iNi 4,
ITA ESTIRING71
ujTT,-nT0T1I(71&RRLI ,ik  3 n AU ., 1. 6
MMI TT 4jT
T .! I4,..fI-,^,
a- uw A+il
9 T AEN 'RITESTR G(7I6 9
r' i All II!MT T- CMn-TU M-Tm
IF REN=7 THENIF REM=6 THEN
IF RE m= THEN
IF REM=4 THEN
IF RE=3 THEN
IF REM=2 THEN
IF REM= THEN11F REMM: THEN
END:
SET TIEO0T(7 20.0);
WRITESTRING(7, '7' 
NRITESTRING (716'
WRITESTRING(716;'');
WRITESTRING(716,'4'1
WRITESTRING(716,'3'
WRITESTRING(71,'I')
RECOVER tERROR HANDLER
BEGIN
IF ESCAPECODE=IOESCAPECODE
THEN BEGIN
TENT(IN -
IREE(TR TTPOLLER NOT RESPONDING' ;
SELSE "EGIN IIGERROR nCCR?
I RI ELN( 0ERROR _ESSA1GE(AE_.RESULT), 'ON AsC., ESC);
END
F! meh4
ESCAPE ESCAPECODE);
END;
iI JDN'T EXPECT
(THIS ERROR
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an-'r. * .**N * **H ***********
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APPENDIX IX
The Program
TMNOW
168
+HEAC "ISOCC Nl
PRMERAM TMNOWI NPUTOUTPUT);
$SEARCH 'vIKES:DATAQU'$
IMPORT DATAQU 1ODECLARATIONSSYSGL0BALS, GENERAL_!,GENERAL 2,HPIB lDGLIB;
*} TYPE TRIX=ARAY[Iss4,0.s212 OF REAL;
VAR TIME,TMPJEST:MATRIX;
CHAN;DEEP:ARRAY[..e4 OF INTEGER;
FREQ;LENS,FOC: REAL:
TMAXTMINM.AX iME,,n,cnt,p-s,arror:INTEGER;
R EQ: EuA ;
NA 4 E: STRING t9:
EX 1ESS:STRING30 ;
R% ES m c SS:c sTDRT? w! r 's
TRIG:STRNG[4;
.*********************PROCEDURE MAKEKEY***********************
PROCEMURE EAKE KEYV!AR i:NTETGER:Yn R si d. 0,h
C - T l~ T!0C.Rr . ? I ^  A A A -A f PC)a
C. aid: i.9s si us s~ L it e i
-
A
-*1'
C TUTh ^ qt!is'
* sETSu RLEN ^ T .,.%E, , ys , s s , i
CTYTIEY MtE3is
I EE( MEL'i S ,.- ' FCUS ,PV-
. gI. l wJ
E. ~ MfE DC 1 p-s THEF.MCP I 'L,'NS:i0.
w *A ta..w si .u 4 '.'
"j RL 1 ti-V IE
M'U'*- h " -' ^ *
06.061 61& ituut liw , - ite i , - u -a- 1'
gy EETSTRLEE MESSfs-;
WMIC -I0 A -S Ais
'ECTi E T MC .- )
* s ... s. uirr .. rnJEwFtPW3
-T yv-!'TU'Et mlrl ! qT Cl Af n 'IiN
id t is -2 29 ' GU
'71T MSSN
. y s., sV IVs1_
-!l-il ulT ," 0.C I ' 4E1 "" ' * i T '4 4 0 U
n V. . i . d -j
v0 Js:5
--. 1 ,
YE M ' li
I iJL : n* ,1 2 . i v !. vs , 16,),- "1C ,
. cV - -V Ovig
0'' ~ ~ ~ ~ " f ''''bo"T*T T -T A it & CE i
7""~ l~ i 7t Li. M 6. - 6. L RI
M.GP :W"D n -r nnVC \.''C L.t U H1E_ 7;0
M!RIE T' 2;c-r-76 Iy- ?T-~ "=n"M T"1TTTrA! !C" 7r-e Ym TUN- I Tu 9 E'A4 ' ,,
14 10 ZiL~ v i-~111 L :
0I:='T ; ISET UP VARIABLE 'TRIG' TO BE PASSE' BY TE
WRITE('WHAT DO YOU ANTICIPATE CALLING THE DATA FILE?: ');
READLN(NAME);
WRITELN('';
WRITE('WHAT FREQUENCY ARE YOU USING? (MHz): ':
READLN(FREQ)
WRITELNV )
u IT E uP CI LENS ARE YO Ovu SING? #')
READLN(LENS]I
READLN (FUC); IS TH FTUS (T) ':1 I;
REQ: FALSE:
WRITE('HOW MANY THERMOCOUPLES -O YOU ANT TO )IONIT-R1 .1- TO 4)
READLN(n);
4 THEN 4RITELN'NO MORE THAN 4. PAY ATTENTION
EL SE RE:= TRUE;
UNTI' EQ;
'M'TTC M''
4C vr'In i:. g es 1
.. u nu isn ru. su .
'Tr''u PUT THE CHANNEL 4 (FRM TvE DURPL PANEL) OF T'C 'c .A'
1ACLMI)L HLitF,
F 4uir:,f-ur -o. ra1c4N TuA T"C PANEL T- TTc
un'=an CD TC YTI .21 t
Fair Ia :u u U ix ll R1 -mm rl ,mi
NGTE: THE F^LLO'ING N U1SERS SHOULD BE INTE-ER UES
T' HE m iniu TEMPERATURE TO 'E GRAPHED (Deg. C): 'it
RE A.- Z i L i 'kT I .N
Rtaul'a N ,%!I TT7 ! tC m "!I TN R4TURE TO BEGAPE 99' ",.- .? f" ..- o 1 i ,, .. ,.. , U,.... iu L. i. tt -2
R'.^T" n -A"" D24 It "-!MA"T I'\
""PA~O CC THE EPRMN sn:2
na. - -
#vTTuri,RE UW01 M iiiC
****4************************SET UP 3RID***********************************)
4- IT LA ,2 4,,1,errr); UWORK SPACE
'I . r HV i L 1 ,S
""* Am ra~fei Al 63
u4!P A l' .i,
Yr ~ et) " . I
VhC - V' Jis
i\N E f 1 is0v1 ,
I4T A'T 4 0 '4A 0 '!4 p ',
. %!fl , 0A u V
T- AXnu !C TAV TI.J .TMM MAA i
E 1 ., ii'M
. .. T , ii
:; e C. n 7 ') I . 'vi
-C "TC'yC'C T
S , , 1: , is a i . :
fT 1 S "
- ~ ~ i Au, J) '
i4~ -i
-fy-gy !Tt2 CC Jp 7' 1' Y r in
-... 1--n --a. I -
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mP COMMAND}
'4.
TO SLnT 2e
-ET I STYLE();
MOV- 0. .
SE} L INENE Y( l ;
' LT -M);
END~
uE:H 1
ET UIE STYLEI'
MOV E i )
-N
e- , I- RW -tm - :n , ,
MOVE (iRI-.I
aA I
SET LINE STYLE();
I P TRU =(CM C PE IN
' 4 v ! - A ,
'rt M(' i 'ENTR'w B SN.,.)
SE' N!e:;:)
"K e-eto L:T^ 'VSET CH- . va . *A
nai susinu -ilav', rr'I,
nrruM1nTBEKrAL (739 TMI'.L -
CAL,
2= lr n I' I? Aita iJ q :I
U , J , .-.. iSL . u q s iii . ... * 4
EME;
IF (TUNC( r*MI V~N L51 -(5cnt
nniCa iaGLiliuq i i .
jiu u u aka i i VJ i isiov I
T 1r 1 Tj-TCr4 P Au i 19 9 -)
- a~s.a~or .. 3 S.....
mrmnrCn _.CTTer:'vtr r
isyyt il it & t L GV,. i i i, ai
1 1M
niV
=CTT: er' 1L i M~ i
rIN'TIA ir CLO" I
NTaILIZE 4A d- 7RIES
r'X'TI.1 T" 7- I^7977E=n
rTr DATA DRA TO THE ?DV ETR
LPE. ZICAnB AEL: THE-,rN-C CLES
170
!SET Y XiBIT-e;-- ., Han
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APPENDIX X
The Program
FSTEXP
11M
172
1 n - R . Lotl %it 196.Wi i I
***THIE PRGRAM DIFERS, FO"N EXPT ECA'USE TT T ' EAn*** iL - - s.: u E. . 1 a i i V i is rAi i t'w .Ih i 1.- L a.- i
'**VOLTAGES FROM EACH CHANNEL AND 'ALL NLY L" AT * *
* ****THE REFERANCE JuNCTION T'ICE PER LOCATION. THIS ***1
* AKE 7 I r FATRN A IS IN TALLED T INSUFE***
-i Is IL 'i -ID . ' r Z ; L I' \ L . i -
q N AC1 .N L: U IE:ATAQ'
J 4- -Ic - Ta T -. D
Ctrtn:MHd "' r"ESR4- L \ . at REA I L w I T A-i
,rnr mr-i
Dr . VA T E .T ia .Zrci .
.;EV444..dNit. lUEa~
C':::.d
nfl'I C U0 . ~
writj:doiREFWOADiYOU:PREFER? DRS
(D'=72 13rsi REe .E.a T P,-T I - 1 1 TM- rEF,
i ., - 'Z i KiId 'd j ' x 11
RST! MMN.C'TA, j"
iiis4 es iiia 3 \Li I i
L -EEN'IVAI ADRES TRTGI.)
EL T"4'mE IE A 3 CHNE N'E SFO TH PUPL PARE E
7 Lr .
4
LS.J6, 1, I mc-ZFl! "'i1?tI T C' A' DM01 RT1c 3'S -. 7 2.41
vi r A U.+~ W:ii1.s...ir
Z.-. 0.a-Ln PO .
'.. ;' A
7 LIMas -- i if -,-!! ,r!!p nc ialria -. Lei~q
DCnT
m , ! -.. .. s A -j!' i i in -W . r iss I i A -!- itu -ril l iMC III
liT-!m ' L i Tj TT DV T ! ;0 T--TI AT III Il '70 ''"
R 0n T ' " " ? - .("siu E F Oim i ntii ii . Nc i;F- iH I 71i it :
44-C/ L 9 'I
m 1- -. &.d. . i i- i ': e .. w i 1 .i . :
.***t*****************READ LP.huii$ AL iLF 4 1RDAT i ii*** * *
:M Av !0 7!.!C ri' .0
- ---- t! A. f. .Ii '-s -'- '!
T . L
- ' .r i..
Z L
,,E, RE.:= TRUE
ELSE BESIN
WRITELN('SORRY, NO CAN DO.
WRITELN(' OR THERE WAS NOT
WRITEC'
END;
"NTIL REsi
WRITTELN(';
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EITHER YOU ASKED FOR OVER 91 STEPS,');
AN INTEGER NUMBER OF STEPS.';
TRY AGAIN:';
Rmu****ummmm**TAKE DA T Am**mummmE* m**
SMPE20,1U:=STPSZE: (H*INPUT GENERAL SIZING INFO**
TMP120,21:=STEPS;' H*INTO TMP's 20th ROW *
FSTSTP:=-1*(FSTSTP+STPSZE); (SET PROPER DIRECTION)
L -TT: =- eSTP-
REPEAT
FO :1TO STEPS 00iiT p Co- s .cl
En it = 1 .14t, 9BEGIN
FSTREF:=VOLTS(REF,DBA,TRIS);
FOR i:= ITO n DO TMPti,j2:=VOLTS(CHANi2,DBA,TRIS);
LSTREF:=VOLTSREF, I BA ,TRI);
IF ABS(FSTREF-LSTREF)>t(0,2) THEN (Check if block is at stady stat
BEGIN
fRl. :=FALSE
rP E AT
WRITELN('REFERANCE BLOCK IS UNSTABLE, AAIT OR USE NIKES:EXPT');
UNTIL REQ=TRUE:
END
ELSE RFVLIStj :=(FSTREF+LSTREF)2; (Use averaga teperatre
'm*mmmmmmmun*I*******CALCULATE TEM~mmmmm*H*********
WRTEN' *mmmm***m***CALCULATING TEPERATUREmmmumm*f****');
R; To S"E7C D
F i T0 J LMPti, :(T PLifl 0.000069)+OFFSET;
.* ***********m***mET EXTRA TERMS TO DEFAULT VALUEmmmm****H***
KRDE A! I! TO19
FOR j:= 3 TO ?1 00 TMPi ~j-is
FOR i:= i TO n DO
BEGIN
FOR STEP+1 TO 91 00 TPii:=-i;
1% U..
TCEy-..liR?.N iiniTS: K
! r. T -r! hi n i !kTf EF T rD" - ^ V' y
L il ii : ' I f, t IU1.,
r.T A r . i' ! n t~ ?c p i ~ D i!O 9 7.
-, : N * C Z .In.- I, A L n 3:
T jrj1 y r. 1 ,- .
Z n. .11
)
}
el
FOR j:=7 TO 91 Du TiE20,0 :=-11
'RITE L" T fl ' 174
WRITE('WHATfDISCAME WULD YOU I WRITT
READLN (DISC)
RITE('AHAT f'OULD YOU LIKE TO CALL THE FILE?: );
READLN(NAME);
TRWRITE(TITLE,i ,pos,DISC,':'iNAME, ' ;
SETSTRLEN(TITLE.pos-t);
REWRITE(F TITL !;
WRITE(F,TNP);
CLOSE(F, 'SAVI');
END;
ARTE('WDULD YOU PREFER TO DO A DIFFERENT SCAN INSTEAD? (Y/N)');
READLN (NDRES);
RITEILIN '') s
IF SNDRES='Nl' THEN SNORED:=~FALSE;
UNTIL NOT SNDREQ;
WRITE('WELL, HOW ABOUT A WHOLE NEW EXPERINENT? (YIN)');
READLN mFINRSS;
WRITELN('')
IF FINRES='' THEN FINREQ:=FALSE:
uNTIL NOT FINREQ:
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PROGRAM EXPT(INPUTOUTPUT);
{****THIS PROGRAM WILL TAKE TEMPERATURE DATA FROM ****)
{***i19 THERMOCOUPLES AT 101 LOCATIONS EACH, *
{***USING 'TMP' FROM nATAQU,SO IT IS SLOWER. ****}
$SEARCH 'MIKES:DATAQU'$
MPnoR DATAQU
TYPE MATRIX = ARRAY[I..20,0..911 OF REAL;
VAR~
CHAN:ARRAYI. .201 0F INTEGER;
F:FILE OF MATRIX;
p iMPMATRIX;
FSTSTP,LSTSTP,STPSZE:REAL;
a ,1,,os,DBA,STEPS: INTEGER:
REQFSTREQ ,SNREUFINREQ: OLEAN:
RES;FSTRES;SNDRESFINRES:STRING!13;
TRIG:STRING41;
DiSCNAME:STRING[93;
ITE: CTiNG[2o)
DEGIN
FINREG: =TRUE:
qREPEAT
IT FORMATION**********************
URITELN'THE VLTMPEiR AVMAIL ABL E ARE:'1;
RiTLN(' I) 34b6A D1SITAL VOLTNETEr AADRE 2'
RITELN' 2) 3437A SYSTEM VOLTMETER AT ADDRESS 7
iRtE(4i WOUL 'YOUl PREFER? ADDESS4
SRITELN(' INVALID ADDRESS. TRY AGAIN.');.u0 1nit')
rl~. . ,
R7, ( O U AN TLRuuPt Aa1.0 Di iu-
Hu:: t'
S.E"ATLNCIVLDAT'ES.TYA
NHu bi.,!1%!R 17: I 3
F'T7, 't: THERM0COUPLE' '3 CHANNEL NUMBER (FROM THE PURPLE PANE);
3:1 M$ni A f~j IASSUMING T's ARE CONNECTED To SLOT 1
AND ITS CORRESPONDING DEPTH (IN am):')
IT$$f4********E C6OSITIONAL1 INFOAIC***********11 ***
Lkn!i IM B A i
RIT' MA HCNESACF THE ME IN a )
A - 1 ITM " L ill-. U i[ H.H I l
********** SZE
eeneen.-T-M-.
o--T
r 
-TCl 
Mf''
kiLN'LES INPU TH 0LOIG "CAN 'AT A'I
WI:I ENRP MNA CN ESAETVRE ErIN . VEif :'
Dfe..-Tu '"R-Irrf M,,
-I I 2. MAX :1iiS;i ITIVE Ea:CUR ION ( I) 3
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WRITELN(' OR THERE WAS NOT AN INTEER OF STEPS.');
WRiTE( TRY AGAIN:'):
END:
UNTIL REQ;
WRITELN('');
FSTREQ :=T RUE:
TP[20,1 1:=STPSZE;
TMP[20',23:=STEPS:'
FSTSTPi=-1*(FSTSTP+STPSZE);
LSTSTP: =-1*LSTSTP;
REPEAT
STEP(FSTSTP);
FOR j:=1 TO STEPS 00
BEGIN
STEP (STPSZE);
FOR i:= 1 TOn DO
BE6IN
EDi; :=
END;pn.i-Nu,
STEP(LSTSTP);
{**************4********?T UNUSED -ENTRES
[**INPUT SENERAL SIZING DATA INTD**)(**THE 20th ROW OF TEMP **)
fSET PROPER OIRECTIONI
TRIG);
TO DEFAULT VALUE*******************:
OR :=n+1 TO 19 DO
O j TO ^ ? OTM P 1ijj:=-1;
FOR ;:=1 TO n
uJL. U 1
FR j:=TEP+1 TO 91 T :=-1;
END;
WRITE('OULD YOU L:KE TO REPEAT THIS SCAN? (YiN)');
READLN(FSTRES);
IF FSTRES='N' THEN FSTRE:=FALSE;
UNU! NT CTr.
A R ru10t ( IMO!L ! Tiffi TO n TIS Tn (V/N)'1.
REArLN(RES;
1F RESP='V' '!HEN
unrr u't '''s :' -u r n Tu rC nMA n T T T ' k
unty- 'uyat T THE i;flIn:rUI nv3 T U 5 t
-i~~ Z~i. !'Afi U~i-ij, j
Tt~n T!M~~ I ZC1 %J?%Ar ,,!
WRITEV'WHAT IS THE T T PWE? (IN Ac.
REAOLN(TMP[204);
l4RI TE .'LENC I
t i t TM ,n =
-, 0 r 1 4 _rF'' v: %.iq ... lfN 1aM t u [ i .u a ,WRITE('HAW DEEP YOU TIE T'NTIE C THE FCUL?:
READLN(TNP[20E63
en .- ; ,E Tn 1Mre S .=- w i
3ETTRNIITL SI)
u vri 'tan iwnt Is u tl j .
1. n o rr , CI
WRIT7C6'WHAT WUDYOU LIKE HL il
IiREAL(AM EME
STEWRITE(FTITE ,9s; 1ET S  RLEN JTI.1 Pos-i;
REWRITE (FITL(rjJ .p .W R I(, t
WRITEY'OULD YOU PREFER TO DO A IEN
41n. E-ka .I
T ,i L' '
_F -N.E i iRE2 7.
1! L ,ua !u A : Ey F-X I EMENT: fY v
, t L L q ltE .11 ':
7rAN HNTED (YN)
END. 178
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$HEAP DISPOSE OHS
PROSREN ISOPLT(INPUT OUTPUT):
IMPORT rODECLARATIONE,SYSGLO9ALS,6ENERAL 1,HPIB IGENERAL_2,DSLLIB;
TYPE MATRIX=ARRAY[1..20,0. .91 OF REAL;
VAR TMP:MATRIX;
F:FILE OF MATRIX;
DES:ARRAY[0.. 153'OF REAL:
LINE TYPE:ARRAY[0.."15 OF INTEGER;
EN:RRAY10..15 OF INTEGER:
X,Y:ARRAY[1..43 OF REAL:
DEPTHTPSI LENGTH MAXR1A1W ,LNZI .P:REAL:
ZiCALELEFT,RIGHTtB TOGPFREQZP.W,LNZ,DEEP: REAL;
IES;TCMA,i,j,error,cntpos,SRDPTH RDLNT: .NTECR;
RED, ISOREQ:aO0LEAN;
REG'ISCREE:STRING[2I;
)4ESE: STRING303
DISC,NAME:^RTRNG[93.'
TITLE: STRINGE203;
{*****************************PRDCEDURE DRAW BOX*************************4****
PROCEDURE DRAW _BO(X.IN,XMAX,YNIN,YNAX:REAL);
BEGIN
MOVE(XMIN, YMIN);
LNE(IwIN YMAX);
LNE(XMIA;YMNAX)LIE( MAXI);
L(NE(X"N;YMIN )
Fi N *****ESREF:REAL*:E*L;
IF 2UES>REF THEN SISN:=I
ELSE SIGN:=-lVri~?4& CCr.CT
END:
I***44** **********4**IPREDURE MAKE GRID****************************)
PRnrCE'?E AKE GRID:
BES
SET INDW(-1.0,1.0,-1X.03.);
eT-ACDpeTi'Lq '',-%
'. 4 0 11
WPORT0.303, .0 .669);
I Nt I
EFT:=- ET
Ltj,
rF DEPH'LENGTH THEN
E 'IN
5 u
ELSE BEGIN
*RIGHT:=LEN6TH;
TOP =LENGTH-DEPTH;
Ain.
ET WINDOW(LEFT RIGHT ,BOTTO, TOP);
t NE ETL()
DAW 20XTLEFTLENGTH,BOTTON,0);
CALE:=6.97/LENGTH; (PROCEDURE NAKE_3RiD)
***4***f******* ********PiOCEDURE PLOT*********************************
PCV' -I R 11
Is2LO) LiECTMERT.Ui- f
* - - 4 4 -,,-. 44. * C *A 4r
giprCTiON miGNso
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3ET LINE STYLE LINE Ti PE;
FORi:=iTil GRDPTH D0
FOR j::1 TO GRDLNT 00
p SEGIN
SIN P jl,THERM*SIGN(TmP+,j,TERM)NPN
IF SINImliiL0 i ka~
THEN BEGIN
CROSS: =CROSS+ 1;
XECROSS]:=:(j-1)*STPSZE' ;
Y[CROSSi:=-1*(TNPti,03+(((THERM-TMPtiqj2)/(TNPii+i,33-TMP 33iYll. u sl:=- * (T r PO + , -TM ri,03) U ;
END;
IF SISN(TjPi+1,jlTHERM)*SIG(TMPi+1,j+'ITHERM)(NOPNT
THEN BEGIN
CROSS: =CROSS+1;
X[ROS.S,:=(,j-1,)*SIE)+
Y[ CROSS3:=-i*T Pi+1,03
I END;
17 SIGN(TM P ri+1,j +1,THER MI*S IGSN(TrP,j+13,IITllER M(NOPFNT
THEN BESIN
CROSS:=CROSS+i;
A[CROSS1:=j*STSE .E;
(TPi1j+1- Pij+3)(TMr4P[; i1,0-Tl MP l I, "
'+ MPRij+1, TE)*,IG (TP ij ,THERM(NOPNT
ITIEPij+3TMJ jDSTPSIE)"
Y ROSS): =-1*TiPti,0;
IFCRS=2 THEN
~v''vri 1'
t rneC4 THEN WRITE ' A 4 CROSS 8OX OCURRED. ',
' S=1) OR (CROSS=3) THEN WRITEt' UNEXPECTED CROSIN PATTERN
EN,;L
EN" [PROCEDURE PL'V7T)
nRCEDURE AE "EY(D CWN: INTEGER); MAKE A KEY UN THE CURRENT PLOil
WRITE('VKING KEy FOR PLOT SHOWN.');
SET VEWPORT(0.,0.32,0 4.O,0.o?6);
ET~ INE -15 .LE,.U -
10sN=I THEN WRITESTRINGLN(TO5,'3PI');
TE!T!'ISOTERNS
(- , 1 7
E 4 0' 4 .S
p E IR.S
I 1Y * . - ,7
L "r N' 4 01 17
n'? f 79
. L 4 .
A, Lf,-,
Cr i 
*ii'i-
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GT EyT fESc),
MOVE(-144 01.
SE-TCT RLEN(MESS,pos-ill;
GTEXT(MESS);
STSTRLEN(NE ENS V "172.- 0
S tTSR IE Nr E SX1P6. FOU 1)EP)
rSTE XT(ESM I
£IJrU-. E 4.,4);;
R T Et~IESS1,pas, 4LN3T 'nENST:,' t DEP;
Cl TPLEM(4ESS,P's-ll%;
LNE (- 14 , 2 -t
T Tl- 2-4.~US~ C I; U LNT:4 m
R W" lL -N
i~ ~ iiM V N .
DOTN"1 EN RET!8N7~ ISP po
P.N' UE 5 S 0,
* EX ; *************RSSP )? **~**************
*4***'*****EODl, 3AE lN NR~O***~*~~***t
,~:~ 7.1) 1L O IET R~DFOI.2
L. qv Ij ,. .3i ,N1,
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PON:=i.PE20,4];
LNZ:=TMPE20:53;
DEEP:=TMPr20,52;
0 * HH*************H *HFIND TOTAL ACTIVE THERMCCOUPLS** HHHH******
REPEAT
i:=i+1
UNTIL (TNPEi,03=1) GR (i=20);
TCNAX:=i-!.
*I*HHHHHHHHHHH****~*~****FIND MAX AND IN TEMPERATURE**** *H**1 l
TNIN:=1000.O;
TMAX:=0.!0;
FOR i:=1 '0 TCMAX DO
,-nn 4.,i e ea
, iin *.-i . I r u
BESIN
IF TNPi-jq)(TtIN THEN TMIN:=TMPir,j3;
IFitP i IjiTMAX T HEN TMA X:=iMPrij3;
END;
I***m**HHHHHH*ffI******** INFORM OPERATOR OF STATUSHHHHH*** H**
WRITELN('THE EXPERIMENT SCANNED AN AREA ',DEPTH:4:1,' u DEEP');
WR iTE LN(' wY ';LENGT1H:4:1,' amLONG.')
WRITLN('THE WERE ,TCMAX:2,' ACTIVE THERMOCOUPLES,');
WRITEL(' WITH A M.IMU1 TEMPERATURE OF: ',TAX:4:I,'~De. C,');
RAND A iniaua TEMPERATURE OF: ';iN:4:1 ' Deg. 0,';
WRITEZ.'AEN NTER' PROCEEDS.';
READLN(RES);
[HHH* HHHHHHHHHH****** START 3RAPHIC3*HHHHH***HHHHHHH*H* HH*****
GRAFHiCS INIT:
DISPLA Y TNIT(,, a r r 7r),
IF errir=0 THEN
BEGIN
MAKE_-RID;
m**HH**HH****HH******DRAW ISOTHERNS************f*** f**HH *H*
RDPTH:=TCMA'X-i;T"" , mp .= n.
w1 P II tLi 1 ,cat:=cnt+P
.WIT('NAX. TEMP.= ',iMAX41,', MIN. TEMP.=' TM :4)
'RITE(' De. . ESIRED ISWTHERM= ');
READLN(DEcnt 1)
6 D:IkE TYPE ~ 1 1
RCi L-. ~ n. L i L,; i ,
kF 'E 1=RE T'PEcnit :=
0 ~ELE P-EN :cnt3:=1;
PLT (DE~ct , LNETYPE~catJ ,PENt:nt3,O) ;
P(343 r".. A' I - 't r K U3* U .
READLN(~iSDRES);
F :RES='N' THEN ISORE:=FALSE;
H nT EMS FO: NEET Y HE rHH pHr N
-T k!rr
i L
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LINE TYPEI:LINE TYPEti2;
LINETiYPE i :=LINETYPEjli2;
LINE~TYPE j: LINE~TYPE[0 ;
PEN[I3: =PENIi '
PENtil:=PEN~ji
END: 4110E
END;
~ND; '(OF ISOTHERM PLOTTING AND KEY DRAWING.}
{****HHHHHHH*i**iHiH***H *H DRAW TO PLOTTER***I* *H*** **********I
WRITE('40ULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT THIS? (YIN): ');
READLN(RES);
RES= 'Y' inEN
* !PLAY INiT(705,2Srtor; {INITIALIZE THE 7470A WITHOUT PAGE A
SET DIS~IY LIM5,245,30, 1 e
IF error=0 THEN ~
BEsIN
MAKE GRID;
FOR "!:= l nt 00 PLOT(DEG[i2,LINE TYPE[ilpENtil,);
mAKE KEY(I);;
CUIT%
ENo. (OF PRINTING TO THE PLOTTER)
*n**HHHHHHHHHH***I***H***END GRAPHICSHH **********H*********** 1*
WRITE' ARE YOU THROUGH? (Y/N: ');
READLX(REq);
IF RESY' THEN RE:= TRUE;
DISPLAY'INIT(3,0,error);2RAPH:C TERM:
END.
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nonnAy FUD6E(INPUT, PUT)
YPE ATRX=ARRAY1. .20,0..912 OF REAL;
VAR TMP:MATRIX;
F:FILE OF MATRIX;
RES:STRINGE ;
R E C1: BCO L EtN
DISC,NAME:STRIN[93;
BAD ,GUO0D,I,pos:NTEGER;
NUM,DUM:RAL;
WRITE('WHAT DISC WOULD YOU LIKE TO READ FROM?:');
READLN(DIC);
WRITE('WHICH FILE WOULD YOU LIKE TO READ?: ';
READLN(NAM'E;
CLEE(F,TSV' ;REDN (RESSTW IT E'OL YUI LE K iMCHNEALN RAPIi!/) )
IF RES= 'L' I E'
~f.jlL:iNE I O JAINTO LOO AT? u 2,;,L
2OR1:0 T0O9i DO WRiTELN(TMPEBAD,i]::i);
AR ('WOULD YOU Li E TO LOOK AT ANOTHER? (YN): ');
FES='N' THEN REO:=TRUE;
E*NOVE BAD DATA DOWN*i
WRTE('WHiCH LINE DO YOU WANT TO MOVE DOWN?: ')
KEUN (BAD);
GOOD:=~BAD+1I
FRp I:=0TOiOOD
: BEG TIN '
DUMMY:=TMP[BAD, I3;
IMPCBAD,I):=TMP[200D,13;
NFP[GOO,I3:DUiY;
END:
,. .- ,,WOULD YO LIKE, T- OHN aG"E A'NOTHER? 'vN. 2;
40 IF RS='N' THEN REO:=TRUE;
-LNTuRE.:
RIE'WIC?4 DAT 00 YOU WANT TO ELIMINATE?
To ?ATT
kitm seAm,
.. n 'ru I, n,-4 V Mf1 1? ' . : )
AINE'WHICH LiNE 0 YOU WANT TO LOOK AT 2;
0b READLN(BAD):
R E uLN t RR EA z62
0 ELINE !-.a: T R n,. .;
W :  -f n \jItAl TI ALn " 1- 0.6
ani~i e sudNa [;U MOVEt BAD ATA DIW
lk,~ EATTur eg.-w
Ei -ll P + 3 A D~,03
{b OOL:=BAD+lN
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WRITE('WHAT IS RIGHT VALUE?: ';
READLN(NUM);
TmPEI,BAD2:=NUM:
END;
WIRITE('111U1 YOU LI7E TO LOOK AT ANIOTHER? YN) )
READLN (RES):
IF RES='N THEN REI:=TRUE:
{*RESAVE FILEf
REWRITE (F, TITLE):
WRITE TfP)
CLOSE(F;'SAVE') )
